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2 .THIRD -1fE1'oI!.'t FROM -TIlE -SllLECT toMMi'i'f1m

Thws4a?,j211Y.?Ve1J!.9.~~1974
Science and Technology,-Ordered; That there shall.be a Select Committee t

consider Sciencea!J.dT~chnologyan4 to ~ep()rt thereon frq.Ill!iJIletotime.

Ordered; Thllt the Committee have power tojendforpersohs, papers an
records, to sit n()twithstanding any Adjournment of the House, to adjourn fro.1
place to place; and to reportfrom time to time the Minutes of the Evidence-take
before them and any Memorandasubmitted to them.

Ordered, That Five.be the.Quorum ofthe Committee.

Ordered, That the' doJn~ttee have;owertbappoint SUb-committees and t
refer to such SUb-comInitte~sany of the matte.rsreferred t~ the Committee.

Ordered, That everysuch Sub-committeehave jlower to send for persons, paper
and records, to sit notwithstanding any Adjournment 'of the House, to adjour
from place to place, and to report to the Committee from time to time.

Ordered, That three be the Quorum of every such Sub-committee.

Ordered, That the Committee have power to report from time to time th
Minutes of the Evidence taken before.such 'Sub-committees and any.Memorand
submitted to them.

Ordered, That the Committee have power to appoint persous with technica
or scientific knowledge for the purpose of particular inquiries, either to suppl
information which is not readily available or to elucidate matters of complexit
within the Committee'S order of reference.

Ordered, That these Orders be Slailuing .Ordersof the House until the end a
this Parliament. . . .

Ordered, That Mr Ronald Brown, Mr Ray Carter, Dr John Cunningharr
Mr Alex Fletcher, Mr David Ginsburg, Mr Frank Hooley, Mr Ted Leadbittei
Mr Ian Lloyd, Mr Neil Macfarlane, Mr Airey Neave, Mr Arthur Palmei
Mr Norman Tebbit, Mr Christopher Tugendhat and Mr Kenneth Warren b
members of theSelect C?iniriittee.~~ Sciell~e~lldTechllol~gy'

Ordered, That the members of the SelectCommittee on Scienceand Technolog
nominated this day shall continue to be members of the Committee for th
remainder of this Parliament.

Ordered, That this Order be a Standing Order of the House.

Tuesday 25 February 1975

Ordered, That notwithstanding the Order of the House of 21 November relatin
to nomination of members of the Select Committee on Science and Technology
Mr Airey Neave be discharged from the Committee and Mr Anthony Nelson b
added to the Committee for the remainder of this Parliament.

Ordered, That this Order be a Standing Order of the House.

Thursday 27 March 1975
Ordered, That notwithstanding the Orderof the House of 21 November relatin

to the nomination of members of the SelectCommittee on Scienceand Technology
Mr Christopher Tugendhat be discharged from the Committee and Mr Peter Ros
be added to the Committee for the remainder of this Parliament.



Ofdered;Thiit notwithstanding the Order of the House 001 November in the
;t Session-of-Parliament relating to nomination of members of the Select
nnmittee on Science and Technology, Mr Alexander Fletcher and Mr Ray
irter be discharged from the Committee and Mr Nigel Formanand Mr Roderick
acFarquhar be added to the Committee for the remainder of this Parliament.
Ordered, That this Order be a Standing Order of the House.
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6 mmD' .REPORT FROM j.THE '.SELEqT: COMMITTEE'

.N()TE8. '

References

In the Reportreferences to answers givenby~itiie~~es in'efidencitotheScience
Sub-committee in Sessiori1975~76 are indicated in theform:". Q 957 ", "References
to answers given in Session 1974-75 are indicated in the form" Q 957 (1974-,75) ":

'References to Memoranda printed with the Minutes of Evidence in Session
197~76 are indicated in the form "~po 121 ", .

. Refe~ences to Me~oranda printed in the periodical volumes ofMemoranda
SUbmitted to the Science Sub-committee in Sessionl975~76 are indicated in the
form" .Memorandum 6 ". .,.

Publications

v 'The Minutes of Evideaoe takenbeforethtscielide Sub-committee Iri-Session
}975-76 have been, published in series asHouse of Commons Paper-No. 23""'i-xx
(1975-76). , . ' "'< ' . ", .. , '" •. , •.. '•.,

.The Minutes of Il'lig~jl,<:e. taken jn Session 1974-75\Vere publisiJedlls I:!o~se of
Commons PaperNb'N~~Rj974-7~.. . ,..

TheM<:D,lorandll~l)bmi~ted to the Sub-com111itteein Session 1975..76 have been
publisliedin series as House of CommonsPaper No, 13~i-;v(1975~76)., .

The .Memoranda .submitted in Session 1974-75 were published .asHouse of
,Commons Paper NQ. 261 (1974-75).



EDUCA.TlONAND tRAINING

1., The training of engineers and applied scientists suitable for employment in
prq4uctivein4U>YJry,sh9ul<i,be given much .higher priority-in. the Government's;
educational policy (paragraph 3.17).

2. The conceptoiSpeciai institutions jar Scientific a1jd> Technological Eiitca-,
tion and Research. first-proposed by the Robbins 'Committee in 1963, should
be revived and, implemented. A number of universities, possibly including the
engineering and applied science departments of the University of Cambridge,
should be so designated (Paragrnphs 3.78;3.25"-6, 3.43).

3. The, University Grants Committee shOuld be ~»striilJtl!d it>regardelJ"
gineering and appliedscience training as a privileged area, for 'which additional
earmarked funds should be provided (paragraph 3.80).

4. The contenillrid 'iorm of uiidergraduate, courses in, engJneeringshouldbe
the subject 0/ (I thorough. and urgent review, and the un,ivers/ties and engineer
ing institutions: should-examinernethods 0/achievinggreater,0Ilab9rat!on, in
the control of. standards. and-the content of degree-courses' (pal'agraphs ,~;82,
~;'75). . ' ,

5. Employers and universities should give greate/support to satuiwich
courses for undergraduates in engineering andscie"ce., They should becomeiZ
normal feature of undergraduate studies in the Special Institutions (paragraph
3.83).

6. The proposals of the Science Researcn Council for improvements in the
training of postgraduates should be pursued with vigourandsufjicierttear
marked funds should be allocated at the expense; if necessary; of less pressing
demands on the higher education sector. The Department of Industry should
be prepared to commit their own funds to the development of " Teaching Com
panies",andsuch sche",es, should be 'launched with greater rapidity (para.
graphs 3.84, 3.70, 3.68). ,

7. Serious consideration should now be given to the introduction of higher
maintenance grants for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the applied
sciences and engineering. Preferably these should be provided in the form of
bursaries distributed from the Department of Industry Vote (paragraph 3.85). ,.

8. A Minister of State should be appointed within the Department of Educa
tion and Science with special responsibility for SCience and Technology. He
should be principally concerned with scientific and technical education at all
levels a/the educationnisystemcandwtth. the activities funded from the Science
Budget. It is also hoped that the Secretary of State will devote more attention
tothe scientific aspects of her job than have most of her recent predecessors
(paragr<lph!l 3.86, 3.74).

>I< Note: the fulltextaf these ltecofmriendations maybe found in the paragraphs'stated.
393320 A4



8, THIRD RERORT,F,ROM",THE ,sELjlCT "COM!>IITTEE
i.' ."./.,.,_,., .:. , .'.' :'" '._.", "",'_ : .• -,.i",.:_,'",c. _." ;'.i

EMPLOYMENT,,,,,,"""""""" ,., .,'.,
'~'."::""":_"'" .:-, <'. '-,.',' ,,' "..";.:;'- -:,"<'.,'".: '-- .

9. The triennial surveys of the employment of qualified scientists.engineers
and technologists (QSE's) should be revived, and British measurement standards
for scientific and technical activities should be compatible With! DECD Frascati
classications (paragraph 4.14).

'•.··...rOFln,al:tst,y. s{z6zilil /ijKi{sieps, t~'e~'afeih'rJtqrldtifidd'pe;'Sb1il~l"4r~n()f. ()nly
oUered attraCtive si'darles, bitt 'alsotM (/PP9rtintitjJof moYI~l{lizt(J ~enior
management with as much ease as their counterparts in Germany. Fri,,;ce 01' the
USA, find as rheirc'!nteTrlP()ra~i~sJn.G~eatBr(tainrv.110 have, chosen tostudy
(~'!; ()r acc(}~n~qnq',W~~graP~!I,~~)~, . " ,. . ,

:,'l1. jftheG{)"ernlne~t; ·i~,serious.init~'~esi;~, to,;~lJ~ild'Jiri;ish. ~r;ductiye
industry it must create qn ,mvironment;n wlzichihere are 'adequate incentives
to attract the ablest young people into industry and away from non-producive
publicandprivateservices (paragrllph 4.35),. '

\ .... '

12. The Government shputd'esiiiblish'iin'independeni feiiiew body.ioex'amiiU!
thepersonal i"com~s, etc, of q"alified scientlst~"enginwsand. technologists In'
Britis~ industry, and to con:tpare th~J1twith th,e Inc0Trler.91graduates in the
prlblir;seryices'andthe' ind~pendent projessions. and. with. their industrially:
entployedc{)unterpartsinma1or. competitor countries. The re~iew 'bodyshould
make rrecommendaiions .concerning the desirable fUture relationship betw~ert
the personal incomes of QSE's in industry and of QSE's and graduates in the
pu~lic f~ryfses(/".4 the W{)t~~fio"", They should Trlak~'proyi~ionaltecomrnenda
tions before' agreement is, reached, 0". tin.. incomes.policy toreplace Stage Il of
iheSocialContract (parllllI"lIphs 4.~54.38).· .
"",,, ..', ..•. ,.. " .. "... ,,' ,',. '-,,", ,-"" .... - '-,','... '-,', ,", ,,-.,"

13. The Government. should institute an urgent inquiry into the advice given
to ,young people .by -schooiand, universityrcareersadvisory services-and .should,
#.,necessary•.'be prepared, to. issue guidance on: ways pf improving.sadvice-on
Pztiustrialcareers(Paragraph 4,40k

COLLABORATION BETWEENuiVrVERSrilESAND.llfDJ!~T~J. .
14. Every encouragement should be given to bringing the higher education

system and industry generally into closeralignment (paragraph 5.5)... " .... -, .. .. ',..,', , ..- '... "'. ,. ...... .. " : '..... '. .- ~<"-"- ...... " .. :', ' '.

. '.•• ' There is ',a· good cas~ rord~vising financial, ince~tives-possibly i~ the
[orm of 'generous tax allowances-to encourage companies -to place research
contracts with universities (paragraph 5.9).

<,16: Bothuniyersitles. andind,ustryshQuld ·e"sufethar.til1l~isaiiailab/efiJr
-those oftheir'employees who-wish: to improve collaboration'to do'so; and 'should
jake account,of suchworkWhen promotion isconsidered,(paragraph 5.14).. ',
".,_ ... ",- •••••• , ", " ',- ••••• ". '0 ..

,,,,17, Public funds should be .madeavailableto encourage the 'de'velOpnie'ntbf
liniwl'n hu;'p'niiY rnn,"uTfnFlro;n.. n ... ri ;..,;,,.1....# .. :"" u~:...~::..•..._::_~:.;.:~'_!~~:.>.;--'.':.'''-'~c .. '' "



between'theactivities 'iJftlze'SCience Rese.arphCoutzcil'An1 IheNilt,,~ru:llJ?es.earCIz
Development Corporation, and urgent action laken'iocorrecfit,'aldngthefoilow-
ing lines :-:- .

."HW tl1e~R,c:.E/'lgineeri/'l1? Board's "rpre-developmeru '!,grailts. scheme should
qe. ·exte/'l(led"WhereaPPro.priate"Jo..otherareas .wuhtn\the .Counctts
remit ~., ~ . , -

(ii);JRbC'spat~niriglzts .in 'respe6td{ .ReS~arch CouncdfufldedHniv,e",
sity research should be terminated and universities should be free to
exploit the results of. research carriedout in their laboratories in any

.way they 'choose,' .' '. ... .. .

(iii). univer~ityifldus;ria(!iai~o.n 6ureau;(sho.uld, acta; local agents.'for
.NRDC;

(iv) NRDC's responsibiliiiei1hiJ"ldbefedJfinJd,> itsint~f~straies sh'"llld
be at or below market levels; and its obligation to break ev",nshould
be regarded as setoildary to its of,Ugatio.n -toencourag« innovation

. (pllragraph 5~58)./ . . ..

19, The functions proposed for NRDC ;"a'Y>velibJb~ii~f f;erfiJfinJdby'a
new institution without the accumulated scepticism and indifference which
NRDC appears to have generated (paragraph 5.59).

20. The Government should undertake a thorough review of the level and
nature of the research undertaken in their own research establishments and
should attempt to transfer to universities work of a more basic nature, not
requiring major physical research facilities, wherever this is possible (paragraph
5.62).

MISCELLANEOUS
21. Whether by interventionist or non-interventionist means, the Govern

ment must seek to release industrial management from a situation in which,
because of the low added-value of their activities, they have insufficient funds to
invest in technological innovation, and without such innovation they are unable
significantly to increase their added-value. The stimulation of wealth-creating
innovation should be the principal activity of the Department of Industry
(paragraphs 6.18-6.20).

22. Consideration should be given to the transfer of a proportion of the funds
of the Science Research Council to the Department of Industry, which is the
natural "customer" department for the applied research supported by the
Council (paragraph 7.8).

23. The new Advisory Council on Applied Research and Development
(ACARD) should review the relationship between government-supported applied
R&D and government-funded basic research with a view to ensuring that
effective machinery exists for relating basic sCience policies to long-term
departmental R&D strategies (paragraph 7.14).
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44,AGARD report$s!ZPlfldrwrt:nl111y be pllblislled;an4the Lord Privy
Seai, IJ$ Chairman. of AGARJ). should-make annual reports to Parliament on
the work ojthe CoU1l,ilWlII'llgI'ap/! Us).

25, Given effective guidelines. the Research Councils are efficient instruments
'for .providingselectivesupport for research in the higher education system. It
is the responsibility,ofilheGovernmertt toprovidesuchguidelines. The Research
Councils should not be expected to perform the strategic and policy-making
roles whicb belong to the Government and, finally. to Parliament (paragraphs
7.1~ZO). '

26. 'The Science Research Council should be prepared to, provide more
adequate and regular information about the distribution of research grants and

'st"'dentships. and; should' welcome attempts to evaluate the practical effects of
their policies for research support. There should. however. be' no departure
from the principlesoj the peer-review,system (Paragraphs 7.21-22).

, ,47.()fle ofth~.centroi aims oi dO~~T/lme1!t policy should be the creation of
'an environment in which the undoubted scientific and, technical expertise of the
people of Britain can be directed towards the re-creation of a health and expand
ingindustrialeconomy (par'Wl\plr 8.1).



.I.ll.l.nU .I.":L',I.I.'U'.I.":~,,!'

The Select Committee on Science and Technology have agree4tothe
following Report: - ' ' ' ,

UNIVERSi1'Y.....lNlltJSTRY RELATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

Origins of the Inquiry , . ,'" , ' , ' " '." " " '
1.1. The Science Sub-Committee was appointed by the Select Committee in

December 1974 to" examine the needs of scientific research in Britishuniversities
and the funding of such research from public and other sources ", Aninterim
Report on Scientific Research in British Universities was approved by the
Committee in July 1975" and a Second Report with the same title was approved
by the Committee in December of the same year". '

1.2. In the process of taking evidence on university research in 1975, and in
particular when examining the effects of inflation on the •universities' ,,~cientific

research effort, it became apparent to the Sub-Committee that there was cause
for concern not only about the financial situation in the universities and the
machinery for allocating resources for academic research, but also about the
rationale behind the organisation and funding both of that research and of the
higher education in the sciences with which it is invariably and naturally
associated. It was also evideut that the concern which we felt was not merely
the predictable reactiou of lay politiciaus confronted with substantial. public
expenditure and demands for more of the same, but ,,,,,as shared by manY of
those within the academic community who were beneficiaries, of the existing
system, and of those outside the academic community who might hope eventually
to be beueficiaries of that community's labours.

1.3. In our last Report we indicated that in the current session-we hoped
to concentrate our inquiries on:-

"(I) the relationship between the developmentof ideas, the inculcation
of skills, the creatiou of new technologies and the output of new and
saleable products; , '

(2) 'the mechanisms for identifying and implementing a coherent national
science policy; and' . '

(3) the mechanisms for relating science policy to the' general social and
economic objectives of thecPlll1Ilunity ."'. ,

Wealso made clear that underlying our concern with university science were
tile,heliefs that scientific ende'avour" should contribute to the, social andecono
mic wellbeing of the community", that scientific funding institutions should bear
in mind the "social and economic benefit of the community "and,that politi
cians had, a responsibility to ensure, that,a" continuing and fruitful dialogue, is

1 He 504 (Session 1974-75).
2HC87 (Session 1975-76).
3 He 87 (1975-76), para 32.
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maintained between the~,?ci,!-l !Wd,:c'Jllom.ic decision-making machinery and the
scientific decision-making.ma-chiftery,"-'.·' ' .

'J'lie mq.ary<·, '. . "" ". '......' ,",'
104. During this part of the inquiry the Science Sub-Commlttedlave held20

public meetings and have-taken oralevidence from: ..

The' Chemical Society's Standing Advisory Committee on Relationships
between Higher Educatibl1andfudustrY.

The Engineering Board of the Science Research Council, .

The National.Research DevelopmentCorporation

The UniversityofCambridge (School of the Physical Sciences}'.'

the CambrldgySciencePark

Patscentre 'Intemational.

Mr JOM Diebold

Hewlett-Packard-Ltd .

The Cambridge Instrument.Company Ltd

'I'he' Oiford .Instrllfuent ,()olllpany·Ltel

Dr Frank Jones, FRS

EMILtd

The British Steel Corporation .

ThePlesseyCompany Ltd
.SwanHunter Shipbuilders'Ltd

Y-ARDLtd

Lucas Industries Ltd

The Lord Bowden

The Secretary of State for Education and Science

The Secretary of State for Industry

The LordPrivy S"al
Afull list of. witnessesis",ttached as Appendix 1. The Sub-Committee have
also received a considerable number of written submissions fr0nI other
individuals and groups. The Memoranda are listed in Appendix II, and have
been published inperiodicalvOlumesduriJIg~eSession'... .

1.5. The Committee are grateful for the help and guidance of all tb.ose who
have given up their time to submit oral.and written evidence to the Science
Sub-Committee' during theirInquiry, They are also gratefulfor the assistance
of Professor Michael Gibbons of the Department of Liberal Studies in Science
at the University ofManchester, who acted .asSpecialist Adviser to theSclence
.Sub-Committee between May'1975 and the conclusion of their inquiry. .

.w.. __



on··17 'D~~;;;"b;;-19i4 -~thth~f;iiowh;.i·~~mbirsiJip:Mr>AiJ:~yNeave
(Chairman), MrRay Carter, Mr David Ginsburg,. MrNeil Macfarlane, and
l\1r Norman Tebbit, Dr John Cunningham wasiappointed in place o~
Mr GinslJutg on 19 February, 1975. Mr Ian Lloyd was appointed Chairman
in place of Mr Neave qn,26 February 1975. "Mr Anthony Nelson wa~
appointed to the Sub-Committee on the same date. MrRonald Brown was
appointed inplace of Mr Carter, on 14 J)l1le 1976. Mr Roderick Macf'arquhar
was appointed on 14 July 1976.. Dr C)l1lUingham ceased to participate in the
activities of theBub-Committee ,in Septem,bet)976 on his appointment as
Parliamentary Under-Secretary qK§tateforEper~: . . , .

The nature of the Report

1.7. The normal inclination of SelectCommittees is to choose subjects of
inquiry which admit precise questions and equally precise tecomm,enqations
for executive action, but there are occasions when problems present themselves
which are by their nature more diffuse. The present inquiry is of the latter
kind. .Although there are undoubtedly some areas, such as educational policy.
where new prescriptions may be expected to lead tobeneficial changes in the
performauce of institutions and in the relationships between institutions, much
of the inquiry has been concerned with matters where most desired improve,
ments will only arise from quite fundamental changes in .attitude and behaviour
whichwill 110t. be easily achieved andwlri~h are, relatively insensitive-and
even resistant-i-to manipulation by financial or administrative levers. This. is
the overwhelming opinion of those who have given evidence, and is, reflected
in the present Report. . ... .

1.8. The Committee welcome. the receut speech by the. Prime Minister at
Ruskin College, Oxford, in which he raised a number of questions about the
role of the educational system, including its relationship with industry. ,. This
Report, which is concerned-with the purposes of the iristitutionsof advanced
scientific education and :research, can be regarded as a contribution to one
important aspect of the debate which will inevitably followthat speech.vl'here
is a very real sense in which the organisation of higher education, and our
attitudes towards both eduaction and industry, continue to be determined by
the debates of our Victorian forbears' .. It Is essential that we shonld be prepared
to re-examine the organisation of science and scientific education in. terms of
our current needs. We believe that the large volume of evidence which we
have received-much of. it unsolicited-e-bears ample testlif'ony to the wide.
~pread cOJ;lce,rn in Britain about the contribUtion. oftbe higher education
system to the nation's industrial future.' .'-.,' . ,- ., ,', , ..-; -'.- <.-,

1 In a speechat the end of last year Mt Bdward.Heathcommented thatt'Although thesun has
set onthe BritishEmpire, we,still seemto be producing a stream of administrators to governthe
cclonies.whlch'nolongerexist" (Times Higher Education-Supplement, 19 Decembet1975). ~-<,<:
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2. R&D TO WHATli:NDt<

~sigDilie!lncel)f J,(~ri .'
2..1..'Througllout. tile. t\\;enHeth. teiltutyBritain' has been. one. of the'..biggest

spenders, in both. absolute' and relative' terms, On ,aU.kinds of research and
development. .Although overtaken in the. postwar period by a small group
.of other countries, Britain remained in 1971(the last year for which
comprehensive OEeD statistics are available) the fifth largest spender in
absolute. terms among DEeD Members, the third largest employed of R&D
manpower. and the second largest spender and employer relative to. total
national resources, exceeded only by the USN. : Yet throughout the post-war
period Britain's industrial and' general" economic performance. has declined
relative to that of her major competitors.

2.2.On tile other hand the~1).are of basic research. in total currellt national
.R & D eipendittire in 1971was less than 11 per cent in the United Kingdom,
compared with 28 per cent in Japan and 27 per cent in West Germany (but
only 18p",Ceht in France .and i,5per Gent in theU~.'\),and the share ofbasic
research performed, in the higher education sector was only 38 per cent in the
United Kingdom, cOffi,paredwith hetween74 per centand 93 per cent in
Belgium; Norway and Sweden, .and betweeh60 per.cent and 65 per cent in
West Germany, Japan, Frallce and the USA'-. According to a somewhat different
GEeD classificationthe funds receivedby British universities in 1969 for the
:'advancementof science" (iefunds deriving from the UGC and the Research
Councils foracademic research) tepresentedapproldmately 10 per cent of total
government R&D spending compared with 33 per cent in West Germany,
44 per cent in Holland, and 61 per cent in Japan'.

2.3. <Any cO.llside.r~tion of the sociaiandecollomiccontribution of the
'universities must therefore have in mirid anumber of overriding questions:

What!s the: explanation for the relatively. high British InvestmentJn
R & Dandtherelativelypoor British performance inindustrial production?

What is; ·thee relative': importance :of R &D'.' in determining indtistrial

performa~ce.comliar~d\Vithother; f~ctors? .: .: '.' . < " .•.. -. .:
Whatis the,relative impbrtimce of" basic" researchtas compared with

applied R&D) in determining industrial performance?
.' ~atistheiIllportanceof relating-the perfoimante of'; basic "research
.tohigher education? . . .

Tile ", flintes quoted .·abo~6 .~Jgg~£Fthat' .th~nidustri~i .~r()blems of. the .tIl<
cannot simply be attributed to an over-emphasis on basic research. Indeed,
the high proportion of British R&D effort devoted to applied research and
development emphasises the importance of examining more closely the nature
and organisation of the edncation of those destiried to carry out such work.
and the allocation of resources to applied research of relevance to productive
industry.

1These and following figures are taken from DEeD, Patterns of Research and Experimental
Development in the aEeD Area, 1963-71 (paris, 1975).

2.0ECD.breakdowns.of.R..&-D-by-typecof-activity- are notoriously-difficult; but; even-allowing
fo~ ~~ ~l.!mit.!~dlywide~matgin:oferror, the: comparison.isstriking enough.



2.4. The present Report is not about PllbJJC< attltuQ.~s, WW"-!'oseCqU<H'I'C
growth. It is, however, concerned with one aspect of the economic process->
namely the transmission and application of scientificand-technical .knowlcdge-e
where individual and collective attitudes are of some importance: The channels
1I10ng which .knowledgeflows,.froroone.generation to .anothervor .from one
institution to another, are essentially individual. It is·,not institutions which
instilknowledge in the young.rbut-indlvidual teachers.r.It is not universities
as institutions which feed, ideas intoindustry.but individuals .within universities
and within individualcompanieswhorec<;>gnisethepotentialrelevance of ideas
and-seek to apply them. The attitudes of these individuals .are 'therefore a
significant factor in the.efficient transmission ofknowledge: .Unless they are both
ideologically sympathetic towards economie growth 'and sufficiently motivated-s
not only by the prospect of financial reward, but also by considerations of
.status: andesteem+-tomakea personal ccntributiontowards achieving-such
growth, noamount of government.exhortation willhave much effect.

2.5. Britain is often regarded as a country which is good at research but bad
at translating the results of ,resellrch into production.. This view is. shared by
the majority of our witnesses, although their explanations-of why this maybe
so differ quite Widely. And, as we point out later, not only is Britain's expen
diture. onseientific research relatively high. but by many conventi0n.al indi
caters of scientific achievementBritain is rated as successful: we have many
Nobel Prize Winners to our credir. our scientistshave been exported throughout
the world, as have many major fundamental scientific discoveries.

2.6. Achievements at the frontiers of scientific knowledge canuotbelightly
dismissed, and the British scientificcommunity has perhaps not always been
accorded the praise:which is its due. But although we-respect theadvancement
of knowledge as.a process to' be'valued in its own rightandsupported for its
own intrinsic merit. we nonetheless regard the ultimate aim of scientific discovery
as being the enrichment of the life of the community at large. That is uot to
say that scientific research for which there is no discernible application should
not be supported from public funds. It does imply, however, that those engaged
in scientific research should not regard themselves--or be regarded by the
rest of the community-v-as in any way divorced from the productive process.

2.7. The contrast between Britain's scientific success and her currently disap
pointing industrial performance arises partly, in our view. from the extent
to which pure science has been dignified as a profession-or an art-requiring
no external justification and with no external aim. The elevation of science as a
mystery leads not only to a somewhat myopic View on the part of many
scientists but also to a failure on the part of many in productive industry to
appreciate the economic benefits which may accrue from the utilisation of
scientific expertise.

2.8. The failure fully to integrate the process of scientific discovery into the
process of industrial production canuot be regarded as the sole cause-or even
the principai cause-of Britain's relative industrial decline, but it is undoubtedly
a significant contributory factor. This Report is concerned with .institutional
problems Which mainly derive, in our view, from the failure of different groups
in the community to appreciate the extent of their interdependence. Aw
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improvements which can be made in the:,.attitudes·:oLstlidents,:teachets.
~e~e~rchers••itl?lLStr\al UlaI\agers. and government.officials will be .' of, undoubted

'beIlefltto th~cciinmlIlrityasa~hble. . .., '. '. .... .... . . .

: ..2.~;WJill~ ian: e~plllhatio~for, Bri~ain's poor industrial performancemaybe
.found 'incbad industrial/management. badindustrial: relations, .ill-judged invest
-ment. decisionsbygovernment-and .industry, inadequate .educationand.training,
,bt, the -innate-conservattsm of. industry; government.. and the universities alike,
;iCmay,ibe. that Britain-s-that is to say;/the:Btitish·pe.ople'-7has. simply "opted
wilt'1:of,the·.race;.,:A1though....the .Commlrtee do 'M! -bclieve. that the latter
rexplanation.Is necessarily true. the question must be asked: does Britain any
.Jonger. .wish, to be an' industrial .leaderv: "'.There is, little".. doubt.rthatunany
.overseas-observersIong-ago concluded that that was no longer. the. case" as
.have 'some social scientists'., Nor'.dotliereported·attitudesofstudents.· within
itlie .higherieducation sector, of, the reluctance of students to', study-subjects
rrelevant to .the needs' of industry. 'indicate .any widespread enthusiasmamongst
the better..educated-and potential opinion-leaders: for, a society made prosperous
by industrial growth.

2 2.16. i{Bri.iai~has" opiecl()uL';of t4e'i'td~~irial f~~ it facesqisaster,
.Nort!J.SeaOi notwithstanqing.For there-is. rtqsign, that it has opted out
:offuerace to possess the ,rruits ofind~str,ialgro\Vth either .Injhe form of
personalpossessionsorof public services. If we areconcerned with attitudinal
.problems.we must recognise that t1iey may derive not only fromthe traditional
jeal()).isiesofriyal gr,()ups ina class-ridden and status-ridden society;but also
from conceptions-of-society. and of life whicliarehardly cond).iCiyeto the
achievement of greater prosperity. It is arguable that our society's greatest
need'.'is to re-examine' .the-relationshipbetween production.and-consumption.
A.concerted attemptto-clarify .in thepublic mind the distinctionbetween the
!.',unacceptableface ofcapitalism".and the. fundamental. processes of wealth
.creation-may well -bean indispensable condition. of survival.



3.1. Since thk last Wof1~: War numerous studies have. dealt in whole or in
part with the icharacterof scientific and technical education in the higher
education sector, with-the nature of British postgraduate education, or with
the flow of trained scientists and engineers into industry, Recently, however,
there has been; a spate of publications dealing particularly with postgraduate
education, and: we ackiiowledge the debt of gratitude which we owe to their
authors. We haveexanrined withparticularinterest the reports of the Expendi
ture Committee'c.rthe Committee of Vice-Chancellors : and Principals", the
Science ResearchCouncil", and the joint SRC/Social Science Research Council
Committee' ; and the Joint Report of the SRC arid the D;epartment of Industry
on a concerted .appro"ch to postgraduate training and advance in manufacturing
engineering", - ~. . - .

The Drift from. Science .

3.2. The total numbers .of university studentsin Britain have increased con
siderably in all subjects and at all levels, particularly since the early 1960's.
The increase in student numbers and. graduates, how~ver,has been generally
much lower in the sciences, engineering and technologyareas than in non
science subjects. The supply of all first degreegraduates from all institutions
of higher education rose by 170 per cent between )963 and 1974, but the
increase was onl)' llOper cent ill, science' and 120.per cent in engineering.
Comparable growth rates for higher' degrees were 285 per cent for all subjects,
150 per cent for science, and:300per cent for engineering'. The figures are
set out in Table L

3.3. Consequently, despite the optimistic hopes ofthe. Robbins Committee',
the proportion of graduates awarded. first degrees in science and engineering
fell from approx55 percent in 1963toapprox 46 percent in 1974, and the
proportion of higher degrees in.scienceand engineering together fell from
approx 67 per cent to appro,!,51 per cent. In 1974-75 there were an estimated
18,000 vacant undergraduate places '. in science and allied subjects in the
universities', while an increasing. proportion of postgraduate places in these
subjects was being filled b)' graduates from overseas', the. average proportion
of British science and engineering fiJoS! graduates-going 011 to research or higher
degree work fallingfrom 26 per cent to 18 per cent between 1963-65 and
1972-74 (see Table2). .

: ..... '

1 Postgraduate 'Bducauon., Third. Report from-the Expenditure Committee, Session 1973-74
(HC96). .'. ..•. ..: • ..•. '. .

2 CVCP. Postgraduate education: Report ofa Study Group, July 1975.
3 SRC, Postgraduate training: SRC Working Party Report, September 1975.
4 SRC/SSRC,NeWl~ost~~fU!uate,P~tterns:: Blending the Natural andSocialSciences, September

1975. ..' .'
SSRCjDI, The-Teaching Company, December 1975. .: ';
6 Memorandum 24.··.Scienceand.engineering are here defined-according to DI classifications

and thereforeexclude medlclneand agriculture. . '
7 Cmnd 2154 (1963), paras 505~8. . ..•.
8 See SecondReport from theSelect Committee on Science and Technology, Session 1974-75

(HC 504), para 64. See also paragraph 3.5 (below).
9 ibid, para 90. ;
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TABLE)

SUPPLY OF GRADUATES wrtHFmsTAND HIGHER DEGREEs'IN SCffiNCE,ANo ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

1963

25,653 127,879

9,193 110,238111,538 112,535

~
i
~

~
~

8

I}

Of which'cAOO
arei:NAA .:
Higher Degrees

197419731972

14,716 15,100 15,000
8,097 7,989 8,100

1,080 1,313 1,513
2,154 2,293 2,313

15,796 16,413 16,513
10,251 10,282 10,413
26,047 26,695 26,926

55,467 57,294 59,327

4,5344,770 4,683
2,670 2,828 3,087
7,204 7,598 7,770

13,067 14,074 15,191

4,549
2,742
7,291

1971

14,116
8,233

892
2,002

15,008
10,235
25,243

4,344
2,546
6,890

1970

50,494 155,159

13,935
7,933

706
1,440

14,641
9,373

24;014

1969

4,117
2,178
6,295

13,611
7,239

484
1,167

14,095
8,406

22,501

46,909

1968

3,869
1,969
5,838

12,935
7,300

259
1,002

13,194
·8,302
21,496

43,742

1967

3,126
1,824
4,950

7,396

11,155
6,665

190
546

11,345
7,211

18,556

37,101

2,725
1,300
4,025

5,891

1966

10,259
5,899

230
658

10,489
6,557

17,046

34,638

2.,334
., 977
3,331

4,898

1965

9,357
4,195

554
1,510

9,911
5,705

15,616

2,125
878

3,003

4,356

1964

8,580
. 3,723

510
1,357

9,090
5,080

14,170

7,559
3,466

426
1,281

1,878
775

2,653

3,949

7,985
4,747

... ,12,732

... ,23,235

lie year ending' ...

gree
riversity Science ...

Engineering

.fAA Science ...
Engineering

tal Science ... ·
Engineering
T6ta:I .

tal all.Subjects .

degree
Science ...
Engineering
Total .

tal.allSubjects .



PERcENrAGE:lli:snmnmoN OF FrRST AND HIGHER DEGRBlrGRADUA1'ES
FROMGB UNIVERSITIES FOR.sCIENCE-BASED SUBJECTS

Academic years ... ... ... ... ... Average 1962/3--64/5 Average 1971/'2r73/4

First

I
Higher First

I
Higher

Nos. 12,611 3,130 23,988 8,016
TciTALGRADUATES ... ... ... ... 100 100 . 100 100

Destination:
FURTHER' EDUCATION AND'. TRAINrNG .... 40 12 31 17

of which-research ()r,hi~llerdegree 26 11 18 16
teacher trairiing ::... . ... ... 11 - 10 1
all other.-.. '," ... 3 - 3 -

FIRST PERMANENT ,EMPLOYMENT INDK ... 46 42 44 32
of which public services ... . .. ... 5 5 7 5

industry ... ..... ... ... 31 15 26 14
commerce ... ... ... 2 - 7 1
other ... ... ... ... 8 23 4 .12

ALL O'rHE;RDESTINATIO:NSOR UNEMPLOYED... 11 42 16 38
UNKNOWN ... ... ... ... ... 3 4 9 12

3.4. The proportions of students entering different courses of higher education
is to a large extent influenced by the qualifications acquired bypoteritial
students during their years in secondary schools, andtheprovision of university
places is similarly determined.• The Committee commented on. the. latter feature
pfBritish higher educational policy, in the .colltext of thefinancing of university
research, in 1975', bot it is a characteristic which the Science Sub-Committee
also noted during their. visits to West Germany, france, Canada and the USA
last year. It would, of course, beirresponsible for any government. consciously
to plan the provision of places in excess of likely qualified demand. The
trend away from the sciences has indeed been as marked in. the schools as in
the universities. Between 1963 and 1973. there was an .. increaseof69 per
cent in all Avanced level GCE passes in England and Wales. In the principal
science snbjects, however, the. increases were markedly lower: 14·3 per cent
in Physics, 22·2 per cent in Chemistry, 41·3 per cent in Mathematics and
59'2 per cent in biological sciences'. This compared with increases of 119·5
per cent in English literature, 121·7 per cent in Art, 164·9 per cent in Economics
and 100·9 per cent in Geography (but only 26'1 per cent in French and 42·3.per
cent in German)". '. .

3.5. So sharp.has been the drift away from science andfechIlologyin<the
schools that there now exists a serious imbalance between the provision of
university places and the supply of students to fill those places, despite a
general easing .of entry standards in. science and engineering departments in
the universities. In our first Reportwe quoted a figure of 18,000 vacant under
graduate places in science and engineering subjects', based ona calculation of
departmental space provision. The University Grants Committee have since

1 ibid, para65. ',' ,', . .. . . '. .,.' ,
2 Although there was an increase of 135 per cent in; other, scientific and technical subjects

(including geology; engineering-etc) these passes totalled only 7.783 in 1973 (compared with
119,859 in the other sciences) and the increase, although very welcome, does not conflict with the
generalisation made here. : .'. ,< <: .." :., ,

3 DES, Statistics of Education 1973 (Val 2) (1975),Table 36.
4 Second Report. Session 1974-:-75, He 504. para 65.
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pointed out the partial nature of this basis, of calculation, but estimate on that
basis that the shortfall in 1976~77 would be nearer 24,000'." There are similar
serious shortages of, research postgraduates -in most science and engineering
departments, partly disgnised byan increase in numbers of postgraduate
students from overseas'.

'3.6.Althougllpreci~bcalculati()ns of vacancies are frustrated by the complex
factors involved, it is clear that the .crisis facing science and engineering
education is not the result of failures by the Government' or the .University
Grallts Committee to make adequate financial provision for: such education in
the universities. To an unsympathetic observer, indeed~th~ P?~ernment might
appear open to criticism on the grounds of over.optimismanqwasteful expeudi
ture. The problems relate ratherto the quality of th~e~u'iatiou providedby
the.'. universities and to the relative unpopularity' of science and engineering
amongst potential students. .

3.7. This chapter is largely concerned with the nature arid quality of
nniversity .education in science and engineering. Some .of [the factors which
may contribute towards the unpopularity of these subjects are discussed in
Chapter 4.

;Attitudes towards University Education-- . . \

3.8. The Sub-Committee have 'discussed with representatives ota number of
individual companies and industrial organisations their attifudes towards the
suitability, of university training in science' and engineering a~ a preparation for
employment in industry, and have also received many writt~n submissions on
this subject. Although a number of witnesses have expressed satisfaction with
the manpower output of' the universities, the overwhelming 'impression of the
evidence is one of concern both about the nature of thetraining provided by
universities-at: undergraduate and postgraduate level, and about the quality of
the individual graduates seeking employment in industry.

the en
3.9. In their recentevideuce to the Sub-Committee-the :CBI repeated au

earlier view expressed to the, Expenditure Committee in 1973: that postgraduate
education was "something of a mixed blessing in so far as industry and
commence are concerned "". Many in industry .considered that the research
based postgraduate •system.was "produciug. a body of, sp~cialists , in science
and technology, the relevance and originality of whose rese~rch work is. often
C]uestiollable " 'and theCBI thought that that opinion had, if, anything, been
strengthened since 1973.. Graduates were needed in industry for a wide range
of jobs." for many, of v.'hich specialist academic ,research experience is of no
direct beuefit an~ may even, if it has narrowed the graduate's perspectiveou
life, be a handicap "'<,

3.10. The CBI also reported the concern expressed by mant of their U1em,b~rs

,about ".the decline in quality of recent graduates ", ,On the basis of a survey

1 Mp.mnri:innllm ?.fi



ment, thd::BI"say that . .
"Whileemployers report that the top strata ofQSE's' is still ofexcellent

calibre they Indicate with disturbing frequency that there isa growing
proportion of those with only poor or mediocre talent.. This is tllustrated
in terms of such factors as poor personal motivation and little professional
commitment; a- lack of flexibility, breadth of vision and creativity in
problem solving; need of close 'supervision ; and deficiencies in .Inter
personal;-:and e(jmmUni~at~~e~kills.~'., _ _ .-

These ,I"tte~ cJ!aracteristics, it' may be nated, are precisely .these which the
Britisb .high.", edncation sys(em is generally thonght to encourage, The CBI
add that while. they accept that the mix of the gradllate output will be different
as tpta,loutput. incre,\lses," employersdo not seem to have experienced a similar
fallinthequality ofArtsgraduates" .

A7

olQuaIifiec!'scientists and-engineers;
-zMemorandum.zs.

393320

Individual companies

3.11. The views expressed above are corroborated by those of many individual
witnesses. Hewlett-Packard Ltd. (UK) referred to" a decline.in the quality of new
graduates" which might reflect a change in the type ofstudent.who.studied for
a science-based degree or " a decline in teaching standards. at either the university
or secondary school ", and criticised the." cook-book" approach of university
leaching (p 134). Their R&D Manager told the Sub-Committee that in 1975
they had interviewed about thirty graduates (including some postgraduates) and
had" not come anywhere near employing anyone" (Q 376). He found that
" more and more graduates are coming tous.having followed the course material,
knowing the formulae and the principles, but they do not have an-understanding
of what is taking place" (Q377); Similarly, the.Oxford Instrument Company
thoughtthere was" a considerable diminution in the. quality of graduates pre"
senting themselves to us for employment': and speculated as to whether this
reflected aIowering of university standards or the relative unattractiveness of
industrialjobs.. They believed, however, that it took" several.years of actnal job
experience .fora UK graduate to grasp the commercial aspects oftheir work"
and commented that newellgineers arrived in industry with" considerable formal
analytical skills, but no understanding of.theImportance of designing to meet
cost limits, or of ease of manjIf'acture and service " (P 155'6).

3.12. EM! .Ltd commented that the expansion of higher education had
"lowered input standards ;th~re are more graduates, but they have a .lower
average. standard " and criticised "a basic weakness of lack. of industrial
orientation" which was accentuated at higher degree level where "research
objectives are often far removedfrom the requirements of industry". Post
graduate research was too frequently" so closely guided by. a senior member
of the University that the Scope fur imagination and original contribution is
small". The result was that" after three years the postgraduate is inferiOr to
the first degree man who has spent three years working directly .inthe. industria1
res~arch 1abor\ltory "(1' 175-'-6). The. decllnefnacademioabljlty was, more
over, 'compounded' by a decline in "drive and 'motivation and' interest"
(Q5~5).
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, ". n3.R.~presenlatives of Lucas Industries Ltd; . another major employer of
engineering and electrical engineering graduates, acknowledged. that. in 1976
(" a rather exceptional-year ") there had been noshOrla,ge ofgood graduates
seeking employment with them;· but said. that" for. the •last half-dozen.years or
more there has been a distinct shortage, primarily, of quality" (9 790). This
was not necessarily.because of .a lowering Ofstandards.as such as because, for
a very long time; a career in industry had been frowned on in many University
departments-as .somewhat" money grubbing." and had ranked below university
research, the scientific civil service or even teaching (P264).So far as post
graduate training was concemedtheir Chief Engineer, Mr Ewen M'Ewenmow
President of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers), admitted that in some
pure science disciplines " the amount of knowledge is so vast that only by some
degree of postgraduate specialisation do you get the kind of man you really
need". On the other hand, a PhD in engineeringw't~a " non-asset" in industry,
." although it maybe an asset to one who wish~~ .f9, remain an academic ";
The engineering Ph[) did a " disservice" to industry both by keeping the student
away from industry for three or four years and by not preparing him to enter
industry" (Q 7?9).

3.14. Someindn.siriaI witnesses were notsocritical of the universitieszhow
ever. The Deputy Chairman of the Cambridge Instrument Company, for
Instance, ackriowlcilged that his company had been "very lucky indeed in
obtaining very bright people from universities all over the UK ", although
"some of the very bright physicists who come in and take charge of research
teams do have an inbuilt arrogance ... to commercial and marketingprac.
tice "(Q 419-20). Representatives. of Y-ARD Ltd were in. general" well
satisfied" with undergraduate 'training, although graduates were not all as
literate astheywonld have liked (Q 713). In any case Y-ARD did not very
often recruit directly from the universities and polytechnics, "because in our
business we tend to need a modicum of sensible practicalexperience " (Q 715).
On the otherhand the Y'ARD representatives had concluded after a meeting
with their senior staff that although "we do have need for people to be taught
'tt a higher level, and very often this is conveniently aggregated into an MSc
'course ",they saw" no advantage at all in the PhD type of training so far as our
work is concerned" (Q'726).The Managing Director of Swan Hunter Ship
builders regarded Phlz'sas valuable because they had gone to "the frontiers of
knowledge" and hadvacquired "a certain independent view and a certain
matiItity" (Q 613). And in the, opinion of the Managing Director of Plessey
Microsystems, the.idea that young people were being ruined by university and
"If only we could get them at the age of fifteen everything would be marvellous"
was " absolutenonse~se" (Q 613). Plessey had no difficulty in getting science
graduates, but it was much more difficult. in engineering, which he. thought
was a reflection on- the tendency of the educationalsystem to put the brighter
schoolchildren into the pure sciences (Q 602).

Chemistry .

3.15. The high regard in "'hich academic chenrlStry-'-both as regards research
and education-is held. by the chemicalJndustryis well. known, .and has not
gone unremarked by the Committee. Chemistry is an area where there is higher
...1. __ .. _.. _1 _1= <- 'L_<- ..1.. -1 =_ ..J~ __:_1: -" .L1__ ~ __ _" .L __ • .. ,"
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Education Policy Committee. of the Chemical Industries Association that "The
Chemical industry has. a high regard •for the contributions of the universities
and inparticular I10r the existing immediate post-graduate courses ", although
they too comment on ".the use of. well-established and sometimes purely repeti
tiveresearchtechniques " (Appendix 100 (1974-75)). Evidence of the respect
in which academic chemistryis held by the chemical industry is to be found
not only throughout the evidence given by representatives of SACRHEI' but
in. the very existence and vitality of that Committee. .

Government Departments
3.16. Despite the exceptions noted in the two preceding paragraphs, the

general tone of the evidencefrom industry indicates a considerable degree of
dissatisfaction with the. currenteducational performance of the universities, and
tends to confirm the impression gained by the Expenditure Committee in 1973
that industry was not well-disposed towards the type of PIiQ.at present produced
by the universities'. This impressiou of industrial attitudes is shared by the
two Government Departments principally concerned. In a recent speech' the
then Secretary of State for Education and Science spoke in language very similar
to that of the CBI quoted above. Amongst other things, Mr.Mulloy remarked
that

"What industry seems to be saying is not that they are dissatisfied with
the ' high fliers'. They willingly admit that the top strata of new graduates
are the equal of any in the world. But they say that thegraduate output,
of engineers especially, has a very poor 'tail'. The quality in terms of
motivation and breadth drops away more sharply than in other areas."

3.17. Similarly, the Department of Industry, in evidence to the Science Sub
Committee, commented that" The overall picture at the higher education level
is one of below-average.standard of entry to engineering and. technology com
pared with other subjects, and difficulty in filling. some industrial posts requiring
graduate qualifications ",and concludedthat "The overall trend is adecIine in
theullmhers· and quality ,of. QSE's andsupporting~afi in key areas, .of
manufac~ing,"'.

3.18. Neither Department. however, is tempted to attribWeblame for tI1i~
situation tothe higher education sector alone. In the Industry Department's
view,. "There needs to be a .better ,understancling, within industry and the
~ducational system and in the world at large, of the vital cqntriblltion of qualified
scientists and qualified engineers.to the national economy:". Arid in the speech
quoted above the Secretary of State for E4ucatiou,and Science stressed that the
"status, career prospects, aud the deployment of QSE's in industry" was an
aspect of the problemas important as the nature of higher education courses
.andthe teaching of science-in the schools.

1 The Chemical Society's Standing:..~\dvisory COmmitteeon Re~ations·betV/eep.,Higher Education
and Industry (QQ 1-41). . . .. .

z.Thlrd Report from .the BxpendltureCcmmittee•.'Session' 1~73:-,-74(HC .. 9fi-;-I),para 80.
Although:we have:gained a si,milar :impJ;essioIlt)f:inclustrial attitudes, we 1)a,v~,not"as:will be clear
'from this Report, reached the sameconclusions. . .

3 To the Association of.British ~c}eil(;eWriters04JuneJ976).,

4 Memorandum 23 (paras' 33 and'3-5).
5 ibid, para.as.
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Proiessional Engineers
·"3.19.'It'is alsoworth '!iotiIlgfhe',tttitUdbS of 'professionalengineersctowards
theacademic educatiOll andfonnal t~aJ.nlng which they received prior to entering
their profession..'In,'a~urveycarri¥"ut in 1975,the'e6unciiofEtlgineering
1llstitutions asked prof~ssi0llalengineer~.und~r the age of 40 (the large majority
ofwhorn are gr~~lIates)foranas~~ssmentofthe~uality. and appropriateness
of •. their' education: '. 54·~perceiJ.t .werev'satisfied wit~· their.preCgraduation
training,' and only' 42-4 per cent-with 'theit.post-gr~duate training, ,The CEI
comment that" neither of thesefignres<canhe,considered: satisfactory:.:
attention should be given to ways of increasing the provision of suitable training,
possibly by improved financial inducements '",

N~w Ifutit.Jli8"~ ilimgJIef EdlIcaii8n
;'0 :0:"1:';.'. ':::';C<:>f:/",., -'. :',",,'i',>;,':.'. ","' .. '., ',_,'_ ""-'. ,i

"0 .,3.20, Concernabout the higher education of.scientists, and more particularly
of engineers, is evident notonlyamongst the-potential consumers of.the products
of the higher. education system, but also amongst many of, those involved in
the .operati"nof that system, -During.jthe.clast. decade or, so, a number
of, institutional.vchanges have .been implemented:as.. a matter of national
policy. to seek to Improve the sup{llyOf well:trained QSE's, attempts have been
made by. individualeducational institutions to marrytheircourses to the needs
of employers, 'and' the Science Research Council has studied, and in some cases
launched, new programmes for the encouragement of more industrially-oriented
postgraduate education:' . . .

..-,' . "

'3.2,1. The two .rnost important changes in the higher education structnre
effecting scientific.and-technical education have been the elevationofthe former
Colleges ofi\dvancedTechnology(CAT's) to independent university status, and
the creation of the Polytechnics.

Technological universities
3.22.'Theelevatiohofthe CAT's tounlvernity'sta.tuswas recommended by

the RobbinsCommittee ill 1963'. The CAT's had been createdfrom 1956....57
'onwards, largelygt9mtlg outofexistinglocal technical colleges of high standing.
'The Robbins Committee' pointed out that the great majority of ful1-timeCAT
students were by then taking advanced courses, and noted the developmentof
sal1dwich, course~ in connection with the Dip. Tech., which was "{lerhaps the
most notable example of the orientation of the Colleges of Advanced Techno
logy towards. iJldustJ:y, .a connexion which is proving of particular value": ' The
Committee considered it "~nomalous" that the CAT's did not have power. to
award their own degrees (a power granted immediately to the new universities),
and thought that "the present pO",ers and status of the colleges are not com'
mensurate with the work. they are now doing":

'·'3.23. The RobbinsCommitteetherefore recommendedthatthe cATs should
in general become "technological universities": Although some niight wishto
merge with existing universities they pointed out that such a move might " lessen
the present predominance of technology" and therefore thought that" the
. colleges .are~otelikelY to 'preservethelle",look •and th~.newapproach to
education on which they pridetthemselves'<if they develop ind,ependently".
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constituent part of the University of Wales .and one (Chelseaj.became it College
of the University of London.

3.24. The. Robbins Committee ho~:that tile new technQlogicai ul)iversitl~s
would retain" teaching and research in the sphere of tefhriQlogy" .astheir
central feature, although. this should not prevent developmen\s.mthe area .of
pure science and "social and hUlIlane studies". Theyalsowished to see an
increase in the proportionof postgraduates from 4 per cent to .15 to 20 per cent,
By Decel).1ber.l972 the average size of the nine ex-CAT's (excluding Chelsea)
was about 2,800 full-time students (roughl~ the minimum. recommended by
Robbins) of whom 14 per cent were post-graduates. About 79 per cent of the
full time undergraduartes were studying science-based subjects, approx. one-third
of whom were studyingpur~ science as opposed toengineeringand technology'.

3.27. The only other majorchangeflowing from the Robbins Report was
the creation of the Cranfield:Institute of.Technology out of the former College
of Aeronautics at Cranfield. Cranfield, which now awards its oWn higher degrees

1 Statistics,ofEduqation' 1972(\,,01 6, 'fa1Jle 7)~
2Cm11d2154, paras 383"8. ': ". ". '. . '.
3UGC;' University' -Development 1962-67 (Cmnd 382(», J~~a Z25
4 ibid, paras. 226-8. ; ,', ' ... " ,.'. '. ~
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but.is funded by the DES, not the UGC, is perhaps the single mostsuccessful
outcome of .the Robbins Committee's desire to improve higher education in
'engineering and the applied sciences.

Polytechnics

""3.28.,, Notlonga£tet fuecrell.tion bfthe, technological universities, the Gov
eI11Illent announced, in ¥ay 1966', the designation of a number of new institu
tions in the further, education sector as pol)'itechnics. Like the CAT's', the
polytechnics were to be based on existing further education colleges under local
authority control, and although courses would be. subject to approval on
academic grqunds by the the Council for National Academic Awards, and the
broad lines,of development laid down by DES directives, the polytechnics were
to remain primarily under local control,

3.29. 'Thethirty polytechnics in England and Wales have as yet an ambivalent,
and ill-defined, role in the further and higher, education structure. They
perform not only the principal functions of the commercial and technical
colleges which, they replaced__providing local vocational and non-vocational
courses ofnon-degreestandard__but also functions in many ways similar to
universities, with an increasing number of full-timeand s~ndwich-based students
reading for CNAA first degrees', and a developing postgraduate sector. In
1975 polytechnic students\Vere spread roughly equally between science and
teclnlology subjects,' business and social studies, and arts and vocational
'courses (Q 344(1974-75)). They are now being further enlarged by amal
gamations with COlleges of Education. The polytechnics therefore do not enjoy
the independent status of universities, but perform many functions similar to
those of the universities in addition to those functions which have traditionally
belonged to the further education sector managed by local government.
According to the former Chairman of the Committee of Directors, of Poly
technics (Sir Alex Smith), these new institutions are intended to form "a
strong, distinctive sector, complementary to the universities, conducting work
which is comprehensive in range and character and which has closer, more
direct relations with industry, business and the professions" (Q 343 (1974-75)).

Comments onthe.new institutions

3.30. Since 1963, therefore" eight new technological universities have been
created in England and, Wales, two" Institutes of Science and Technology"
'have been ati<>ched to universities in, Manchester and Cardiff, and thirty
polytechnics have been formed out of the remaining further education colleges'.
None,however, are entirely new ~stitUtions., ' ,,', ' "

3.31. The creation of all the new institutions was motivated, in part at least,
by the desire to increase the quantity and quality of higher education in the
applied sciences, engineering and technology, and other professional .and
vocational fields. It is perhaps still too early to assess the full impact of

1 A Plan for Po[yiechllics andother .Co}/eges(Cmnd 3006).
a The CATs were in fact.put on a direct-grant basis in 1962.
3About half the polytechnic students in 1975 WereCNAA undergraduates (Q344 (1974-75».
4 In Scotland the situation is somewhat different. Two Colleges (Glasgow and Heriot-Watt)

-achteved university status," The Scottish equivalent of the polytechnics arethe "central Institu
'tions ". first created in 1902. which are directlv funded bv the !":C'.otti"lh {)ffi,.." 'T'h"" u",... , ; ...
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universities, as witnessed by their desire to expand their research and post
graduate activities' while retaining their more. practical; commercial and
industrial orientation'. It is also encouraging that some. large employers,
such as EMI, appreciate the " attraetivealtemative" offered by the polytechnics
in terms of industrially-orientedsyllabi and work-related training (p. 176, Q524).

3.32. S() far as the ex.CAT's are concerned, there is little doubt that they
have profited as institutions by the acquisition of independent university status
and the relative freedom-to innovate. and experiment which that status grants
them; They have •. largely succeeded in retaining their emphasis on applied
science and technology, while at thesametime.expanding in, other socially.
relevant fields such as business andsocial studies, town and country planning:
and modern .languages. They have also succeeded in sustaining.within the
university system the principleof the sandwich-course, which was formerly
regarded as the characteristic of the less academic further education sector,
It is important to add however, that asTable 3 below.Indicates, there has
been no widespread adoption of sandwich courses .in other universities, and
no increase in sandwich course numbers in the ex-Ca'T'sdunngthe 1970's.

TABLE 3
. ,

NUMBERS OF SCIENCEANDTEciINoL?GY UNPERGRADUATI? SANDWICH <;:OURSESTUDENTS IN

UNIVERSITIES IN ENGLAND AND WALES IN 1971 AND 1974

University

Aston
Bath
Bradford
BI'imel
City:..
Loughborough
Salford
Surrey
UWIST

All ex-CAT's
Other universities

Total in Bngland and Wales

"'1
1,226 1,085.

718 1,266"',
1,843 1,831
1,25.5. 1,293
1,132 793
1,45.2 1,494
1,418 95.9
1,15.8 1,279

5.5.5. 470

10,75.7 10,470
147 177

- -
10,904 10,647

Notes: (1) Includes students in' subject groups 2: (Medicine: etc)•. 3 (Engineering etc),
4 (Agriculture etc) and 5. (Science). .

(2) There were no sandwiclicoursesin.universities in.Scotland and Northern Ireland.
(3) Compiled from information supplied bythe.University GrantsCommittee, Noinformation

is ,available for years prior .,tQ,~971. .

,3.33, Despite some successes,. anddespite the tremendous effort and upheaval
.~and not inconsiderable cost-e-of reorganisation, the new institutions have not
pr~wnted the developll)~nt of it. situation in ",hiSh. the quaJit~ of the scientific
and technical manpOW~r g()ing'info industrY isunder fire, and the output

'8"" egevidence from the Committee of Directors of Polytechnics (QQ 343-390 (1974-75.),
and Memoranda from the Committee of Heads of Polytechnic Chemistry Departmentsand the
Association of Polytechnic Teachers (Appendices 93 and 94, 1974-75).
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o(i'such1llahpoweihasfailed to keep: pace with the graduateroutputfn
traditiofull~niversitydi~ciPli11es.

3.34. The~reasons for thisparadoxareadJiUtte<!ly~801llpl~x, andnl the
following chapter we discuss, amongst other things, the career factors which
may deter stndents-and particularly the better able-s-trom studying science
and teclmology in the first place, and from seeking industrial employment if
they do. But in our view the nature of the institutional reorganisation which
has taken place has not been entirely conducive to the achievement of a
higher output of scientific and teclmical manpower of anacceptable standard.

$.~5. Throughout the post-war-era, educational policy at national level has
reflected an ambivalence towards the aims and philosophy of higher education
~hich1:lasdonemucb to undefniine the good intentions which underlay the
refonn~in technological education outlined above., At least since the Report
of the llarlow Committee'in '1946, an improvement in the supply of trained
engineers and teclmologists has been an ~ accepted aim ~ cif government, ~ and
the-university sector has been expected to play Hole inachieving that aim.
Such an ambition implies an obligation on the universities not ouly to provide
more •students with a.~ higher ~ education but to fulfill output norms, however
vaguely defined, ~ in the form of, graduates with a higher education of a par
ticular kind. Although detailed manpower planning is generally eschewed
(with the notable exceptions of medical and teacher training) there is an overall
obligation, which unfortunately is not fully accepted by some of the universities
themselves, to relate their educational services to "social, and economic needs",
and that was clearly one of the factors.In creating universities of a "teclmolo
logical" character.

3.36. On the other hand, as We noted in our first Report In 1975" the
financing of the universities is largely determined in response to student demand
and the notion of encouraging, let alone directing, students into one field rather
than another is anathema. We have already indicated' that we accept the
principle that there should ~ be no direction of individuals into particular
courses. But the aim of providing a particular pattern of technical manpower
must always be in conflict with freedom of choice.

3.37. This conflict was exacerbated in the I 96H's. ,by the parallel develop
ment o(the teclmological universities and the other "new universities ". The
latter institutions were in the process of creation before the publication of
the Robbins Report. A considerable amount of I,?litical and financial capital
was invested in them, and they offered the multiple attractions of the excitement
of eutirely new institutions, architect-designed ~ buildings and green-fields -. cam
puses. They also offered the intellectual excitement ~ of a new .approach to
higher education which,thiough .novel multi-disciplinary courses, appeared
to provide a refreshicigalternative to the rather '~hllmd.rum specialisation of
sixth-forms and most of the existing universities.. Academics of high standing
flocked to the University ~of Sussex,.whichjrapidly became one of~. the.most
popular first choicesf6r university applicants. And while Sussex, with its
ease of access to London and the Home Counties and the prestige of Sir
Basil Spence's bnildings, was in a rather, special position, much the same

r.scient(!i,,-ManjJo~er (<::!"d 28.24, 1246). '.
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traditional "humane" university. They embodied in an. extreme form .the
principle of. freedom of choice cherished by the traditional universities; and
although, because they were popular, they demanded high entry standards,
they also imposed fewer specific entry qualifications.

3.38. The truly·' new' universities were the old Colleges of Advanced
Technology, and they could not compete. They grew out of existing institutions
and. were initially housed in old and unsuitable buildings on city-centre sites.
Because they were built on existing institutions, they did not have the freedom
to .develop from scratch the new teams of young high'calibre academics
which were attracted to Sussex or to Warwick. New degree students were
obliged to rub shouiders with HND students who started life as industrial
apprentices. They offered courses which, superficially at least, sounded all
too similar to the applied science courses available in the redbrick universities,
They couid not offer the intellectual .and social glamour of the other new
institutions. And before they had been in existence for long, and .had time
to make the radical contribution expected of them, governments were already
looking for new ways of achieving the aims which the technological uuiversities
had been intended to serve. .

3.39. In our opinion the transformation of the CAT's into universities,. and
the present tendency of the polytechnics to seek' parity' with the universities,
reflect the distressing British habit of attempting to bestow status and prestige
on institutions and individuals by changing their names rather than byencourag
ing them to do well the things for which they are best suited. In much the
same way as the teacher training colleges enthusiastically pursued in the 1960's
their ambition to bestow a qualification with the magic title of 'degree' on
their students in the hope that this would somehowirnprove their status in
society, so the CAT's became uuiversities, and the technical colleges became
polytechnics.

In the opinion of the Group Chief Engineer of Lucas Industries,

"The polytechnics (thank God! ) are still producing some technicians,
but, unfortunately, they are tending to go the way of the CAT'sand
turning themselves intoyet another set of univerities producing yet more
graduates. What we are getting desperately short of... is the necessary
supporting staff to back up the' graduates, and a bad graduate is no
substitute for a good technician, It is like having a hospital manned
entirely by doctors and no nurses .. (Q 810).

The elevation of the CAT's was well-intentioned, but the effect in our view
has been to convert the~ from potentially excellent specialist colleges of
technology into universities with a technological bias which are regarded' by
many traditional academics liS second-rate. The university. system has extended
its aristocratic embrace and. has attempted to eliminate a potential threat to its
traditional freedom and . independence by turning that threat into an asset
to be deployed inrdefence of the freedom of universities from direct state
control.

3.40. While we accept that it was necessary to give the CAT's the power of
self-government if they were to be free to develop, we .do not believe that it
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was necessaryto rebuildithem ill the image of the institutions-which were
regarded ashaving failed toprovide thelIlanpower which the nation required.

3.41. The reported commentsof several of the first generation of Vice
Chancellors of the technological universities and institutions, many of whom have
retired during the last year, .indicate the sense .of frustration which they have
felt in carrying out their tasks. Professor Elfyn Richards, the first Vice
Chancellor of the Loughborough University of. Technology, ,reflected this
frustration in an interview with the Times Higher Education Supplement last
year'. Professor Richards believed that theex-CAT's had never had the public
recognition which they deserved. He summarised their history as follows:-

" In '1950, the government said it would provide extra, money to build
up technology in the universities, but mauy of them said • Oh no, we are
not going to get out of balance, technology must not dominate the situa
tion ', The government therefore established the colleges of advanced
technology just wheu the universities were really getting into their stride
in technology, and that created competition for places." .

" With another change of government it was decided that the universities
still were not doing their stuff : the ex-CATs had become uuiversities ill
accord with Robbins in the meantime and ceased to be appreciated. , The
government therefore decided to formulate still another kind of body from
those.which had not become CATs and these were to become polytechnics."

Professor' Richards regarded the creation of the. polytechnics. as a "thoroughly
bad idea", partly because "by emphasizing university equivalence they are
going to expand the grave middle-level sparsity of effort ... In any teaching
system, the teachers will always want to teach the top level". He believed
that" the ex-CATs were doing well and could have been expanded cheaply
to deal with any shortage of places for engineering students. He thought,
however, that university status had been good for the CAT's because it was
.easier to take the: initiative in the " private.sector " of education.

3.42 Lord Bowden, the retiring Principal of UMIST, told the Science Sub
Committee that although UMIST had expanded and had" much to be thankful
for in the provision of new buildings and equipment", he had come to realise
"that we have not, in fact, fulfilled the ambitions with which we began thirty
years ago. We are eating Dead Sea fruit and very bitter it is". It was
"onIytoo clear that Englishrrien ino longer want to study those disciplines
which would fit them fora career in productive industry ". He thought that
the most important reason was the lack of prospects of a "reasonable career
in industry". But he also regarded as significant the views of Midlands
headmasters on the status of industry in society, and "the contempt with which
society at large so obviously regards those who create the wealth which everyone

'wants to spend " (pp.278-9).

34. In the Committee'aviewthese status considerations are of importance,
and the attempt to solvethem by placing applied engineering and technology

.educationin th~ university system appears, in retrospect, to have been misgnided.
We believe thati! is regrettable tbat more elfortwa~ not made to establish
a parallel system of techoical institutes or colleges, excellent in their 0WJl right,
offering potential students and staff the excitement of an entirely new concept
,(in. R"'tgln'li inhiohpp pdn,.~f1nn!llnd nnho'!JInu:.ll....d h .., .f...... ""'......__........1.... 4-.. ..:1
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would have been funded by government according to somewhat different criteria
and would have espoused different, but no less excellent aims. We also believe
that the designation of "SISTERS" and the creation of atIeast one entirely
new institution might have done much to concentrate public .interest and to
popularise the concept and enhance the status of such a new higher education
sector. Werecognise that the clock cannot be put back, but such considerations
have been in our minds when formulating recommendations about the future
of applied science andengineering education, set out later in this Chapter.

Newmmatives in EdnCllti"n
3.44. We noted above (paragraph 3.2).that there has been " modest growth

ill the. output of new science and engineering first degree graduates from the
universities, although it has been far less considerable than the growth in other
subjects. It Wag also clear from milch of the evidence.. taken from universities
in 197$ .that there was an appreciation of the need to relate undergraduate
education, particularly in the engineering and technology areas, to industrial
practice and.some attempts to achieve this were being made,

3.45. We also acknowledge, as the Nuffield Foundation, amongst others, have
suggested that we Should', the important contribution which many university
engineering departments have made both to the advancement of engineering
science and to the education of graduate engineering scientists. Representatives
of the Principal technological departments at the University of Cambridge told
us that .

"We aim to teach mainly basic principles and we recognise that our
graduates need several years in industry to develop.their full potential. We
are convinced that any attempt. to produce in three years a 'ready-to-use'
technologist can only provide graduates with limited horizons" (p 74).

We believe that that view. would be shared by many engineering departments
in universities and we acknowledge that within the confines .()fa three-year
undergraduate COurse it may well be better to concentrate on fundamentals.

3.46. Given the limited possibilities of the three-year undergraduate course,
however, the nature of the postgraduate education available to British graduates
is of added importance. As Professor A W J Chisholm of the University of
Salford has pointed out iu a v~luable comparison of engineering training
methods in Britain and Europe'; the practice in the best continentalengineering
schools is to concentrate first on the foundations of engineering practice. III
Germany, according to Professor Chisholm this. change is" analogous to the
way that medical courses distinguish between pre-clinical and clinical studies",
and the .courses are necessarily longer than the. British undergraduate course.
The analogy with pre-clinical and clinical medical studies in the training of
ellgineers and scientists destined for ind!lstrialelllploymellt is in our view a

1 We note that according to the Vice-Chancellor of the Cranfield Institute of Technology,
that Institute.. was so-named because. ~' there was a general. feeling that the former, Colleges of
Advanced Technology in becoming universities had failed to produce new styles of,university
education appropriate to technological industry, and there was ageneral interest in a new title
which would :give greater scope to these new styles". W.e also note his .viewthat direct funding
by DEf),in no wayinl1i\)it~_c::ra11field's activities (Memorandum 41; Annex);

2 Memorandum"30. ..
3Memorandum 44.
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fruitful' one. Itis' 'a conceptwhich 'enters incieasinglyintothe.discUssion;of
reforms of the 'postgraduatesystem andis to some.extent embodied in the idea
of the "TeachrngCompany"; whichwe .discnss below.

fiJiisting~Rc:SChenies '
. 3.47..The Scie~ce Research Counell (SRC)istllechiefs<Jurce of supportfor
British postgraduate students in engineering and the natural sciences. Its
support is provided in the form of .academic fees and maintenance grants for
the students and a small "bench fee" for their departinents t~help to cover
the additional research costs invoved in training the students, SRC student
ships are generally either Researoh Studentships, usuallylasting fc>rthr~e years
and leading to a PhD, or Adv~noed Course Studentships, usually lasting One
year and leading to a Master's degree (p 23). For the most part studentships
are allocated to university andpolytechriic departments by the SRC Boards and
Committees, who" use their knowledge of the quality and extent of the research
and training in the different schools and departments". Advanced Courses have
to be accepted as suitable before SRC studentships are allocated. Awards not
taken up by the end of July in each year (usually about 10 per cent) are returned
to a pool and allocated direct to individual appellants (Evidence (1974'75)
p 317).

3.48. During the T970'sth6re wasa ismall decline in the total number of
'studcntships awarded by the SRC, mainly accounted for by a decline in applica
tionsin engineering and for advanced course' studentships, with result that in
1973, for instance, the SRC were able to give awards to all qualified applicants',
In 1975 there was a slight upturn in engineering, and the SRC awarded 1,462
engineeringstudentships(approx. 40 percent of the total), equally divided
betweenadvanced courses and research.

3.49. Inadition to the usual awards described above, three new schemes have
been "superimposed", in an attempt "to. broaden the nature of a research
student's training, and to increase the relevance of this training to the student's
subsequent employment ". They are

(a) the CASE scheme : Go-operative Awards in Science and Engineering'
are awarded to research students undertaking projects jointly formulated
by an academic department and an outside organisation. The outside
body provides a minimum of resources in cash and kind and, allows

. the studentto work on site for at least t:htee months during the three
years of the award. The scheme aims to produce greater academic
industrialcollaboration, but there is no financial incentive for the student,
who receives only the standard studentship.;

(b)lndustrilJ1$tUd~ntsh!ps,whefebythe SRCpaythe usual grant to an
employer, who releases an employee to undertake a research or
advanced course degree course at his normal salary. This scheme
reduces the cost of secondment to both employer and employee ; and

. (c) Total Technologyawards : under this scheme theSR.Cprovides awards
for PhD students to pursue a research project on an industrial theme,
supplemented by group activities such as designprojects und lecture
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marketing and industrial relations. In 1975- seven approved Total
Technology schemes were operating at the Cranfield Institute of Tech
nology, Sheffield Polytechnic, and the Universities of Aston, Lancaster,
Loughborough, and Strathclyde, in subjects such as production

\ engineering, industrialmetallurgy, and marine.engineering (P23-4).

3.50. Not all these schemes have been as popular as might be expected. In
1974, the SRC approved 309 CASE projects, but only 162 awards were taken'
up. .In the same year Total Technology awards represented only 2 per cent
of the total new research studentships in engineering, and new industrial
studentships declined marginally to 262, compared with 269 in 1973.

3.51. During the last eighteen months the Science Sub-Committee have
received numerous' comments. on the above. schemes from .university and indus
trial representatives. On the whole these comments have been sympathetic to the
schemes in principle, but sometimes doubtful. about theireffectiveness. This
applies in particular to the CASE scheme, the Total Technology scheme being
regarded as somewhat too recent, to admit detailed appraisal (Q 803).

3.52. The UDIL Group' regard CASE awards as providing "one of the
most effective ways for ensuring that academic-industrial collaboration
increases " and comment that" the value of this collaboration probably greatly
exceeds that which might be expected from the low percentage (1 per cent)
of all SRC student time since the student and his university and industrial
supervisors are all comniitted to the success of the project". On the other
hand, Professor Sir Brian Pippard, of the Cavendish Laboratory, thought that
the scheme could lead to "complacency on the part of the industry and the
university concerned-the belief that they are making contact with one another
by this and doing nothing at all to cement that contact". He also thought
that if a department had too many of these awards there was a danger of
" your whole research effort becoming fragmented and subject too much to the
whims of the individual industries". He hoped that the CASE scheme would
become uunecessary as more permanent developments took effect (Q 212).
Critics of the scheme amongst members of the Standing Conference of
Professor of Physics referred to "too many failures springing from loss of
interest by the firm involved ", but welcomed as encouraging those cases where
" enterprising departments, considered by the SRC as not reserving even a single
quota studentship, have established successful research programmes with the
aid of CASE awards"."

3.53. The Nuffield Foundation believed that the CASE scheme had "not
been a success", because the numbers involved have been, too small and the
scheme is funded on the misconceived belief" that industrial employment would
be more attractive for university graduates if the prestige of a PhD qualification
were accessible to them ".' The Vice-Chancellor of the University of Bradford
believed that whatever its merits the scheme was" faltering through lack of
sufficiently positive support from all three sides and insufficient plarming ".',

1 University Directors ofIndustria1 Liaison (Memorandum 34).
2 Memorandum.Z.
a.Memorandum 30.
4 Appendix 7 (1974-75).
393320
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3.54. In addition. to the SRC schemes described above a number of other
initiatives in this field should, be mentioned. The SRC themselves have
collaborated with the Social Science Research Council (SSRC) in a modest
scheme to develop postgraduate training in cross-disciplinary areas of interest
to both Councils. The programme has been handled by a joint SRCjSSRC
Committee, initially established 'in the wake of the Swann Report in. 1968',
and the number of srudentshlps awarded by them increased slowly over the
years to 1974, when a total of 119 studentships were awarded, divided equally
between research and advanced course studentships, and involving 29 different
approved schemes and .courses ,at a wide variety of universities. The joint
Committee urged a further enlargement of this scheme in their recent Second
Report,' which we discuss below.

3.55. Similarly, the University' Grants Committee devoted considerable sums
of money between 1967 and 19n to provide" pump priming" grants for specific
projects, including teaching programmes, aimed at providing collaboration with
industry. The Final Report on this scheme, which was terminated in December
1973 because of financial shortages, is annexed to the UGC's Memorandum on
University-Industry Collaboration (Memorandum 5). Of the 58 projects
supported, 46 were regarded as "wholly or partially successful", and it was the
Sub-Committee's impression intaking evidence from the universities last year
that there was considerable support for the scheme and disappointment that
it had been abandoned. Many 'of the schemes supported were for short post
experience programmes for graduates already in industry, provided on a fee"
paying basis. It is important Ito note that although the "pump priming"
scheme is now in abeyance, many universities continue to organise courses
of this kind, some with notable success, as at the Cranfield Institute of
Technology.

3.56. It is clear to the Committee that the initiatives by the SRC and other
bodies described above have all contributed in a constructive manner to the
development of broader postgraduate studies and industry-related courses.
Although the Committee, like the SRC, recognise that more positive initiatives
are now needed in this field, they believe that the organisations responsible,
including many individual universities, deserve congratulations on the progress
already made. Many of the programmes have been of an experimental nature,
and there have inevitably been some failures. Experimentation in solving
these very difficnlt educational problems has been necessary, and will continne
to be necessary, if more substantial efforts are to be based on experience,
rather than on mere hunch. Accordingly, whatever new and more ambitious
proposals may be adopted, we see no reason why the existing programmes
should not continne and develop as appropriate to meet specific needs.

New SRC proposals
3.57. During 1975, three Reports were published by the Science Research

Council containing proposalsf,?r reforms in the organisation and methods of
postgraduate edncation in the Isciences and engineering. The Science Sub
Committee have discussed these Reports with a number of witnesses and
received written views from several other individuals and groups.



3.58. We referred above (paragraph 3.54) to the joint SRC/SSRC programme
of postgraduate studentships for cross-disciplinary courses and research. In
their Second Report' the joint Committee administering this programme
describe the various experimental schemes which they have supported as
.. exercises in the solution of problems arising in industry and government
which require judgments based on the blending of information from science
and technology with. information from other disciplines". They say that" in
some centres clear patterns of training are emerging" in cross-disciplinary
areas, and note that the courses provided attract students of high quality
who subsequently have no difficulty .in obtaining appropriate jobs, .. despite
the conservatism of some employers". They nonetheless point out the
difficulties in developing cross-disciplinary courses, particularly those arising
from the novelty of the subjects and the resulting absence of a .. codified
body of knowledge or even recognised channels of communication for research
results", the lack of defined career structures for teachers in interdisciplinary
fields, and the reliance which has to be placed on teachers from established
disciplines, who are unable to offer prime loyalty to cross-disciplinary studies ".

3.59. The joint Committee believe that they should now be empowered to
grant not ouly studentships but also grants to departments for research
assistance, administration, travel and the preparation of postgraduate teaching
material. They recommend the introduction of fellowships for teachers who
need to re-train themselves for interdisciplinary work, and of .. package deals"
for institutions wishing to set up new interdisciplinary postgraduate courses.
Finally, they recommend a three-fold increase in studentships awarded to
about 400 in 1980, which would represent 6t per cent of total SRC and
SSRC studentships in that year.

3.60. Although there has been a general welcome for courses of this kind,
we believe that the inherent difficulties in interdisciplinary teaching to which
the SRC /SSRC Report refers are such as to counsel caution against any very
rapid build-up in the number of studentships until sufficient action has been
taken to ensure an adequate supply of teachers qualified to supervise the
students concerned. Accordingly, we recommend that priority in the further
development of the programme should be given to the provision of research
grants and re-training fellowships in order to assist the establishment of centres
to which increasing numbers of postgraduate students may be naturally
attracted in the longer term. For similar reasons it would appear to us to be
sensible to restrict the number of centres where such projects are being
developed to a number small enough to concentrate the available academic
expertise in groups of a viable size. It might well be a waste of resources
to spread too thinly the modest sum of £1 million per annum which the
programme is expected to cost.

The Edwards Report
3.61. We gave a warm welcome in our last Report' to the Report of the

SRC Working Party on Postgraduate Training, chaired by Sir Sam Edwards',
whose principal recommendations were

(l) that there was a need to provide courses up to doctoral level of the
quality and intensity of those provided at the Massachusetts Institute of

1 SRC/SSRC, op cit.
2 HC 87 (Session 1975-76) paras 29-31.
3 SRC, Postgraduate training, September 1975.
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Technology for scientists and engineers whose-subsequentcareerswould
be in management and other activities outside research ;

(2) that there was a similar need to provide a formal teaching structure
beyond the first degree even for those. postgraduates who were primarily
destined for careers in research, in order to overcome the tendency towards
over specialisation, and accordingly that a Master's degree based primarily
on compulsory course work during the first postgradnate year should
eventually become a prerequisite for admission to a research-based PhD
training;

(3) that in order to achieve these aims there should be a greater
concentration of staff and facilities in regional consortia of universities in

. collaboration with non-university scientific and technological bodies and the
'business schools ;

(4) that a new qualification at doctoral level, possibly called a Doctorate
of Technological Studies, should replace the traditional PhD for post
graduates pursuing training for careers outside research; and

(5) that the SRC should be able to offer postgraduate siudentships at a
substantially higher value for students in areas of economic importance,
and that students should be able to earu modest additional sums from
collaborating bodies without deductions from their SRC grants.

3,62.. Many of the criticisms which we have received ofthe Edwards Report
are aimed at the Working Party's use of MIT as a model for their own
proposals. Several critics have pointed out that American postgraduates need
further formal instruction after graduation simply becanse of the comparatively
low standard of American first degrees. According to the Nuffield Foundation,
for instance, '" Taught courses' are a necessary means by which American
graduates may be given the specialised knowledge necessary for a career in
research. In Britain the corresponding need is for an element of more general
education, especially for those intendi)lg to-e-or destined to-e-follow careers
outside the higher education system" (Memorandum 30). Similarly, Professor
R M S Smellie, of the University of Glasgow, points out that in many instances
in the UK "the level of understanding attained by .students in undergraduate
courses is considerably higher. than the level of attainment of comparable
students in undergraduate courses in the United States. It is partly for this
reason that the United States system of postgraduate education contains a
substantial. amount of broadly-based course work" (Memorandum 20). Sir
Brian Pippard .thought the MIT system was .not one to be emulated. because
"the students are taught too much before they gettheir hands dirty" (Q2I3).

3.63. These criticisms may result largely from a tertain ambiguity in thb
Edwards Report as to the nature of the taught courses to be provided for'
students intending to read for research-based PhD's and we think it might be
helpful if the SRC Working Party were to spell out in more detail precisely
what they intend in this area. Our own interpretation is that the "broadly,
based compulsory course work" proposed in paragraph 34 of their Report is
intended not only, to continue to postgraduate level the formal teaching of the
_~-+~·m.l~_ ...1: .......: ....1: ....... ~.,.., u,.h~ .....'h t'h", c<fn,-l"' ...... r 01"nr!1H:>fM 1-.111' ':I1CA <:IC' .; ......rl';,....".t",.-1
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flow of primarily specialised postgraduates is maintained (see, eg, Q 40)....We
do not believe that the Edwards Report is seeking to undermine the ability
of the universities to produce first-rate specialists and we are confident that
the universities would..not allow that 10 happen.

The Teaching Company

3.64. The third SRC Report was produced by a joint working party. of the
SRCand the Department of Industry'. Arguing from the premise that" British
manufacturing iudustry is not getting the qualified engineers it must have to
maintain its historically strong position in world markets ", The Report proposes
that "selected well-managed and successful manufacturing firms should, iu
partnership with university and polytechnic departments, become 'teaching
companies'''. Three pilot schemes have already been launched (Q 964). .

3.65. This scheme appears to be an attempt to recreate by artificial methods
the kind of praotical postgraduate training for engineers which existed before
World War II at the Metropolitan Vickers Research Department at Trafford
Park or at Rolls Royce iu Derby, the demise of which is regarded by Lord
Bowden as "the greatest disaster that has befallen edncation iu England dnring
my lifetime" (p 279). In those cases, however, the companies concerned
were carryiug out training functions for their own pnrposes, and iu one version
of the" teaching company" idea the company concerned would be one "doing
a normal job of trainiug for its own pnrposes but which is publicly funded in
order to train more people than it really needs so that it can do a good job
of training people for other companies as well" (Q 801).

3.66. The SRCjDoI proposals are, however, more academically-based: "The
departments that teach and do research in manufacturing engineering have no
systematic access to their material; it is as if English departments had no.
libraries, or medical departments no teachiug hospitals "'. The. principal
analogy is with the teachiug hospital. Young postgraduate engineers (and other
graduates) would" take an active and direct part in an integrated programme
of company development"; their research would be supervised iu the com'.
parry by academic staff in partnership with company staff; and their research
would be complemented by instruction in the university or polytechnic forming
the" home" institution. A majority of the Working Party recommended that
the trainee should be paid a realistic salary, instead of a maintenance grant.

3.67. These proposals go a long way towards meeting the arguments of those,
like the Nuffield Foundation, who believe that the first degree should be
regarded as an opportunity for broader more generalist education, and that
the notion of postgraduate vocational training should be extended to a much.
wider range of disciplines and careers.

3.68. We believe that there is great potential merit in the ideaof theteachiug
company. We share the concern of the Director of the Cranfield Unit for
Precision Engineering that the present progress with small. pilot schemes "is
insufficient to make a significant impact on industry in the next five to ten
years ;". We therefore hope that, although the Department of. Ioduslryat

lBRC/poI.The Teaching Company (December 1975).
2 Par~.4. ....' -._ _'
3 Memorandum 41 (Annex).
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present regard the scheme as an experiment (Q 966), they will be prepared to
hack it more extensively as quickly as possible, particularly in view of the fact
that they "already have a short queue of qulte eminent companies that are
anxious to join in and strong indications of a very much longer quene outside
the door" (Q 964). There can be little doubt that if the scheme can attract
companies with positive enthusiasm to join in it is already a long way down
the road to success.

3.69. All the existing and proposed schemes outlined above have in common
the aim of broadening the base of postgraduate studies in science and engineering
and are generally welcomed by the Committee. We believe in particular
that the SRC proposals for the establishment of regional consortia for post
graduate studies, aud the SRC /DI proposals concerning the Teaching Company,
could, if developed with vigour, produce significant and beneficial changes
in the orientation of postgraduate studies. Both schemes imply the develop
ment of specialised centres with some of the characteristics of the Special
Institutions proposed by the Robbins Committee.

3.70. If any of these proposals are to make more than a marginal impact
on the outpnt of postgraduate engineers and scientists, they will require more
than margfnalfnjections of capital into the higher education structure. Through
out this inquiry we have been loth to propose changes which would involve
unrealistic expenditure increases. We nonetheless believe that substantial funds
will be required to enable these schemes to be launched at the required pace,
and therefore recommeud that sufficieut eanuarkedfunds be allocated to the
SRC and the UGC to launch them immediately, at the expense, if uecessary,
of oilier desirable but less pressing demands ou the higher educatiou sector.
The principle of equal sacrifices, however attractive it may be to the Treasury,
should not be allowed to impede developments which are crucial to the future
industrial health of the nation, Just as the Government have been prepared
to increase the flow of funds into industrial development in the latest Expendi
ture White Paper, so they should be prepared significantly to increase their
support for the, training of the next generation of industrial managers. So far
as the Teaching Company is concerued, we believe that there would be merit
in cementing co-operation between the Industry Deparlment and the SRC
by carrying a substantlalproportion of the costs on the Industry Department
Vote.

Departmental proposals

3.71. We were impressed by the degree of concern expressed by both the
Secretary of State for Industry and the former Secretary of State for Education
and Science, about the relative decline in student numbers in certain science
and technology areas, the decline in student quality, and the difficulty of filling
some industrial posts requiring graduate qualifications.

3.72. The opinion of both Ministers appears to be that the primary causes
of ,these developments relate to the image and status of industry and hence
of those scientific and technical subjects which are regarded as a preparation
for industrial employment. According to the then Secretary of State for
Education and SCience,



~f-fud~t;Y h;;~-b;;n, On the wh~le, something that is not. greatly admired.
.. . , In ways that we can we are trying to help, but it is much wider
than any Government Department, or the Government itself; it is a
question of attitudes" (Q 880).

These views were echoed in evidence by the Secretary of State for Indnstry,
who ascribed the unattractiveness of indnstry not only to relatively poor
salaries, bnt to the attitnde of students to indnstry, "the image of industry,
the strnctme of the profession and also the statns of scientists and technologists
within the commnnity " (Q 957).

3.73. We welcome the fact that the Indnstry Department, as consnmers
at least as proxies-of the technical and scientific ontpnt of the educational
system, are turning their minds to the consideration of changes in that system
which may help to improve the situation. They note in their Memorandnm
Memorandnm 23) a nnmber of collaborative schemes in which they are in
volved to improve liaison between schools and indnstry, but note that
there is a need for more attention to be paid to improving the availability
of "school teachers and careers advisers with enough knowledge of industry
and technology to use the material provided effectively". Apart from their
participation in the Teaching Company scheme, the Industry Department also
canvass a number of proposals worth considering to improve the sitnation in
the higher education sector, including

" consideration of the case for fewer first-degree places, perhaps coupled
with some courses on a 4·year basis to increase breadth and include
vocational elements •.. assessment of the value of HNC courses com
pared with degrees for people who will become employed as technicians
. . . the provision of financial incentives for first-degree students on
courses of particular relevance to industrial competitiveness and to the
economy".

Not all these proposals may be as attractive as they seem at first sight: we
believe, for instance, that the doubts raised by the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers about four-year degree courses deserve careful study'. But we are
encouraged that the Department of Industry recognise their own responsi
bilities in this field and have not been constrained by considerations of inter'
departmental solidarity from discussing their views in public.

3.74. On the other hand we were not convinced, from the evidence available
to us, that the Department of Education and Science are as yet adopting a
sufficiently vigorous approach to the solution of problems which they acknow
ledge to be of great seriousness. The evidence given by the then Secretary of
State and his officials, while emphasising their concern, revealed very few con
crete proposals for reforms. We understand their reluctance to interfere too
directly in the work of agencies, such as the UGC and the Research Councils,
which have been set up to distribute funds to the higher education sector, but
their attitude is far too passive. If they believe, as they claim, that the situa
tion is serious, they should be prepared to take the initiative by indicating

1 The 1MB say: .. Given the current poor image of the engineer in schools the fact that he is
paid far less than his ,contemporaries in other EEe countries,hls relatively poc; chance ofreacbing
top management, It IS questionable whether the more able SIxth former IS likely to go for a four
yeardegree, whenhe cansee that therewards aremuchgreater from a threeyearcourseina non
scientific discipline" (Memorandum 45).
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clear guidelines to assist such agencies in developing policies aimed at im
proving the situation;' The Secretary of State believed that it might: not be
" thought to be within the rules. of the game" for him to give precise direc
tions to the UOC (Q 861). Similarly' he thought that "you .40 not get
together a very distinguished body of people willing to serve on a science
research councilor medical research council; or whatever, and then try to
tell. them from Whitehall how they ought to go about their job" (Q 864).
As we understand the situation, these are all bodies acting as agents of the
Government ill distributing funds to higher education. They should of course
be allowed freedom of action, but that does not absolve the Secretary of State
from the responsibility for proposing measures to alleviate particularly critical
problems when they arise. While this may not involve giving detailed
instructions, it does require greater determination on the part' of the Secretary
of State. We believe that a more vigorous approach would be welcomed by
the UGC and the SRC, whose efforts to improve matters in' the higher educa
tion sector do not seem to have received the degree' of political support which
they need. It is to be hoped that the Prime Minister's recent initiative will
lead to agreater pre-occupatioll with the scieutific aspects of her job OU the
part of the new' Secretary of State than was evident in the perfornnuice of most
of her recent predecessors;'

The Engineering Institutions . '.
3.75. The. Committee are aware of the important role performed by the

fifteen institutions which comprise the Council of Engineering Institutions in
the education and examination of engineers and in the recognition of academic
qualifications for. the purposes of professional registration. We have not
examined this role because we have been primarily concerned with the work
of the universities. We share the increasingly prevalent view that there may
now be a need for' an inquiry into the work of the engineering institutions,
including their educational functions. However, in view of the fact that the
great majority of professional engineers now obtain their basic qualifications
through the higher education system" the need for close collaboration between
.the institutions .. and the universities and polytechnics in determining the basic
ingredients of undergraduate and postgraduate engineering studies is self
evident. We therefore recommend that, pending the outcome of any inquiry
which may be established, the universities and polytechnics and the engineer
ing institutions should examine methods of achieving greater collaboration in
the control of. standards and the content of courses for first and higher degree
students. . .

Conclusion
3.76: The Committee share the. concern of. our witnesses about theapparent

shortcomings of ·the higher education system in supplying qualified scientific
and technical manpower to industty in the right quantity and the right quality
and with trainingrelevant to industrial needs. We welcome the many schemes

:which have 'been or are proposed to be implemented to seek to solve' some
of these shortcomings, We nonetheless recognise thatchanges in educa-

•tional practice cannot in. themselves provide a complete answer. In. the
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Recommendations
3.77. The training of engineers and applied scientiSts suitahle'for employ

ment in productive industry shouid he given much higherPJiority in the
Goveroment's educational policy. This applies not only to graduateand post
graduate training, but also to the training of technicians and designers.. at the
.....' ..... d .•. . .,.. .... ,", . , . -:.:. ''-._ .,)

HNC and UNJ>leveI.

3.78. The concept of SISTERS (" Special InstitutionsforScie~ti~~ anllTech
nological Education and Research") should be revived and implemented. A
number of university institutions should be designated as SISTERS. These
are likely to include the Imperial College of Science and Technology, the
University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology, and the Uni
versity of Strathclyde, and some of the former. Colleges of Advanced Tech
nology. Consideration should also be given to the separation of the engineering
and applied science departments at the University of Cambridge and their
designation as a SISTER to ensure that the high status of SISTERS is re
cognised by the academic community at large.

3.79. SISTERS should continue to be regarded as university institutes, but
should be issued with revised Charters limiting their functions to training and
research in engineering and applied sciences.

3.80. The University Grants Committee should be instructed by the
Secretary of State for Education and Science to regard engineering and applied
science training as a privileged area in which, in particular, the normal staff:
student ratios should not be expected to apply. Additional earmarked funds
should be supplied to the UGC for the support of technological education, and
in particular for the development of facilities in the Special Institutions.

3.81. New degree qualifications in applied science and engineering subjects
should be introduced in the Special Institutions and in conventional universities
offering courses in those subjects: we suggest that they might be described as
BEn, MEn, and DEn.

3.82. The conteut and form of undergraduate courses in engineering should
be the subject of a thorough and urgent review.

3.83. Employers and universities should be enconraged to give greater support
to sandwich-courses for undergraduates in science and, in particular, in en
gineering subjects. Sandwich courses should become a normal feature of
undergraduate studies in the new Special Institutions, but should also be
adopted for appropriate subjects in other universities.

3.84. The proposals of the Science Research Council for improvements in the
training of postgraduates should be pursued with vigour. In particular the
Department of Industry should be prepared to commit their own funds to the
development of "teaching companies".
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. 3.85. Serlous corisideration should now be given to the introduction of higher
maintenance grants for students, at both undergraduate and postgraduate
levels, in the applied sciences and engineering. In principle the Committee
believe tbat such higher grants might be provided in the form of supplementary
bursaries distributed according to criteria laid down by the Department of
Industry,and, from that Department's Vote.

3.86. IiJ.'1~&rtoensure that due attention is J:',lid to tbeseproblems in tbe
Department .of Education and Science the Committee recommend that a
Minister of State should be appointed within the Department with special
respousibility for Science and Technology. His principalconcerns should be
with the activities funded from the Science Budget. and with scientific and
technicaledncation at all levels of the educational system.



Employment Trends

In manufacturing industry

4.1. Recent overall trends in the employment of QSB's in manufacturing
industry are summarised in .the Memorandum submitted to us by,the Depart-:
ment of Industry'. Between 1961 and 1971 the number of QSB's employed
in manufacturing industry rose from 94,000 (64,000 engineers and .technologists
and 30,000 scientists) to 139,000 (88,400 engineers and technologists and 50,300
scientists). During the same period the supply of new graduate engineers and
teclmologists rose from 2,800 to 6,700, but the proportion entering industry
and commerce declined from 84 per cent to 65 per cent. The supply of new
science graduates rose from 3,800 to 7,700, and the proportion entering
industry and commerce fell from 55 per cent to 44 per cent'.

4.2. The Department of Industry believe that 1971 marked a low point
for scientists and engineers generally and that there has since been some
increase in the numbers entering industry and commerce. They nevertheless
point out that the supply of engineering and teclmology graduates remained
constant between 1971 and 1974, whereas the supply of graduates in all
subjects increased by 11 per cent'.

4.3. At the non-graduate level, the Department conclude that there has
been a fall of 23,000 (approximately 46 per cent) in the annual rate of enrol
ment for HNC and HND courses in engineering and teclmology between
1965 and 1973 and "a substantial fall-off in apprentices, particularly in the
private sector". Even though the Department say that " an increasing number
of graduates, are taking jobs hitherto filled by technicians with HNC and
similar qualifications" (which explains the very low rate of unemployment
amongst graduate engineers), the increase in the supply of graduates goes no
way towards making up the very large fall in the supply of HNC and HND
engineers.

4.4. The Industry Department note that "the overall proportion of QSB's'
in industry in relation to the number of employees is significantly lower in
the UK than amongst our competitors", and, in view of the decline in
numbers and quality of QSB's and supporting stall in manufacturing industry,
they suggested that" action may be necessary to improve the position "'.

Researclt and Management

4.5. The Department of Industry also provided some information about the
balance of employment 00 QSB's in industry between R&D functions, on the
one hand, and management functions on the other hand. They asserted that
"the proportion, of QSB's in R&D to other QSB's is much higher in the
UK than elsewhere"., They referred to a survey of 576 top companies in
Britain, France, West Germany, 'Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands in 1969,
which showed that "only 40 per cent of Britain's top executives had. a

1 Memorandum 23.
2 ibid,Para 28--9.
3 ibid, para 30.
'ibid, Para 35.
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university deg.eeas compared with 55 per cent in the Netherlands, 80 per
cent in Germany and Italy, 85 per cent in Belgimn and 90 per cent in France".
Another French survey in 1970 had reported that" the proportion of graduates
among senior executives was about half the number in the UK as compared
with France, West Germany ,and Italy". The Department's conclusion was
that "there are fewer QSE's iu top management of British manufacturing
industry than 'on the continent "',

Employment Statistics

, 4.6. The data presented by the Department of Industry are disturbing in
themselves. We are-also disturbed bythe inadequate statistical information
on which they are based. In their Memorandum to us the Department
comment that: "Iuterpreting employment trends poses some difficulties";
"data are not always entirely comparable, either in time scale or in definition
of qualifications and' occupation" ; "only very limited information is available
onemployment inthe research and managementareas?"; "in the management
field it is not easy to distinguish the spread between the various levels of
management or to establish the ratio of QSE's to other disciplines undertaking
management training"; and "Statistics comparing the share of top industrial
management posts in the UK occupied by graduates generally, or QSE's
specifically, with other ccuntries are sparse and-unreliable "'. .

4.7: For a Departinent which" has a deep and direct interest in ensuring
that the manpower resources available to industry are adequate in both
quantity and quality"" the absence of adequate statistics on the employment
of QSE's must be very distressing indeed. Allegations about the quality and
quantity of QSE's entering industry, and about the deployment of QSE's in
industry, are now the daily diet of the national press. Universities, industry
and government departments are, as our evidence has shown, uniformly
unhappy about the .present situation. And yet, when questioned about these
matters, the Department of Industry have to rely largely on hunch.

4.8. The last comprehensive survey of the employment of QSE's in Great
Britain Was published in 1971'. It was based primarily on the returns from
a survey of central government, research councils, research associations and
establishments; local authorities, nationalised industries, manufacturing indus'
try, ccnstruction firms and management and engineering consultants carried out
in January 1968; and on similar surveys carried out in 1956, 1959, 1962 and
1965. These triennial surveys provided detailed information about the employ
ment of QSE's by subject, nature of employment, employment sector and so
forth.

4.9. Despite subsequent discussions between the CBI and the former Depart
ment of Trade and Industry', the triennial surveys were discontinued after
1968 and have not been revived. Since 1968, therefore, national statistics of
employment of QSE's have been based either .on the updating of the 1968
statistics by reference to subsequent census' data (Q951), or on· the partial

{:,1 ibid, -paras-36-39.
2ibid,paras-26, 36, 37'and 39:-' .
~ !£~~ p~a 23. ..• ~ •.~
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the professional institutions", or sectoral surveys conducted by Industrial Train
ing Boards'. Some information on the employment of QSE's and. others in
R&D functions only has also been gathered fromthe 1972 survey of industrial
R&D'.' . . .

4.10. All the partial surveys mentioned above are ofvalue, and we have
drawn on most of them for information in the compilation of this Report
None of them, however, presents an overall picture of the pattern of employ
ment of QSE's, and the abandonment of the former triennial surveys is to be
greatly regretted. According to the Secretary of State for Industry, who
himself regrets the inadequacy of the statistical information available, the
triennial surveys were terminated "on the. basis that it would probably be a
good thing to withdraw some of the form-filling that companies had to engage
iuat that time". His Chief Scientist, Sir Ieuan Maddock, explained that the
forms were a "burden" on industry, that the results took a long time to
analyse and were therefore often out-of-date, and that statistics "hardly ever
give you a sense of the quality of the input." (Q95l). While estimation of
quality is inevitably and always a problem, the explanation' advanced for the
discontinuation of the triennial survey seems to us quite ludicrous. The value
of the surveys was that they provided a means of examining trends over an
extended period of time, trends which, in this instance, are fnndamental to any
appraisal of the efficiency, as opposed to the quantity, of employment in an
advanced industrial society.

4.11. Without an adequate statistical base it is. impossible accurately to
assess the seriousness of the present situation, particularly insofar as it affects
individual industrial sectors. It is equally impossible to consider the need
for palliatives to assist individual sectors, and all but the crudest and most
generalised manpower forecasting is ruled out This applies notouly to the
nation as a whole, but also to the individual employer. The requirement to
make regular detailed returns is itself an incentive to the individual firm
to analyse its own performance in respect of the function concerned. It is clear
that many British companies at present do not carry out such an analysis
because they are not required to produce the figures on which such an analysis
could be based. The Plessey Company, for instance, appear to have little idea
how many QSE's they employ or how these QSE's are deployed': how then,
can they assess the contribution which such employees make to their perform
ance as a company?

4.12. In September 1968 the Swann Report pointed out the •• need for more
informatiou and further research" on the flow of qualified manpower into
employment, and listed a iminber of individual areas where more information

1 See, for instance, Economic Tremis,No 269 (March 1976) (article on "i New Supply of persons
qualified ,inengineering, technology. andscience and firstemployment of those who wereuniversity
graduate.1958~1914"):

a.eg The Survey ofProfessionalScientists 1971 (HMSO,1973)j The 1975Survey ofProfessional
Engineers rear, 1976). •... • '.

3 eg Engineering Industry Training Board, Professional Engineers, Scientists and Technologists
in the Engineering1ndustry(Research Report No 4, 1975).

4 Trade and Industry, 13 February, 1975, ••Employment on sclentiftc research and development
in British,industry ". . .' , '. . . ,...... '.. . _' . ..'

5 According to one of their senior staff, we should "disregard figures that' you get fromour
Personnel at the centre" (Q 630). .
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was needed. They believed that "statistical stndies should be refined and
extended" and argued that "If information on all these subjects can be
collected on a regular basis . . . a more complete picture of the flow of
qualified manpower and its deployment will be available as a basis for guiding
future policy "'. It is evident that the Government have paid little or no
attention to a recommendation which was crucial to any further and more
detailed analysis of a. complex problem of great national importance. We
hope that the Department of Industry's own alarm at the inadequacy of the
statistical base will lead to a more seriousefiort to improve the flow of
information in this area.

4.13. Detailed and regular analyses of the deployment of qualified personnel
are not ouly valuable in assessing changes over time in the employment
characteristics of sectors of British industry, and therefore of identifying areas
where action is desirable. They are also an essential aid in comparing the
employment characteristics of British industry with those of competitior
countries. The comparability of data from dif1'erent countries is notoriously
difficult, and to achieve a high degree of comparability involves collective action
by numerous governments. Nevertheless it is evident from OECD publications
that the statistical data on employment are markedly less adequate from the
UK than from many other OECD countries. In one recent OECD survey, for
instance, total R&D manpower data were unavailable from the UK and were
therefore "boardly estimated" by OECD, and figures for R&D manpower
by broad sector were completely excluded in the case of the UK'.

4.14. We recommend that the Department of Industry shonld immediately
revive the triennial snrveys of QSE's; and that the Government should in
futnre ensure that British measurement standards for scientific and technical
activities are wholly compatible with OECD Frascati classifications' and take
whatever further steps are necessary to explain to industry the reasons why
such information is.required.

The Unattractiveness of Indnstry

4.15. Despite the Inadequacy of existing statistics. it is. clear from the
evidence submitted to us that many in industry regard the quality and quantity
of the flow of qualified scientists. engineers and technologists from universities
and polytechnics into industry as inadequate. It is equally clear that
industrialists recoguise that the inadequacies are due not ouly to the nature
and quality of the courses provided in the higher education sector, but also
to the fact that industrial employment is regarded by many potential employees
as relatively less attractive than employment in other sectors. Although there
is some divergence of opinion about the reasons. for. the unattractiveness of
industrial employment. the conseusus view seems to be that industry is unable
to compete with the public services in. terms of salaries and career prospects,
and that the image of productive industry and the statns of applied sciences;

1 The Flow into Employment of Scientists, Engineers and Technologists (Cmnd 3760, ·1968)
paras 196-9 and Chapter XII. .

2 DECD, Patterns of Resources devoted to Research and, Experimental Development in the
aEeD area, 1963-1971 (Paris 1975).. . .

~ '1"1... ()1=1f"'n n"I..+'h....rfnlnov jQ l!:litf rlr,,~m in 'rh" M"n""""n1".. t nf,c:...lo .. l;hr> rmJ'r""h..;;;n.,'A...t ... ,it;;" ...
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and engineering amongst the general public discourages the ablest students
from considering employment in industry or studying the subjects which would
equip them for snch employment.

Pay etc

4.lp. In evidence to. the Science Sub-Committee in November 1975
representatives of the CBI said that their members frequently complained that
.. the Civil Service offers higher salaries and more attractive conditions and
that makes it very difficult for industry to recruit in competition with the
Civil Service" (Q 893, 1974-75). The principle of parity with the private
sector on which the civil service pay review system Was based means that" if
industry puts up its rate to attract people it merely pushes the price up
generally" (Q 894 (1974-75». Ina subsequent Memorandum the CBI point
out that the pay of scientists in the civil service is related not ouly to that of
scientists in industry but also to the pay scales of civil service administrators,
and that the effect has been to raise the pay scales of the scientific civil
service .. to a level which is widely regarded in industry as being too high".
Industrial salaries were also restrained by the fact that .. industry has to relate
pay to the value of the work done, and to the funds available, whereas the
civil service can draw on tax revenues to pay salaries agreed by negotiation
and comparison". The situation was exacerbated during the period of pay
restraint by the fact that civil service scientists were on fixed incremental
scales (which were allowed to operate under the pay policy) while many in
industry were paid merit increases (which were forbidden under the pay
policy).'

4.17. The CBI also pointed out that competition between employers was
"considerably effected by perceptions of security". In the 1960's industry had
faced stiff competition from the expanding university sector; since then
uuiversity expansion had slowed down, and competition was now coming
particularly from the civil service and local government. In the opinion of
Dr Duncan Davies of ICI, there was .. no doubt that conditions of high
inflation support arguments that the industrial sector may have a weaker
base in terms of long-term. security than the public sector ... in the public
sector, on paper at any rate, stability and security is built in " (Q 895 (1974-75».

4.18. These views were widely echoed in evidence from individual companies.
The Managing Director of EMI Ltd. pointed out that whenever industry tried
to offer comparable conditions and salaries the Civil Service .. upped" the
stakes. Private industry was working on an .. escalating ladder" (Q 515):
." if it' is money that you are seeking, you will have a better opportunity and
better job security if you go to, for example, the Post Office, who will offer
fifty per cent higher salaries than industry, but with the added benefits of job
security."? Moreover, the civil service not only offered better pay and security
but also offered "the best research facilities in this country" (Q 514). The
Chairman of EMIsumfuarised 'the.situation as follows:

"If it is security you are after, you are unlikely to choose an industrial
environment in which to work. If it is wealth you are after you are very

1 Tl.1r"'..... n .."'nAn..... ?Q
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He believed that men went into industry for j6bi!ltisfa.~tion and a "rea.sonable
reward". The reward was unavailable because of pay restraint and economic
depression and job satisfaction was "exceedingly difficult to get" (Q 526).

. 4.19. Representatives of Lucas Industries Ltd. thought that" civil. service
rates of pay in recent years have been in the middle ranks considerably beyond
what industry pays" largely because." industry tends to have" had a lot of
instructions telling it what it can do about its pay levels over the years, and

Jhis.has.not necessarily applied to the Civil Service"(Q 791-3). Hewlett
Packard Ltd. thought that "careers in science, particularly in the UK, do not
offer rewards commensurate with the demand" (p 134) and private industry
could not do much to improve the situation because if they paid scientists
more "they would be very heavily taxed" (Q 385). Sintilarly representatives of
the Oxford Instrument Company believed that " The whole problem of attract
ing and keeping the staff of companies like ours, and other companies in general,
happy in the industrial environment in England in this decade is not an easy
one" (Q 449). There were" J;l0 young men between the ages of 18 to 23 who
want to follow in our footsteps" and''lccording to the company's .Chairman.
the erosion of the "entrepreneurial environment" was such that if he were
twenty years younger he would "have to think very hard-s-and I am not at all
sure of.the outcome-as to whether I would do the same as I did. twenty years
ago" (Q 461).

4.20. The explanations offered by many industrial representatives for the
unattractiveness of industrial employment in terms of pay and conditions tend
to be of a rather short-term nature. There is little doubt, of course; "thataverage
incomes of QSE's in industry have declined over recent years relative to average
incomes in the public service. The recent survey of professional engineers, for
instance, revealed not ouly a decline in the real incomes of engineers between
1973 "and 1975, but also that in salary terms" all State-related enterprises have
overtaken industry and commerce".' We welcome, and have no doubt that
industry generally will also welcome. the recognition by the Secretary of State
for Industry that "to be a technologist or a manager within industry has been
a pretty lousy job" and of the need to ensure that "whatever follows the
present pay policy will be flexible enough to ensure that technologists and
scientists who work in industry are adequately rewarded" (Q 955):

4.21. On the other hand the figures which the Secretary of State presented
to the Committee (see paragraphs 4.4 and 4.5) indicate that, compared with other
countries, British industry is not merely going through a period of temporary
difficulty in attracting qualified manpower: in comparison with other countries
British industry employs "significantly" fewer QSE's. If there is some direct
correlation between the employment of qualified manpower and industrial
performance-and such a correlation is.implied in all the evidence fromindus
trial witnesses-the easing of pay restraint is not likely to effect any immediate
cure to industry's problems. It may well. assist in. improving industry's
competitive position as an employer, but the process of strengthening the
intellectual muscle of Britishindustry is going to take time.

1 The 1975 Survey a!Professional Engineers (1916), p 3.
n
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Image and status

4.22. Perhaps more serious in the long term than relatively unattractive rates
of pay is the image .of productive and manufacturing industry and the status of
engineers and applied scientists in the community at large.

4.23. In his Memorandum to us Lord Bowden, the retiring Principal of
UMIST, asks

"Why should anyone want to go into industry these days, if he
remembers the hazards of life there, the rather unpleasant environment in
which people have to work, and the contempt with which society at large

. so obviously regards those who create the wealth which everyone wants to
spend?" (p 279).

. .

. It is. clear from the evidence submitted by industrial witnesses that the belief
that their activities are poorly regarded by the community, if not regarded
with contempt, is widely held and causes great concern to industrial manage
ment.

4.24. A number of witnesses believed that the trouble began in the schools.
The Deputy Chairman of the Cambridge Instrument Company thought that
attracting able people into industry was "a very significant problem indeed,
but I do think it goes right back to school and the persuading of people to
go into engineering, physics or eleotronics in universities" (Q 401). Mr J J
Righton, of Lucas Industries, believed that" manufacturing industry in general
has a very bad name in this country" and laid part of the blame on school
careers masters, who " seem to think that going into manufacturing industry is
to do a dirty job rather than a nice, white-collar, clean job in one of the other
things" (Q 787); The Technical Direotor of. Plessey .Radar commented that
"The main problem that we face is a lack of appreciation in schools of the
interesting work and the opportunity that exists for university graduates in
engineering in industry. There is a lack of. encouragement in the schools,
particularly the State schools, for people to go into engineering as a career now"
(Q 614). He speculated as to whether the attitude which he claimed to see in
the State schools might arise from" inverted snobbery" (Q 615). According
to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the image of engineering in schools
has for some years been "extremely poor" and "it is stilI all too common to
meet the spanner and boiler suit syndrome and the situation is not helped by
the abuse of the word' engineer' "',

4.25. It is questionable,however, whether the schools-or, for that matter,
the universities-can be held to blame for attitudes which are deeply entrenched
in society. According to the Director of Patscentre International,

"the status of an engineer in Europe is higher than it is in the UK....
A continental engineer is addressed as 'Engineer '. His letters would be
addressed to • Engineer Gordon Edge' or whoever-it was. In other words,
there is a deliberate attempt by the society to raise the stilt~s of the engineer
so that being an engineer is perhaps more important: than the job heis
doing, and you donot mind doing high advanced production engineering,
whereas in this country it is a shop 1I00r job and is looked on with rather
1...".....................+u" In '>01;:\ - > • - ••
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wrote in The Guardian' that" the fact is that we suffer in this country a great
deal more from intellectual snobbery than from social snobbery ... Engineering,
except for that-short period in the middle of the nineteenth century, has been
looked upon as a second-class intellectual activity not really fit to be compared
with the arts, classics, finance or even science. I suspect that the trouble is
that the discipline of engineering is absolute. It either works or it does not ".

4.26. In the opinion of most industrial witnesses, the situation has been
made worse by the failure of British governments to emphasise sufficiently the
importance of mannfacturing industry and by the tendency to invest an increas
ing proportion of national resources in non-productive, albeit socially desirable,
services. As a result of these tendencies there is a far greater national pre
occupation with patterns of consumption than with patterns of production and,
quite apart from the effect of relative salary scales, the resulting pattern of
priorities inevitably affects the attitudes of individuals within the society.
Government Ministers are now openly admitting the validity of this view of
past government policies. The Secretary of State for Industry told us that "I
think that successive Governments have not given sufficient attention to mann
facturing industry, and it is a source of great concern to me that-we have seen
the contraction taking place in mannfacturing indus1IY" (Q 958). In his view,
"unless we get the manufacturing investment decisions properly in order, we
are not going to be able to. pursue some of the ohf'rished social schemes that
all political parties in this country subscribe to " (Q 963).

The deployment of QSE~s
4.27. Having listened to and read with great care the views of industrial

representatives about the attitudes of government and society towards industry
and engineering, about the difficulties faced by industry in competing with the
public sector, and about the inadequacies of higher education, the Connnittee
are not convinced that the problems can be regarded as wholly external to
industry, as constraints placed on industry by a malevolent or unsympathetic
society. In particular, even if the higher education system is not producing
enough QSE's of the right calibre, and even if industry is currently unable
to offer competitive salaries or career prospects, one might expect that industry
would be making every effort to ensure that there is sufficient penetration of the
senior management and decision-making structure of industry by highly quali
fied technical manpower. The record of British industry does not substantiate
this. expectation. .

4.28. We referred above (para 45) to the Department of Industry's conclusion
that "there ate fewer QSB'sin top management of British manufacturing
industry than on the continent". Although comparative information is scanty,
all the analyses of which. we. have knowledge tend to confirm. the impression
that QSE's in British industry are more concentrated In R· & D functions than
elsewhere and that there is a much lower proportion of QSE's in senior
management, particularly at board level. Mr Ian Glover, writing in The
ChemicalEngineer, in January. 1976, concluded from a, survey otmuch of the
available information that "British engineers may jill management posts, but

1 13 July 1976.

,
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they do not reach top positions nearly as often as do their Continental counter
parts ".

lCJ:U, maustry, SClence anduniversities, July 1970.
2 ibid; page 26.
3 ibid, Table 10 and Annex R .
4 ibid, Table 9.
5 Memorandum 23 (Department of Industry).

.. 6The Director of Patscentre International told the Sub-Committee thatit was verymuch easier
to sell his research services in Europe because he would be selling to senior management with
technical expertise..• In hi~~vi~1Y. c!?~~nenl:~l m~age11?ent.!~s ~ore a..w~e o.r ~e ad~ant~~ of

4.29. In 1967-68 the CBI carried out a survey of qualified manpower in
industry as part .of their inquiry into relations between universities and industry.
Their report (the CBI Docksey Report)' revealed wide variatious between
companies of different size and in different sectors. 13 per cent of all the
companies surveyed (including 27 per cent of companies with less than 200
employees) had no qualified scientists, engineers and teclmologists on their
staff. In the remaining companies 33 per cent of " seuior management" (which
was not defined) were QSE's (20 per cent engineers and teclmologists and 13
per cent scientists). The Report commented that "Chemicals, pharmaceuticals
and scientific instruments score high, whereas food, drink and tobacco, motor
vehicles and paper and printing have less qualified staff in seuior management "~.

The Report also revealed that 22 per cent of all companies (including 14 per
cent of compauies employing more than 5,000 people) had no qualified staff
on their main boards. Of those which did have qualified mainboard directors,
24 per cent were engineers and teclmologists, and 12 per cent scientists. In
the paper and printing industry .45 per cent of compauies had no qualified
directors, and there were also high proportions in the textile industry (41 per
cent), food, drink and tobacco (36 per cent) and the metallurgical industry (30
per cent)'. The survey also established that only 9·5 per cent of all QSE's
employed in industry were employed in seuior management'.

4.30. With the" sparse and unreliable" information available' it is difficult
to know whether any major changes have taken place in the deployment of
QSE's since the CBI Docksey Report was published, but none of our witnesses
has suggested that such changes have taken place. Most of our evidence has
been taken from science-based companies, where the position has been better
historically and where there appears to be an awareness of the need to ensure
penetration by scientific and technical manpower at the top management levels.
Even in science-based sectors, however, the proportions of seuior management
and board members who are QSE's appear to be much lower than the figures
for " top executives" in other European countries quoted by the Department of
Industry'.

4.31. It is is not our purpose here todeuigrate the efforts which may be made
or may have been made by individual companies or whole sectors of industry
to' improve the penetration of qualified staff into seuior management positions.
It is important nonetheless for those inside and outside industry to recognise
that the low standing of applied science and engineering in, society at large is
likely to be reflected also in the attitudes of many in industry, since industry is
not isolated from society at large but is .a part of that society. If, as indus
trialists frequently claim, too many of the ablest scientists and engineers are

. -- - ~
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ablest scientists and engineers recruited into British industry are retained
exclusively for R&D. work and are therefore also isolated from production
and management. This is a critiCism often made of the Civil service, but there.
is evidence to suggest that it may apply with. equal force-and perhaps with
less justification-to industry. .

4.32. Just as we have heard many criticisms of the higher education sector
from industry, so there are suspiCions in the universities that many in industry
do not appreciate .the valuable role which qualified manpower could play
in their organisations'. Industry must make it clear not only that they want
salaries, but also the opportonity of moviog into the top echelons of manage
ment with as .IDuch ease as their counterparts m Germany, France or the
USA and as their contemporaries in Great Britain wbo have chosen to stndY
law or accountancy. Similarly, if. industrialists want to attract tbe best p<Jot
graduates tbey must be prepared to pay for them, Students who have spent
three extra. years on a. small maintenance grant to acquire additional skills
are unlikely to be attracted into companies who will pay a PhD no more
thana BSc.·

4.33. Mr John Lyons, the General Secretary of the Electrical Power Engineers
Association, recently summarised the problems relating to the employment of
qualified engineers as follows: .

"First, while 'lYe probably have the largest stock of scientists and tech
nologists with some kind of higher qualification as a percentage of the
total labour force, other countries have a considerably higher proportion.
at graduate level.

Second, we have a disproportionately low proportion of engineers in
manufacturing industry, and third, a disproportionately high proportion
of our engineers are in research •and development as. compared, for
example, with production arid marketing.

Fourth, a much smaller percentage of industry's top management have
an engineering or technical background than in other major industrial
countries,

Fifth, we pay our engineers less, atevery level, than in othercountries,
including even .ItalY.'" . .. .

Most of these remarks apply equally to. scientists as well as to engineers and
technologists. We have already indicated (paragraph 3.75) our sympathy with
the proposal from Mr. Lyons and others that the time may have come for
a national. inquiry into the engineering institutions. Inthe meantime we believe
there is much which industry could do unaided to begin to meet points two.
three and four in Mr Lyons' list. While much depends on the creation of
an economic environment in which industry can thrive, .much also depends on
the sincerity of industry's desire to improve its deployment of qualified personnel,
That cannot be achieved by government edict.

lSee,',f0r, instance, para 6 .cf"the Memorandum from the Committee ,of Vlce-Cbancellors
(Mem()ran~~ 33).

2 The Guardian, 19 July 1976.
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'The need for goverm:nentacti6n onllay .' .: .' .'

4.34; Nonetheless, the restoration of flexible pay limits is an essential pre'
condition of the policies which we are asking industry to. follow, and the
evidence on all sides supports the view that sJbstantial advances in pro
ductivity, on which, ultimately, the validity of 1\11 money incomes depends,
will not be achieved unless this occurs. Moreover. such flexibility is uulikely
to be conducive to the desired result unless differ~nces in money incomes are
permitted by the fiscal system to effect significant! differences in real incomes;

. • I

4.35. There, is therefore one area in which the I Government's responsibility
is dear and unmistakable. Although private employers probably have more
room for manoeuvre so far as marginal adjustments of salaries and fringe
benefits are concerned than they would readily admit, the overall pattern of
pay and the relative pay scales of different categories of employees is now
a matter of government policy, not of private initiative. The salaries and
other rewards of scientists and engineers in British industry have, by the
Government's own admission, been held down in! recent years and are worse
than those offered overseas, or by British publici service employers (Q 954).
If the Government is serious in its desire to, rebuila British productive industry
it must create an environment in which there are ~deqiJate incentives to attract
the ablest young people into industry ""d away! from non-productive public
and private services, The terms of Stage II of ~he curreut pay policy offer
no element of flexibility in this regard, and we recognise the overriding need
to ensure that StageIl is successful. I .' , .

4.36. The Industry Secretary told us that he hoped that "whatever follows
the present pay policy will be flexible enough to bnsure that technologists and
scientists who work in industry are adequate rchwarded" (Q' 955). Such a
development, to be effective, will involve a su~stantia.1 departure from the
principle of equal sacrifices, and, to be acceptable to other groups, will have
to be justified by very dear evidence of the overriding need for unequal treat
ment. In order to meet the latter aim, and to give some-encouragement to
those qualified people already in industrial emplo~ment (as well as those young
people contemplating such employment) we believe that the Government should
establish a high-level independent review body ~th the following terms Of
reference:

(i) to examine changes in recent years in th¢ personal incort..es (including
fringe benetits, pension provisions etc) of qualitied scientists, engineers
and technologists in British industry compared with those of similarly
qualitied employees in the civil and other!public services;

I

(ii) to comp..... changes in the personal infomes etc of all QSE's with
those of other graduates and graduate'-equlvalents in the civil and
public services and the independent prof~ons ;

I

(iii) to compare the personal incomes etc of industrially-employed QSE's
in Britain with those of their counterpatts in major competitor coun-
tries; and I

(iv) to make recommendations concerning 'he desirable future relation
shiD between the personal incomes of QSE's in indnstry and of QSE's
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be able to make at least some 'general provisional recommendations before
agreement is reached on a policy to replace Stage II of the Social Contract.

4.37. The means of implementing changes in the relative incomes of indus
trial QSE's will be matters to be decided in the context of any future overall
government pay policy, and it would be inappropriate to entrust the imple
mentation of anyone aspect of a pay policy to a separate agency. Whatever
methods and timescale are adopted, however, we urge the Government to give
public recognition to the importance of the problem by establishing the review
body recommended above ; and to adhere to the principles of the review
body's recommendations when formulating future pay policies.

4.38. Whether or not the Government accept the recommendations outlined
above, they must now give urgent consideration to the pay of qualified indus
trial personnel. It is essential for the future industrial health of Britain that
they move beyond the stage of sympathetic platitudes.

EdlIcational attitudes towards industry
4.39. As we have pointed out above, it is not only low pay which dis

courages able youog people from considering a career in industry. Sugges
tions have been made to us-and are often repeated in the press-that schools,
colleges arid universities do too little to encourage a positive attitude towards
industry, and even that they actively encourage antipathy towards industry.
These are very serious charges and, if they are true, the Government have a
right to intervene to correct the balance.

4.40. Accordingly, we recommend that the Secretary of State for Education
and Science should institute an inquiry into the attitudes of school teachers and
careers fofficers, and into tile nature of the advice given to young people by
school and university careers advisory services. On the basis of the results
of that inquiry tile Government should if necessary be prepared to issne gold
ance to the education system on ways of improving advice on industrial careers.
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5. ACADEMIC·INDUSTRIAL COLLABORATION IN RESEARCH

55

5.1. The Evidence taken by the Science Sub-Committee during the current
session was published in weekly parts under the title "Industry and Scientific
Research "', which indicated the Sub-Committee's concern, arising out of their
earlier inquiries, with the nature of the input from the research carried out in
the universities into productive industry. From the start of the inquiry, how
ever, it was obvious that research collaboration was intimately tied up with
collaboration in educational.matters and that one area of collaboration could
not be completely isolated from the other. Research and teaching in the
universities proceed in tandem and are not regarded by the universities-or
funded by the University Grants Committee or even the research councils-as
separate activities.

5.2. The interlocked relationship between research and training at the post
graduate level in particular is one of the key characteristics of university science
and engineering departments: the availability of postgraduate research students
with particular specialisms influences the ability of departments to undertake
particular kinds of research, and the nature of departmental research pro
grammes influences the subject and character of the postgraduate education
which they provide. It follows that whatever the intrinsic advantages of
collaboration in the research field, such collaboration will also have a consider
able influence on the educational work of the university departments concerned.
The following discussion is largely concerned with, methods of collaboration
aimed at improving the take-up of university research results by industry. The
foregoing remarks should, however, be borne in mind.

Why collaborate?

53. The Committee believe that colIaboration in research which achieves a
greater level of industrial orientation in the universities can be regarded as
beneficial for that reason alone, whether or not there are demonstrable returns
in terms of direct improvements in industrial performance. This view contra
dicts to some extent those of our witnesses about the value of collaboration
in research. Although there appears to be agreement amongst witnesses that
the general level of collaboration is lower in the UK than in the United States
of America or in West Germany, and that such a situation is "far from
satisfactory" (eg p 75), many also believe that collaboration should be "need"
related, and not "artificially created" (eg p 134). This view is repeated in
the recent SRC Report (the "Richards" Report) on collaboration in engineer
ing research: "It needs to be recognised that one of the conditions for fruitful
collaboration is a sufficiently strong overlap either in motivation or purpose "'.

5.4. We recognise that there is little to be gained from compelling university
departments and companies with few mutual interests to collaborate on research
projects which will be of little benefit to either. But if mutual understanding
and identity of interest are to be regarded as preconditions of successful
collaboration, we cannot see how the situation is going to improve with any
semblance of the urgency which is required. For, as the Richards Report
acknowledges, "the stereotyped views held by each side of the other are as



",La.UUilJg oeiween me two" sides ", The Richards Report, concludes that greater
understanding" can best be brought about by increasing the volume of colla
boration". That must imply the need for a certain degree of forcefn! persuasion,
if not of compulsion, going beyond measures designed merely to facilitate
cooperation between mutually sympathetic partners. Measures of the latter
kind are of course desirable and can be expected in the long run to have a
beueficial effect across the spectrum of higher education and industry. Bur the
situation appears to us to be such as to demand more urgent measures to bring
industry and universities into closer alignment in order to ensure both that
educational courses take appropriate cognisance of industrial manpower needs
and that the many companies who totally disregard the need for trained man
power are quickly persuaded of the value of utilising the skills and knowledge
available in the higher education system. 'To overemphasise the need for
"mutual understanding" as a precondition of collaboration will result in
allowing the existing laissez-faire system to continue, and even if it continues
at a higher valume itwill not solve a situation which is universally regarded as
damaging to the performance .of British industry,

5.5. In the COlllDlittee's view, therefore, every encouragement should be
given to ,bringing the higher, edncation system and industry genemUy into closer
alignment, and it may well he necessary for that encouragement to inclnde an
element of positive discrbninlltion hitherto nncharacteristic of British govern"
ment aid policies in either the educational or fhe induslrial sectors. Couabora~

tion is desirable because it is the only way in which' one of the worst and
most damaging examples of British obtuseness can be undermined.

Methods of collaboration

5.6. In their Report in 1970, the CBI's working party on universities and
industrial research published a list of the various methods by which universities
and industry do-or could-eollaborate. Although there have been some minor
institutional changes since then, the CBI summary provides a useful checklist
of the activities which weare discussing here, and ,is reproduced in Table 4.

TABLE ,4

Ways in' 'which universities'.and Industry can
collaborate

1. P~rsonaI assistance ' from" industry with
university activities'

Lectures by industrialists at universities.
Industrialists serving on university and

faculty committees etc.
Industrial advice on, and provision of prob

Iems for, research.
University staff and students visiting

industry.
, Industrial advice on.curricula.

Useref industrial .Iaboratories for higher
degree work.' . , .

Secondment- of: industrial. staff to work at
universities. _ .

Technical advice or assistance.
Use of equipment or facilities .in industry.
Instrument development.

1 ibid, para 5.

2. Use of university staff and facilities
Industry using more consultants.
Industry sponsoring research at universities.
Provisions ofspecial.advisory or consultancy

services. '
Secondment of university staff to work in:

industry.· .
Refresher or retraining courses.
Industry sponsoring. sandwich .. students. and

also providing suitable training.
An increase inmultidisciplinary projects.
Use of facilities or equipment at universities

by industry; .

3. Joint activities
Joint research programme with work ,at

university and in' industry.
Interchange ofstaff.
Joint supervision of students;
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Local "science-based". industry developing
from university departments.

Joint meetings or colloquia.
Joint appointments.

ResearchAssociationstranslate researchinto
technology for smaller firms and feedback to
universities.

Ministryof Technology Industrial Units.
University Grants Committee "pump-

4. Positive role of" third parties" priming" support for schemes of assistance to
Industrial LiaisonCentres runbyuniversities; Industry.
Science Research Council Schemes for ~r?~essiona} institutions encourage )oint

improvingcontacts: actIV!tles andinfluence curricula byprofessional
( ) Co-operative A ds ! P S· requirements.
a (CAws)r~ lye war 5 In ure crence Min'Iech industrial liaison officers encourage

.. ... . _ _ _ university-industry links.(b) 'Industrial studentshipsandfellowships;
) . ,. ' ' . 5. Financial (or similar) support from industry

(c Awardsfor scrence, mdustry and school for universityactivities
teaching (ASSIST)· '..

(d) , Grants for research without a fixed timescale
" Instant" awards; or agreed programme.

(e) Graduate schools; Grants for studentships, fellowships etc.
if) Support for collaborative research Loans or gifts of equipment;

grants. Endowment of a chair or university post.

Source: CBI, Industry; Science and:Universities (1970), Table 64.

Industrial money

5.7. During the previous sessiou we asked a number of universities to give
us information about the extent to which their research activities were funded
by industry, and in the present session we have asked a number of companies
about the level of their direct cash support for research in the universities.
The overwhelming consensus amongst our witnesses was that the questions
were irrelevant. The .important considerations. were personal contact and
cooperation, and there was, if anything, a movement away "from patronage
to participation" (Q 865, 1974-75). The CBI quoted figures for 1969--70
which showed that industry contributed £3·6 million to research in universities
and further education, compared with a total industrial R&D spend of £409
million and a total spend in universities and further education of £91 million
and they thought that industry's cash payments to universities had since
declined further. They argued that" industry as a whole discharges its general
obligation to support university research through the tax system" (Evidence
p 391, 1974-75). Similar views were expressed by representatives of a number
of individual companies. .

5.8. Although the Committee are in complete agreement with the view that
collaboration which consists solely of disinterested payments out of the" Chair
man's vote" is unlikely to lead to any great increase in the industrial relevance
of university research, we are not convinced that British industry should be
complacent about the very small proportion of university funding which derives
directly from industry; . Money is as good a lubricant as any in improving
contacts between individuals or between institutions, and we doubt whether
the most academic of departments would refuse to re-orientate their activities
to some extent if offered sufficient financial inducements for doing so. If only
2·2 per cent of the value of total research contracts with the science depart
ments of the University of Oxford derive from industry (Evidencep 369,
1974-75) it would hardly be surprising if 98 per cent of the research carried
out in these departments was of little relevance to industry. By way of contrast

.the industrial relevance of much of the work of the Cranfield Institute of



Oxford'.

5.9. Industry does not. of conrse, want "all university research, even in
engineering departments. to become "applied" in the Rothschild Or adminis
trative sense of being directly commissioned by a user" (Evidence p 392.
1974-75). Neither do the universities, nor do this Committee. On the other
hand, by not making larger contributions to university departments industry is
making little effort to bny in to the research effort and hence to inflnence the
postgradnate-and undergraduate-training in the urtiversities. Whatever pro
cedures are devised at a national level to encourage a greater orientation of
university research and training towards industrial needs will require positive
back-up at the level of the individual university department and the individual
company. It may well be that many companies are reluctant to put up cash
for university research from which the short-term commercial return is likely ,
to be small. We therefore believe that there isa good case for devising financial
incentives-possibly in the form of generons tax allewances-c-te encourage .
companies to place out-of-house research contracts with nniversities.

Personal contacts

5.10. There are already numerous and varied contacts between individual
urtiversity departments and companies covering all the possible areas of col
laboration listed in Table 4. Because many of these contacts are developed
informally and on a person-to-person basis they are largely nnquantifiable,
particularly because many involve no exchange of fnnds and are not therefore
noticed in the accounts of the universities or the companies concerned. There
is a great preference on both sides for contacts of an informal nature. Accord
ing to Professor W A Mair, of the Department of Engineering at the University
of Cambridge, we should not be talking about relations between universities
and industry at all, but about" relations between people in the departments and
people in the industry" (Q 183). The Chief Scientist of the British Steel Cor
poration thought that the most importaot points of contact were" just a matter
of dropping in, meeting at conferences, and things of that sort" which might
eventually lead to formal research contracts (Q 557). And the Managing
Director of NRDC thought that the major obstacles to bringing nniversities and
industry iota closer collaboration were "just people". All the arrangements
for improving liaison were steps in the right direction but in the end "it really
comes down to people". He did not think that "setting up a lot of new
committees is the answer" (Q 170).

5.11. Obviously the aim must be to re-orientate the attitudes of people, and
not just of institutions. but too great a reliance on purely informal contacts
may result in the neglect of those areas of industry and those uulversity
departments where the need· for collaboration is greatest. Comparties and
nrtiversity departments who place their confidence in informal contacts are
probably for the most part those which are already collaborating with Some
success and will continue to do so.

5.12. A widespread device for producing informal. person-to-person contact
is the personal consultancy between a company and an individual academic.
There is a particular predilection on the nniversity side for such arrangements.

1 Memorandum 41.
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in which the universities are not involved as institutions. partly, of course.
because personal consultancies are of financial benefit to the individuals con
cerned, An increase in consultancies was recommended by the CBI's Docksey
Report in 1970'. Although they noted the absence of any widespread demand
in industry for more consultants. they considered them to be a valuable stimulus
to companies of all sizes. The Richards Report. on the other hand, pointed
out that consultancies were a method of using existing knowledge, but" research
is usually not involved" and noted that the benefits to universities as. institu
tions were limited and could "occasionally tum to embarrassment "'. It is
certainly true that occasions can arise when senior members of departments
are deeply involved in personal consultancies, leaving their more junior colleagues
to carry on the routine work of their departments. Apart from the element of
unfairness, such a situation does not do much to orientate the activities of
the departments as a whole towards industry. There is therefore much to
be said for the more widespread use of younger academic staff for consultancy
purposes, and for departmental consultancy arrangements which are of benefit
to departments as a whole, rather than individual departmental staff.

5.13. During their visit to the United States of America in September 1975,
Members of the Science Sub-Committee were impressed by the quite wide
spread practice of appointing senior academic scientists and engineers as
non-executive directors of industrial companies. This was regarded by those
whom we met in the USA as a useful device for ensuring that a relatively
objective scientific voice was heard when major company policy and investment
decisions were being taken. This practice is much less common in the United
Kingdom, except in those relatively small science-based companies which have
sprung directly out of university departments. Witnesses from large companies
were not altogether enthusiastic about this practice (eg QQ 656, 778). Although
the Managing Director of EMI, for instance, thought it would have advantages.
he thought it would be difficult to identify individuals with the right mix of
skills. There was "more a tendency towards the academic on the professorial
side in this country than there is in America" and from his own experience
at Oxford he did not think that in general there were the skills amongst
professors there " for which one would be looking to add real strength to the
board room" (Q 509-10). We realise that it is impossible to lay down any
firm rule about this but we believe that companies should give serious con
sideration to the possibility, particularly those companies which are major users
of university products in the form of manpower and research ideas. It is
perhaps significant that one company which has retained a university professor
as a main board director is Hewlett-Packard Ltd (Q 352) who in many
ways have followed the practice of their American parent in fostering contact
with universities at all levels of the company.

5-.14. The Committee are very much in favour of the development of ad hoc
relations between companies and university-and polytechnic-departments
at all levels. since this kind of interpenetration must provide the long-term
key to fruitful co-operation, We welcome the tendency to recruit people from
industry to work as part-time lecturers or professors (egQ 653) or as directors
"finclllRtrial liaison units (ea Q340) which are the universities' equivalents



sucnarrangemems wiu amy. ueveiop spontaneousry wnere. tne level or mutual
understanding is high.. which will not lead to rapid short-term improvements
in relations across-the-board.iwe believe that every encouragement should be
given' to university and industrial employees to make contact in this way
and any obstacles should be removed. In particular we agree with the CBI
Docksey Report that employees who are willing Or eager to collaborate should
be given the time to do so,<and that both universities.and industry should regard
such work as part of the;r. normal activities, success ;n which should be take"
into account when promotiou is considered.

Liaison pureaux,in~ustrial units, etc.
:

5.15. In recent years many universities have established separate organisa-
, tions either to foster liaison and collaboration between their departments and
outside organisations (usually called" iudustrial liaison bureaux "), to provide
general consultancy and research facilities, often of a multi-disciplinary nature,
for outside organisations (" university consultancies") or to 'exploit the results
of research 'in a particular area on a ..commercial ..basis (':'-industrial. units ").
On occasions the work of these organisations overlaps.

5.16.. A large number of universities-perhaps the majority-now have small
industrial liaison bureaux designed to foster collaboration with outside organisa
tions. They often consist of only one or two full-time officers and are not
directly c()ncerned in research or teaching activities. They visit industrial com
pajlies,. advertisein industry the research services available in university depart-
ments, assist in arranging industrial projects for postgraduate students, and,
in some cases, advise departments on patenting techniques. Some, such as the

. University of Manchester Research Consultancy Service, publish periodicalI magaZines.'and newsletters aimedr' at their potential industrial clients. Two have
\\ recently acted as local agents for NRDC'.

5.l7. Many of tl!~~~l\~i§Q!Ll;>JJreaux were establishedwithth~help of" pump- .'
121iming·':~g@1fs~.J.£'L1J»iwS;f~~:Qfanis~Commirtee·beiween· .'1967. and'
19732,~.!?J,!t.Jl!!.Y.!L.!lmy"1?~~lL.t~'i1lover by:llieifparent' iilstituti6ns,"TIi'ejare
cleai'ly re !!Wed•.as~~2i1f~€Y~tE;~.:Q'<;1.~:=~fi3f'DX:::!1!£§~w1ioli\)\V·:li'~;;e~
rSffi~ity•.~()I •.their••.manag~'i!;l-.:I]~e~tteI,.,!"p!:esented "'jii:'" the},J,mr.
gJ,oup"regard,~~this.J.9J:Y':'''2~.l ojJ,e,ratlOn " as "011~ of the ',moSC~ctive ways:oJ
helping to improve mut~~,g,'-:-We agree. We beIieve1liaCthe
Cfovernment should reVIve. the practice of making ear-marked grants for this
purpose, .eithe':'...tQ.as.si~Wu.th!Les.t.~1JJI~!mt'mLQtnel£~bur.e"'!.'fL.()f to help out those
universit.ie~whis1J.face~diffieultiesiuomaintaining...!txisting biii'eatix'because of
.N$m:e~oii:£iidi.gell.eJ.<lU.!J!l.9,.LJ.t migJ:tt 1l..e...JlP.p!21'rlate"for tliese'grants"to °be
made in future not by the UOC; as in the past, "6utoy the Department of
I~gy.~l1:Y"""o,";Ye_d()..notJJl;ljeY"c.\h"t,JiaisOR,..1Jgr.~ux should be expected to be ,
self suPP9rt.i!:t,g...Q[.. 1.Q--";Ull~'!:.l,,!g~,.illSQ!!!e for tlie~inijver§ity;'-"Tl1eirprifuaiyn .n•• ••

piirpuseis to improve acad.eJ1lic.,in,dystrial 'unoerstandiug all'f"co::6peratiou.

SIs:nA";~;,]I~;~~~~;; of Unive:~~;~'-;'a~~-:St~bi;~h;d';,,;;;;r';;Cu;;i;;ersiiy
consultancies, which operate on a commercial basis to provide research and
consultancy services to external clients. Some, such as those at Ediriburgh

.,l::
~",,,,-,i'

if

f·
'to

1 Memorandum 34, para 3.
2 See para 3.55 above, 'and 'Memorandum 5.
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and Bath, were also established with the help of UGC grants,bul were
expected to become self-supporting. It is usual for consultancies to 'be estab
lished as limited liability companies with a board of management drawn from
the parent university and industry. Examples iuclude ULIS (the University of
Leeds Industrial Services Ltd) and Loughborough Consultants Ltd.

5.19. It may well be that notall universities have research activities on an
appropriate scale or of an appropriate nature to support a commercial operation
of the kiud described above. In priuciple, however, we believe that commercial
operations of this kind are desirable not ouly as a means of achieving a
financial return from the expertise available in the universities, but also as a
means of accustoming, academics .and administrators to work according to
commercial criteria and within the kind of commercial and time restraints
usnal in iudustry, since ignorance of iudustrial conditions is one of the charges
'Oft... en levelled against universities by industrial critics. In cases w.here individual r.
universities could not support. such consultancy companies there would be ,
advantages in arranging for them to buy iu to existing consultancies in neigh- ,
bouriug universities, or to form consortia for this purpose. There is no reason
why such consortia should not also include local polytechnics.

5.20. Industrial units; operating With their.own research and engirieering staff,
have been established in a number of universities with particularly strong
research teams iu particular academic areas. These were largely started with
the help of SUbstantial funds. from .the former Ministry of Technology or the
Wolfson Foundation. Perhaps the most well-known and successful of these
units are the Cranfield Unit for Precision Engineering (CUPE), which received
a MinTech grant in 1968 and now has a staff ofabout 50 and is self-supporting
on an annual turnover of more than £300,000; and the group of Wolfson
Units at the University of Southampton, iucluding Noise and Vibration Control,
Electrostatics, Electronics, Materials and Marine Craft.

5.21. Whether supported by the UGC, the Ministryof Technology or the
. Wolfson Foundation these units appear to have been geuerally very. successful;

and it is to be hoped that further. funds will be made available from public
funds for such ventures in the future. The Committee regard the work of the
Wolfson Foundation, all of whose iudustrial units have proved financially
viable" as particularly praiseworthy, and as an example to other industrial
organisations, as well as to government departments, of the effective stimulus
which can be provided by the imagiuative use of sizeable, but not enormous
funds. We urge the Government to make further funds available for activities
of this kiud. Although we agree with the Director of the Swansea Tribology
Centre that" it is probably unimportant which Government Department should
act as the agent for such funding?", we believe that the Department of Industry
could use this method as' a means ofiutervenirig to stimulate collaborative
research in selected industrial sectors. .

, .. '

Science parks etc
5.22. Members of the Science Sub-Committee visited the new Cambridge

Science Park and took evidence from the 'organisers and tenant companies at
Trinity College iu December 1975'. They have also received Memoranda



Lancaster'.

5.23. The concept of the Science Park has been borrowed from the United
States of America where, in May 1974, there were 82 science parks in 28
different states. On average the American parks are large (about 650 acres)
and employ large numbers of qualified stall". Most American parks are not
restricted to science-based companies, and some have tended to become general
industrial agglomerations located near universities (Q 229).

5.24.. The present developments associated with British universities are very
.much smaller. The Cambridge Park, opened in June 1975, had only four tenant
companies by the end of that year, employing about 150 staff, on a l3-acre site.
Its activities are limited by a planning agreement to scientific research associated
with industrial production, light industrial production dependent on regular
consultations with local university or other scientific institutions, and ancillary
buildings. It is planned eventually to provide employment for about 1,000
people (Q 220).

5.25. The Heriot-Watt Research Park at Riccarton is on a 20-acre site donated
by Midlothian County Council within the University Campus. This park is also
intended to be used only fov research and development and the manufacture of
prototypes and specialist high technology apparatus. The first tenant contract
was negotiated in 1971, and the Park now has five tenant organisations, including
the University's Department of Petroleum Engineering. The Park was estab
lished as " an act of faith on the part of the University, aimed at encouraging
industry to establish research and development activities on the Research Park as
a means of strengthening the interface between the University and Industry"
(Memorandum 6).

5.26. The University of Lancaster have not established a science park as such
but have collaborated since 1968 with the City of Lancaster in a scheme (called
" Enterprise Lancaster ") to attract small science-based companies into the area,
the City offering sites, buildiugs and assistance with housing, and the University
offering access to equipment, library and computer facilities, and liaison with the
scienee, eugineering and management departmeuts of the University. Eight of
the twenty companies established in Lancaster under the scheme are regarded as
"science~based" and a further- eight as "engineering/technical- based "3.

5.27. The Cranfield. Institute of Technology have also acquired a number of
tenant organisations, including a Research Association, and branches of two pri
vate companies. Although the Institute say that. they see themselves ~,' as a
federation of interests relevant to the advancement of industry" and not as a
science park', there appear to be close similarities between the grouping of in,
erests at Cranfield and developments taking plaee at Heriot-Watt and Cambridge.

5.28. The Committee are very much in favour of these developments.. They
symbolise the awareness of the universities concerned of the need to collaborate
with industry; they assist in the creation of an environment in which collabora
tion becomes a normal activity in both the academic and industrial environ-.

1 Memoranda 6 and 7.
2 Unreportedevidence.
3 Memorandum 7.
4 Memorandum 41. Annex.
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ments ; and they provide the basis of organisations capable of providing facilities
to university researchers to establish their own science-based companies to exploit
the results of their research.

5.29. The Committee feel that facilities of the latter kind are particularly
desirable in order to assist in the growth of awareness amongst young research
workers of the advantages of taking their research down the line to product de
velopment. Both the Science Park at Cambridge and the Heriot-Watt Research
Park already have small private tenant companies established to exploit spin-off
from high-technology research within university departments (Laster-Scan Ltd,
and Edinburgh Instruments Ltd). At the University of Lancaster imaginative
use has been made of the University's original building in the city centre by con
verting it into a multi-occupancy building" to provide high quality accommoda
tion at low cost to assist new firms to get established", The organisers of both
the Cambridge Park and the Heriot-Watt Park aim to establish similar multi
occupancy buildings,

5.30. The developments at Cambridge and Heriot-Watt have been launched
with enthusiasm and are regarded by the small number of tenants already on site
as successful. Significantly, they have had little direct help from the Govern
ment, and have suffered from the economic recession which has made the estab
lishment of new companies more difficult. They are, however, long-term ven
tures, and it is to be hoped that their activity will pick up as the economy begins
to expand again. Although it is difficult to believe that sufficient capital or ap
propriate sites are likely to be found for such developments on a large scale in
the UK in the foreseeable future we believe that more active encouragement
should be given by government departments to those universities wishing to start
such enterprises. We believe in particular.that the Government should seriously
consider the provision of specific financial help to Heriot-Watt and Trinity
College Cambridge to enable them to build and offer at peppercorn rents multi
user facilities for small science-based companies established to exploit the results
of university research projects. We also believe it to be undesirable that the
essential development and growth of companies in such science parks should
be unduly inhibited by excessively restrictive and unimaginative planuing
conditions.

The transfer of technology
5.31. We argued above (paragraph 5.3) that university-industry research

collaboration is desirable as a means of improving mutual understanding,
whether or not it leads to immediately discernible returns in terms of improved
industrial performance. Nonetheless one of the main reasons for wishing to
improve relations between the two "sides" is to produce improvements in the
translation of ideas and discoveries into marketable products.

5.32.In the following Chapter weidiscuss the process of innovation as a
factor in achieving success in industrial production. In this Chapter we are
concerned. with the existing mechanisms for transferring knowledge and the
effectiveness, or otherwise, of the institutional machinery devised to assist such
transfers.

5.33. There are dangers in generalising about this subject. The first is to



nor even the major executer 6f .fundamental research in the UK.' A -very
much larger volume of fnndamental and applied research is carried ont in:
government research establishments, industrial research associations and in
individual companies, and the process of "tec1nlOlogy transfer" from and
between these sources may well be of much greater importance than whatever
direct transfer may take place between the higher education sector and industry.

5.34. The second danger is to assume that the transfer of lrnowledge from
universities-or indeed, from GRE's, research associations and industrial
laboratories-c-is the main key to industrial success, and that, if only a situation
could be created in which. ideas and men _moved freely between different

L i organisation~, the ~ati,:n'sind.ustri~l problems woul~ .be~olved.. As we poiy1'=-
J:::. : ont below' mdustrial s a comPl~IL!l£!!Y.!IX_nL_Wm~g~the crucial
'1\ . -va . e likel to be e than ideas. While ease of transfiifisof

importance, therefore, it is not a substitute for resources~oi'cOiillnerdaraCulnen:~-
~~:--,_.~-"=.....,r~"""'.''''''''~~'''''''"""~'=;'~-»'F"'''~''~''-=''='''''''C'''~'~,,,,""......."~,,.=,'="'''", ~

5.35. A third danger is to assume that the characteristics of the potential
transmitters and receivers of ideas, on both sides, are generally similar, and'
that a uniform degree. of effort is reqnired-or desirable-to transmit ideas
from higher education in general to industry in general. That is obviously not
the case. There are some industries-such as the chemical,.ph~acentical;

~./'1 and advan.cea. ~J~.lmnic.s.ind.ustrles_.•:w1!k.lL.~.reo un.. iao.il1l'te01.e,. ,.Y.,SCI,'en.. ce:,.-..aSeCfand'1\- Wh o'diict im rovement. ofte em llliear··ffijm····Uiliniiiiaamemal
" a'd~m::krioW1£ge.::::'Th;~-;·;rr;n;;:~~d;;striesY'p;;rtici.ii;'rfy'm'ffiegenerai

manufacturing sector-s-where the need for advances on the frontiers of
lrnowledge may be much less, and product improvementis much more depen
dent on applied development work and better engineering design. Similarly,
some academic disciplines (such as computer science or pharmacology) will
require a more intimate awareness of industrial, practice for purposes of both
teaching and research than will some others, such as mathematics or pure
physics.

5.36. Despite the above qualifications, it can nevertheless be argued that it is
desirable to ensure that the best possible climate and conditions should be
created to facilitate the transfer of lrnowledge wherever the potential exists. It
caunot be the function of Parliament or Governmeut to require the transfer of
knowledge where there is no lrnowledge to transmit or no application to which

~. , it can be transmitted, .n is a function of Parliament and Government to ensure;r" -that con.ditio.ns .exist to allOW., the poten.tialfor transfer to be perceived and that
there are no unnecessary obstacles to. prevent it. '

The example of chemistry
5.37. We have already .remarked (paragraph 3.15 above) on the high regard

in which academic chemistry is held, by the chemical industry. This high
regard extends not only to the educationalfunctions of. university and poly.
technic chemistry departments, .but also to their performance as sources of
lrnowledge for use in the chemical industry. In his evidence to us, the Chairman
of SACRHEI' emphasised the "relative ease of tecbJIology transfer" iiI

1 Chapter 6; ". ,", ," ,'. .... , - . _.': " '.
2 The-Chemical Society's StandingAdvisory Committee on Relations between Higher Education

and Industry.: ' '
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chemistryandtclaimedthat. Ywe have.beenunaole-to. find significant examples
ofindustry failing,to take up ideas developed In-university chemistry research ".
This . was largely" because the Chemical industry .. was .well-denned.vwherees
"There is .not in the sameway a physics industry'or a biologyindustry ", and
because-of "the.long,staJiding, close, personal, often. Christian-name relation
ship between' the. chemical industry andvthejmiversities " (Ql).. To make
quite certain that .this.:desirablersituationvcontinues, SAClUIElwere con
sidering" the. extent to, Which industrial advance. may be held up in areas
wher~technologicalexploitationhasreached theIimit ofknowledge " (p 3) and
were considering theesta~lishn1entof "a small advisory body which ",ould be
available for anyone in universitieswhohas l11ade a chemical advance which
hethirikshasnot been. adequately assessed by British industry" which would
be' "a court of last resort" after direct approaches' to industry and NRDC
~~. . .'"

5.38.S~ch a situation dd~s not and~~ot exist in mostdiher i~4us~ri~1
sectors or ~c>tdemic disciplines, altllOugh.it may be hoped that a closer align
ment of much universityteaching and rese~rch l11ayin the long run produce new
academic divisions which may more closely resemble the divisions betweeu
industrialsectors:lffor instance the teaching ofmanufacturing technologyis
successfully. implanted Inthe universities (tfuou~h the" Teaching Company"
Or other devices) the day may come when university departments of production
engineering relate inaturally and easily .with general' manufacturing industry.
But that day is a long way off. .

5.39. Nevertheless, we believe thattheexample of chemistry deserves careful
study by other industries and other "academic disciplines and that attempts
should be made to establish similar bodies in other areas. We are especially
attracted by the prospect of such a joint Committee performing the function
of assessing industrial needs for ne"'>treas. of basic .research and of marrying
the output of the. universities to the requirel11ents of the industry. It is prefer
able, in principle, for such activities to be performed throughbilateral channels
than through the agency of third parties, whetherthey be government depart
ments or research councils, although government agencies cannot be excluded,
even in the case of chemistry; since they provide many of the funds.

sn

The gap between research and development

·5.40.6ui"vi<1enc6Iia~leiI .us to~ol1tlud"th~tfue princijJal weaknesses in
the existing mechanism fpr transferring the results of research from .the higher
education sector to. industryare :-,-

(I) in the identification of the stage in the process when-a-piece of
research ceases to.bespeculative.andbecomes a potential vproductior
process; and

(2) in theallocation of funds to supporta potential developmentthrough
that stage.

5.41.. This. conclusionv.conflrms :.the' findings' of the" Richards.rReport.ron
Academic'lndustrial' Collaboration' in Engineering Research; .that there is what
.that Report-describes-as.a'/' pre-development 'gap" .which, arises 'from

" ~t:.l: '::.::.1..:.:~ _~~_:' L:.;.i:I:!:",'.o.l._f"t .'~;' ,;:cco - '--'_c": ' ~'''''''''- :~'
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once the Conceptual ideas have been elucidated and some/rough indication
is available of marketability arid production problems: The industrialist
on the other hand, and to a.Iesser extent theNRDC, sees a marketable
product as worth developing only ifit is already being. demonstrated in pilot
form, and has apredictabletime-scale to profitability ~". ' '

Although the Richards Report is concerned only with engineering research
and stresses the need'to consider engineering, separately from, scientific. research
7"ur evidence suggests that the gap to which they refer applies equally to any
piece of academic research. with potential application. Naturally the majority
of examples are likely to occur In engineering or appliedscience subjects hut
steps by the Government to improve the situation-apart from any which may
be taken by the SRC Engineering Board-should not be confined to engineering
alone.

5.42. As the, Richards Reportsuggeststhe-gap .arises fr0lllnnderstandable
differences in the attitudes of academics and industrialists towlirds the commer
cial potential of a piece of research. The academic researcher may envisage a
product as soon as he has demonstrated that the potential product can be made, ;
the industrialist may well be unable to envisage a productuntil he knows how he
will make it, what it willcost tomakeit,and whether there are customers to
buy it. ' ' , ,

5.43. This difference of view would notbe of much importance if the academic
hac! funds to spend on designing and building prototypes and assessing the
market, or if the industrialist had funds to spend on the support of potentially
high risk R &,D. .Generallyspeakingneither. situationis.Iikely to obtain. The
industrialist will normally not put up.money for work which is still, in his view,
speculative unless he is more .or lesscertain that there will bean outcome, or
unless he is authorised by his company to be philanthropic. The academic, on
the other hand, is likely to be fundedby a Research Council primarily con
cerned with the support Of research which conforms with purely academic
criteria of "excellence" and" timeliness and promise".,A;R.esearch Council
is unlikely to support work which they regard as development, rather than
research.

5.44. This situation has been speltout to the Committee in categorical terms
bythe Scie~ce Research Council. In their view, if "the main purpose of the
proposed_research is specifically to develop a machine or process,' or is directly
related to the achievement of the objectives of' other GovernmentDepartments,
then it is not normally appropriate for SRC to fund the' project". Although
the Council's Charter gives it wide powers to support research and development,
its role is limited" by admiuistrative understandings of what it is appropriate
for SRC to support andwhatis the responsibility ofotherbodies " (p 20).

5.45. The other public body particularly concerned is the National Research
Development Corporation (NRDC). ,The Chairman of the.8RC, explained,that
the point .of the, statement: quoted above was that/'if a 'particular investigator
has in mind inventing ", ., ..:a machine, or perfecting ,a, machine, which ',' is then
a marketable product, iUt iss'l)l1Cthing which llejllteIlds to produce or get a

l~SRC, oi cit, para 17~
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firm to produce; then thc vactualtavenue for this is the National Research
D~vel?pmentCorporation, We have a situation where the SRCissupposed to
abut' On NRDC " (Q 45). '

"5.46. The explanation of the respective roles of the Research Councils and
NRDC given bySir Sam Edwards accorded with,our understanding of the
system, but since it is was clear 'from all our previous evidence that there was
some doubt in the university system whether-thepracticebore any resemblance
to the theory, we decided to seek further views, particularly from industry, on
the NRDC'sperformance as the supporter'of potential innovations across the
gap from research to development.

N''RDC

5.47. NRDC descrfbedthe functionslaid down for it under the Development
of Inventions Act 1967 as follows:-

"Broadly, the Corporation is permitted (a) tO,s,ecure th~ development
and exploitation of inventions resulting from public research and of any
other invention which, in the opinion of the Corporati?n, is not being
sufficiently developed or exploited; (b) to acquire a~d to license rights in
such inventions; (c) to promote and assist research for satisfying specific
practical requirements and likely to lead to ,an invention; and (d) to assist
the continuation of research that is likely to lead, to inventions of practical
importance. In all of these sectors, the Corporation can act only where
1;1Ie pyblic interest s,o requires ". " '

The Corporation added that it was required by the Act " to attempt to match
income with outgoings, insofar as that can be' done consistently with the
fulfihnent of its functions' (p 51).

5.48.NRDC therefore has very wide potential powers, and also some rights.
Most notable amongst the latter is the right to exploit the results, if it wishes,
of inventions from certain Govermnent establishments (but not all) and of certain
categories of inventions from the ,universities. This situation is rather confusing,
and was not made any less so,following Mr Peter Docksey's report to the DTI
in 1971 on The Government Role in Developing and Exploiting Inventions'.
Although some of Mr Docksey's main recommendations (including the estab
Iishtnent of an "overlord", Government Development Council) ,were not
accepted, his reportled to the principal multi-purpose civil govermnentresearch
establishments (including the, National Ellgineering Laboratory, the National
Physical Laboratory and Warren Spring Laboratory) acquiring the freedom to
exploit inventions without •reference to NRDC. •Mr Docksey's report left
untouched the existing situation in whi~h rights in>inventions arising from
university research sJJons?redby GovernmentDepartments and Research Coull
cilsare the property of the sponsoring body and are n?rmally offered to NRDC
for exploitationr whereas rightsininventio~s, arising from research supported
by the universities' general funds reinaintJ;le property of the universities.

5.49:In' view of the fact' that almost all universityfunds derive-from the
Exchequer, the unequal treatment of Research Council-sponsoredand univer-
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certain flexibility. As we made clear in our firstReport'the gradual erosion
of the universities' ability to support research and. the increasing cost of most
individual research projects bas made university. research generally more. depen
dent on Research Council. support and thevolume.iof Unsponsored research
likely to lead to exploitable inventionsrisvthereforc relatively: smaller, and
NRDC's potentialrole .relativelyIarger.vIn the case .of research not sponsored
by Research Councils and Government Departments, NRDC may be approached
by university departments for help; or may itself offer help-ion: a royalty.
sharing basis. In recent years "academic institutions have. replaced Govern
ment Departments as the biggest single source of public-sector inventions offered
to NRDC" (p 51). This is hardly surprising in view of the absolute increa.se
in the scale of university activities, the greater dependence of universities on
the Research. Councils, .and the-Independent position of most of the major
government research establishments.

5.50. The Corporation has. also, since 1965, concentrated more on joint
venture activities with indu~try (Q 104) in which NRDC contributes a fixed
proportion of development costs in return for a levy on sales or s.omeother
form of return reflectingthe risk-bearing nature ofthe supporrownership and
development responsibility remaining with the industrial firm concerned. In
theseactivities:l'olRDCis acting in many ways as. all alternative source of

.yeJlturecapitalfor indl.lstry.'· ' .

5.5L NRDC is financed by Treasuf)' 10""'8 bJi:t IJ.asa8tatutorydJi:ty to
attempt to break even on its revenue account Between 1949 (when it was
set up) and 1972 the Corporation accumulated-borrowinga.of- well over£20
million (out of a maximum permitted of £50 million) but in the last few
financial years has managed to. repay some of these borrowings, and is now
able to .servicejthem without interest relief (00,107-9). The Corporation's
financial position is therefore v,ery healthy. Nonetheless, so far as its business
with universities was concerned, £12·8 million of the total cumulative income
of £14'3 .million between 1949 and: 1975 derived from only one invention (the
cephalosporin <;!~gs);thepatents on which will. s'lHJl be running out.
": ·:L' , ,::':- . , "',,,: " '(;', , ' ,,"'",

5.52. Although the Corporation is.described by.tlic Industry Departlllent as
a "highly autonomous bo<;!y" it is in falOt required to refer arnumbcr of
relatively trivial decisions to,thepePartm~mts.. ' These include "the taking
of equity in a, company. promoting or assistingiresearch, and the provision
Of financial assistance to any person or. company in excess of £20,000 per
annum "'" Uiltilthepassingofthe Industry Act 1975 the latter figure was
only £1,000. The Secretaryof State said that "tl).ere)sno .1?reathingdown
NRDC's neck as far as I aiTI concerned vand p9intedoutthat approval had
been refused for, onlyfour'NRJ)Cmojects8inceth~C(}rpoiatiOn'Yas set up
(Q 902). Butthe Managing Dire,ctor()fNRJ)C.w~il~adiTIittingthattherewas
not a great deal of interference from the Department (Q 117), told us that
he saw no relationship .," between .the ;£20,000 andwha; we would regard as
a.reasonableindustrialproject "(Q llq),

tSecondReport. Session 1974-75,HC 504.
2 Memorandum 23 (Department of Industry).
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5.5:L Wevasked-reur witnesses to comment. on NRDC's effectiveness in
'.' bridging the gap".. A selection ofreplies is set out below :- •

"NRDC lsilieMIn10Us organfsationand the inertia to get through I' c

there...•• is ..... im.po....SSl••..!>I.e.... u.n.l.ess. s.o.m..eone.... ise.xtrem.elY.. art•.i.cu.lat.e.' an..d very ".good at putting together a financial' package, and unless he is very ,
fortnnate in raising someone in NRDC who can comprehend the idea- i}
and that is a very great difficulty in NRDC~he has not got a chance" ....
(Q 245, LKB Biochrom), . . .

"I believe [NRDC] is greedy in that it wants more than its pound 1
of flesh for everything it gives you .•. I am far from certain that the
channelling 0.£ all university patents through the .NRD.C is in. theinte.r.e.sts
of either the university .Or of industry ..• '. we have had considerable
difficulties about property rights when we wanted to finance a job for a
university" (Q 795, Lucas Industries). .

"Too often their own techniCal scientific staff are dominated bya fiscal I
policy Which plays for safety and demands gUarantees of success which •
cannot be given until feasibility studies are done " (Memorandum 9,
Professor D'E Hughes).

"We have had limited help from the NRDC but have to state that the l
terms so far offered have been quite useless for a small development f?
Company" (Memorandum 6, Edinburgh Instruments Ltd).

"NRDC was not particularly effective: its remit appeared too narrow, I
it was slow, it tended to be too timid, and its staff were not as closely I.
in contact with industry as those of the NPL" (Memorandum 11; Scientific ~~
Instruments Manufacturers' Association).

"NRDChas not been as effective as it should have been in helping
to develop new technologies and facilitating the application of the results
of research. It does not seem to be popular with industry andlTIany
firms find its terms and conditions too onerous.. Thus-it provides only
a very tenuous link between industry on the one hand and university or
Government research on the other " (Memorandum 15, Machine Tool

jndJtsttY:Re~aITlt:t\s£o.cialli>llt...: _._.._ _..c.._..~ .• .

C
~../..... ." Ther.e. ar.e s.ign.Sth...at. in its relations with innovators in urn.~~e.·;;iiY"'"
", departments, the NRDC is at once too slow and too monopolistic"

...:·(Me.m?!"-:~~~30,the Nuffield Foundation). _---::::?'~
.. "The staff'OI:::1he··€orptlfatI'u1l".sbg.!!!d. be'~II!ore'aC!lY.eLy.~eng~ged. in

searching out poteD:tiallY-Yi".~~..!E!LQ.v.ati~inapplying sound market-
ing techniques to their .development. . .. We agree with other submis
sions that the requirement that expenditure of more .than £20,000 on any
one project must be approved by the Minister is unrealistic [andJoften
leads to delays which industrial collaborators are not prepared to accept."
(Memorandum 33, COmmittee of Vice-Chancellors).

554. We find these comments most disturbing, particularly because there is
no sign in our evidence of much outright support for' NRDC in other quarters.
The University Directors of Industrial Liaison believe that those who, like
themselves, have most to' do with NRDC, are "consciouS' of its value ". and
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paniesrmost able to manufacture 'and sell artefactsresulting from a given
invention. is not as compreheusive as we would wish it to be "(Memorandum
~4). The CBI, although they claim that there is no support among .their
members "fpr allolisl1ingNR])C or for making any IDa.jor, changejn its
functious", admit that their ranks are divided. and note the." fairly high .retum
on its successful inveStments" which the Corporation seeks in order to fulfil
its financial obligations (Memorandum 29). .

5.55. There was little indication in the evidence of either NRDC or the
Department of Industry' that they were aware of the. extent of the criticisms
levelled against the Corporation. There was, indeed, an air of complacency
about their evidence. This is a matter for concern in itself. The Managing
Director of NRDC said that "we have never yetbeen limited by funds, we
have always been limited by opportunity. •. . We have been stuck for
opportunities ",. although he admitted that "This may .be a reflection' on the
extent.to which we are. able to winkle out these opportunities." (Q 12~). The
Corporation was "in an extremely healthy position." fromu-financialipoint
of view (Q 112). And they knew of no conspicuous examples of the Cor
poration's judgment havin& been proved wrong (Q 158). The Secretary of
State for Industry thought that NRDC "has been a success and has contri
buted significantly to developing inventions "(Q 903). He hadbeen "told"
that the Corporation was not inhibited in any wayIn taking up ideas, "but
because-so many are very risk-taking and because of its break-even respon
sibilities it has to tum a good many down" (Q 904). He" would like to know
whether NRDC would like to become a more risk-taking' body" •(Q 906) and
was, "very ready to consider representations from the NRDC" if they thought
themselves to be.financiallyinhibited (Q 902). The Department's Chief Scien
tist,replying to questions about the comments of SIMA and the MTIRA
(quoted. in para. 5.53 above), said that" this kind of general criticislll, of
course, generally comes from people who have had their projects turned down.
. - , It is like the rejectedsuitor who then starts criticising his erstwhile fancied
lady" (Q 918). .

5.56. We face a strange situation. The Government is happy with NRDC,
probably largely because the Corporation is. now paying. its way. The Cor
poration is satisfied with its own performance, probably for the same reason.
But the potential clients of the Corporation, frPIll both the university and
industrial side.. regard the Corporation as-unadventurous, unwilling to take
sufficient risks, . imposing excessive interest rates, and out of 'touch.

5.57. The .situation we face is. also a damaging one. . The Science Research
Council's Charter Permits it to support research and development. but by
administrative agreement itwillonly supportresearch; /NR,DC is empowered
by statute to "promote and assist research for. satisfying specific practical
requirements and likely .to-leadto an invention". and to "assist the continua
tion oiresearch: that is .likelyto lead to inventions ofpractical importance"
but is dominated by -the need to break even financially. Even when the
Corporation took the initiative .in Aprih1975. to invest an extra £hmillion in
appliedrresearch in universities- and polytechnics the criterion that "there
should-be .a prospect-that the. Corporation's investrnentwillbe -recoverable'
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(p53)oontinued 'toapply. Perhaps not surprisingly, therefore, by the end of
the year the Corporation had authorised expenditure of only about £120,000 .
attributable to-their widespread publicity. campaign (Memorandum 43).

5.58. The .. pre-development gap." to which the Richards Report refers is
'exacerbated by the mis-match between the activities of the SRC and NRDC
andby an overemphasis on profitability in the operation of NRDC. Urgent
attention should be paid by the Government to this problem and urgent action
taken to correct it. The Government should certainly not wait for NRDC
to take the initiative: There are a number of specific .steps which we believe
'Could goa 100ig way to help:

(I) As. recommended by the Richards R.eport"tiIe· SRCshould institute
a separate "pre-development grants scheme" in engineering, with
a view to extending this, where appropriate, to other areas within the

'. the COUl1~'s r~lIIit; •
(ii) NRDC's patent rightsin respect of Research Council-funded university

research should be terminated; . .

(iii)nniversities andpolytecbnics shonld be. free to exploit the results of \
research .carried out in their' laboratories in whatever way and with ii,
whateverpartuers they choose; in the event of any unusually large "
income accruing to a university or polytechnic, the situation can, if '.
necessary, be corrected by adjustments in the level of the institution's ,',
general funding from DES sources; .

(iv)nniversities should be encouraged to' establish liaISon bureaux, where
these do not already exist, and to form industrial consnltancies either
independently or in collaboration with neighbouring institutions;

(v) nniversity industrial liaison bureaux should act as local agents for
NRDC; this practice was recomemndedin the Docksey Report' and
has been taken up on an experimental basis in two universities
recently;

(vi) NRDC'sni!Iin responsibilities should be redefined as
(a) the support of high-risk applied research for which no indnstrial

or commerclalsponsor is available;
(b) the provision ofadvi~eto universities lUldpolytechnlc'; through

local liaison bureax, on patentllg techniques and on potential
imlustrial and commercial markets;

(vii) NRDC should not support low-risk R & Dif other sponsors are
available;

(viii) in joint ventures with industry NRDC'sinteresf rates should be at or
. below market ratesin· order positively to encouragethe'take-np of

nniversity inventious; and
(ix) the ~blig"ti()u on NRDC to break even should be regarded as

Secondary to it~obligllti~n t~ encourage innovation.

5.59. TherecofuI11elJ.dations abo'liewoUldif implem~l1ted result in, a quite
fundamental re-orientation of NRDC's work. It would cease to be a body



tunded research; and would concentrate instead on "providing ': advice. and
assistance to . those" seeking to exploit research.tresults.... It. would .:have 110
particular rights with re~ard to university research and would act only when
asked to do so, .Itmay well 'be t1iat.these fnnctions would be I)etterperforined
by -a new institution Without the accumulated scepticism and Jndilference
·which NRDC's poliCy and activitiesappear.t~bave generated in some
quarters; .

.' 5.60. Whatever actionis taken by the Government, we regard the present
activities of NRDC-and the priorities given to, its,various .functions-c-as. in
noway conducive to .encouraging the exploitation of academic research. Its
control of many university patent rights reduces the scopefor initiative in the
universities and opportunities for bi-lateral cooperation ; and its imposition of
high interest rates reduces its chances of collaborationwithindustry.., Moreover
we believe that if the State. is "to take a major, initiative in assisting the
exploitation of the results of university research, it s~ould do so not in low-risk
areas which can finance themselves, 'but in those areas which the private
sector, or other parts of the public sector, cannot afford .to-support. There is
mother words a need for a public body which will take higher risks than the
market will normally allow. Such a. body may not always' make a profit.
We do not believethatit. should aim to doso, even if its success. over a period
ofyears enables it to breakeven.. It should rather be judged by the number
of bigh teronology enterprises which can claim to have come into. existence
(lnly; because of, imaginative>and euterprisiAg~p()nsorship.atthe. outset by
NRDC. ".

·G()Verument research establishments

5.61.We have arguedthat irisititrinsically desirable to orientate the work
of university science and engineering departments towards industry. One
method of achieving this is open to the Government and is not directly
dependent on industrialcooperationcTheGovernment could, if it chose, transfer
to the universities and polytechnics a proportion of the work currently
undertaken in their own research ••,establishments, much .of which can be
regarded as of a "basic but relevant" character. The case for such a transfer
is forcefully argued by the Nuffield Foundation. The Foundation say that" it
is inconsistent that the universities should on the one handbeblamed for the
predominantly academic character of their research while, on the other,
publicly sponsored applied research should be considered the responsibility of
the public laboratories". They point out that such applied research "could

·enliven and make pointed .the vocationally oriented postgraduate 'courses which
the. Foundation considers to be.. necessaryin precisely the way in which more
academically oriented research is known to .enliven .undergraduate teaching

·and. the. training of. traditionall'hDeandi4ates in; researcll"'.

5.62. We have not studied this "tie~tidn iJJ. depth, bnt the principle appears to
lis to be avery sound one. " The Government is the .largest single sponsor of
research of all kinds.. The policies which the Governgent pursues in placing
research of different kinds in different. institutions is therefore ajnajor factor
indete11)lining the nature of the work undertaken by-therdifferent sectors.
',' ,', '.'. -,.,' -- " ".' . -', '"-,,.. "', ,-,- .,', -',.' ,",' - -

1 Memorandum 30.
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We thereforerecominend .that the' Gilvei1lnleiitshonldnudertake a thorongh
review of the level and nature of the research undertaken in their own establish
menkand' sbri.ild'litteinptto transfer to tiniversities andpolyteclmiCir work 'of a
~oreb~sicnatll~e,'net reqiiliiug major physical research facilities,wherever this
is .possible. 'If one effect orsuch aitransfer would be to reducethestaffmg
of .government' research establishments, we would regard. this' as. a gain;'.since
we 'accept the view''of the CllI,in<particD.1ar. that-these-establishments are over
staffedwiththe best scientists,. engineers and teclinologists.:.:

Conclnsion
5,63. "We .r6gif4cbiiab()rati()nbetween<UIliversities~nd.llidllsti-Ym the

research area "'S desira~le both,b,ec",use ~f itsbeneficial effects on'theuniverslti"s
as teaching institlltlonsandbecallseOftheneed to maximise the input ofnew'
ideas into .industry. Such collaboration is already .widesprcad. and ought.. to
grow naturally..ii; c, ;" . .' . .' . . ..

5:64., ,!,o,,"ssistthe' iWoces~ . industry shoilld'be encoutliged .to plaeeYl1()re
fes¢~~h,-c...~~tracfS ~lt~ .liIliver.sities, if ·nece,ssa_~y: ~nc?~ragecl bYl'ax con~ssi6llS';
industry and~ive~j~ beciiCOuta~ tirestablish bilateral bodies to
assist in tfie renecation of illdustrial research needs; public fUllds shonld
be JJ:l~d~•.~1iJ1~,!iL~!1f'Q!!!i'.$i!,!,W_\;!,~¥,,"lg~soii bure~~nsultan~ier--j
~n(f mdustnal 1lllIts III universities and to s'Up'pOrt'Th~1r'i';'f"'scIence~'Parks

o~.!~"!!:§.ij~tY~l~~€;:£ii§,,i~mEQ[:fu11!LOJie.;giVent()~fwoi'J(ff<iin
gr()Vem~llL!"~"",rE~.:s~,,,?li~!,~';;"!}~!8.~!'Iiy~tS1.~!!"'::1!.lT~~
and 'NRtlc shouia be teotgarused so as to' actlvefy encourage the exploitation
.pf-the :fesults;ot:uhlveJ."§lty.fes¢aI'Ch. . '". , - " "$9#'_"-""'~
. ''''' - "'" '-"""""'''' .



6:1; In this Chapter we .attempt briefly to assess. the significance of the
university-industryrelationship in the .process. of .. industrial innovationcandof
sucliinnovation as afactor in determining. industrial. success, Although much
of our inquiry lias been concerned to determine. the nature-andeffectiveness
of relations between. universities and industry, jt is clearly relevant. also
to consider the extent to which the functioning of such relations may
contribute to wider economic and social goals. For although it is clear
that many witnesses regard university-industry relations as unsatisfactory, it is
110t at all clear how far relations which ",ere more s..tisfactory would siguificantly
enhance the achievement of economic goals, or to what extent the achievement
of such goals could be more significantly enhanced by action on other fronts.

6.201t isgenerally accepted that the Britisheconomyis performing less well
than it should be, or, at least, that economic growth in Britain is sufficient
neither to meet popular expectations nor to allow Britain to compete on favour
able terms in world markets. Diagnosesof the situation vary considerably, but
there seems to be a consensus that the root of the problem lies in the perform'
anceofBritish manufacturing industry since the Second World War, if not
earlier.,. And amongst the many individuals and groups who submitted evidence
to us, there was a general assumption-explicit or Implicit-s-that the perform
ance ormanufacturing industry was in some way related to Britain's propensit~
to. innovate, that there was a significant relationship between industrial success
and technological innovation.

6.3. More specifically, there was a widespread fe~ling~ particularly among
senior industrial management, that the deep-seated problems of industry were
closely related to the social and educational role of the universities. As indicated
in more detail in preceding chapters, industrial comments on the functioning of
the universities tended to agglomerate around a few general themes, concerning
the quality of science and engineering graduates, the alledged antipathy of
universities towards industry, and the contribution of universities towards the
perpetuation of the poor image of engineering as a profession. Although both
the criticisms and the prescriptions were normally couched in rather general
terms.jhe industrial witnesses clearly believed that a, closer and more sympathetic
relationship with the university sector would be of .benefit to industry.

6.4. These industrial comments, general as they are, indicate an awareness
within tlie industrial community of the importanceof knowledge in the process
of technological innovation. Many studies over recent years have indicated
the essential correctness of this view. For example, OBCD stndy carried
out in 1971 suggested a relatively high degree of correlation between national
performance in technological innovation on the one hand, and strength in
fundamental research and in R&D performance in industry on the other hand.
Yet the same study also suggested that, among OBCD members, Britain ranked
consistently high in terms of national indicators usually associated with inno
vative performance-including the absolute level of R&D activity, the output
of physical and chemical abstracts, and the number of Nobel Prizes awarded to
national scientists'. This would seem to suggest either that Britain is not SO
poor at iunovation as is widely assumed, or that other factors are effecting our

1 The Conditions for Success in Technological Innovation(OECD, 1971), See, especially,
pages 143-8.
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propensity for economic 'and! industrial growth, !,Italso!suggests that there is
more to industrial success than knowledge generation, and that for an explanation
Of the outstanding technoligical p~?gress of Britain's competitors-notably in
Europe, NorthAm~rica and Japan-one<mus\ look further than the normal
'statistical' indicators of innCivative performance.' "In!particular, .there is' a need
to look more closely at factor~, such as entrepreneurship and the quality of
management, which are rathermore difficult to quantify. .

6.5. This is not-to say that the role of science the innovative process-e-
or .the need for, government support of, scientific. endeavour-is unimportant.
Although Britain's R.& D expenditureishigh.rso is that of her mainindustrial
competitors. Since 1971,:[or instance, West Germany, Japan, the Netherlands
and Switzerland have all spent proportionately more on industrially financed
R&D than has the UK" and there is little casefor arguing, on the basis of
overseas comparisons, that-Britain now devotes excessive resources to civilian
R&D.

6.6. Nonetheless, there is growing evidence tosuggestthatdespitetl1"
importance of continuingR& D as a feed-stock, the crucial factors in the
successful development of new products based on new technologies are related
more. to market factors than to technological factors; Put in very general
terms the evidence suggests (1) that most (though not all) contemporary innova
tions tend to be stimulated initially by economic need rittherthan scientific
and technical opportunity; and (2) that the most important factor in the
eventual commercial success Of an innovation is the extent to which it has been
consciously developed to user needs,

6.7., This view was expressed . to the Sub-Committee in fOI;cefulterms by
Mr John Diebold, chairman of the American Diebold Group. Mr Diebold
pointed to the superficial similarities between the R&D patterns in the UK
and. the USA, including similar proportions of GNP spent on R&D, and a
similar balance between govertnnent and non-government funding. But he
explained the success Of the Anterican technology-based industries-s-including
the phenomena of "Route 128 " and " Silicou Gulch"'-asmainly characterised
by "demand-pull" factors, as opposed to "tecbnology-push "factors. A
"whole complex ofqllalitative market and attitude faCtors" includedthe
creation by the. US Goy6fu'ment of demaud for" task-orlenteditecbfiology ",
maiuly in the defence and space areas; a buoyant and growing economy ;
corporate willingness to take risks; aud a prevailing mood sympathetic to
materialism, profit and industry. His couclusiou was not that there was
consequently no role for government other than to nurture a healthy economy,
or that there was nothing to gain from direct government support for R&D.
Rather, 'there were" a number of fields in which the government can actively
stimulate demand factors, directly and indirectly, thatwould' auto-generate'
the complex of conditions ... needed to foster technology-based industry".
Mr Diebold pointed to the field of environmental control as an area in which
more stringent government .staudards and regulations in the USA "created a
market for a great variety of technology based products that promoted the
right conditions for significant technological development on a large scale"

1 see-K. 'Pavitt, U Govetnrnerit~o1ides' towards' Industrial'Itu1o\lation: 'a-review", in Research_0.' _~'4~'_" .... " ... -._ ,...... _.'... ' .



oftlleobjectives"(Q 324). ,

6.8. Our industrial witnesses were in i~~era.l a~re~D1ellt \VithM.rDiebbl~'s
emphasis on the significance ofdemand factorsii!!he innovation process. It
was, nonetheless clear f.r<)m their.. evidence-that the process ofInnovatlonfn
high technology could not beregarded as a simple responseto.market.demand,
but rather as an interaction between scientific research and market research,
scientific research being translated into product development at the moment
when a potential marke'!was matched to a technical concept. There are,
indeed; 'outstanding examples of product development in which "technology
push" factors could be clearly ideutified in the initial stages-s-instances which
conform in many ways to the caricature of thebacktoem boffin who simply
cO)lles up with an idea with inherent market potential. This Would certainly
seem to apply to the development of the original" Stereoscan" electron
microscope by Cambridge Scientific Instruments ~0"413-4) and of the EMI
Scmer(Q 532), although in both instances. the companies concerned were
working in a product a.rea in. which their corporate knowledge of the charac
teristics-of the potentialimarket was probably llighfrom the outset, and in
neither case was thereanyquestion of production-priorfo an assessment of
the market, ' , . .

,6.9.EMI in particular gave interesting evidence on the development of the
Scanner, and we were impressed by the imp()rtan~which they attached to
"the freedom to pursue new ideas to feasibility stage in earlY,research work".
They emphasised in particular the fact that if their Central Research Laboratory
had not been given th, freedomto pursue indepellqent lines of research, and
if the inventor of the Scanner had been working on 'COntrlj.ctresearch',the
result might merely have been." another optica1;cha..racter recognition machine ".
They nonetheless. regarded regular. contact with .customers, identification of
markets, thorongh planning of market strategies and the ".commitmentof top
management at an. early stag, ordevclopment ". as factors of equalsignificance
(p 177) and pointed out that it was only when" the need was created " that
resources were poured into the development (Q 542).

6.10. Although the EMI case illustrates the complexity of the interaction
between R&D functions and marketing Junctions, it does not belie the general
thesis that the impetus to go down the ,line from research to product develop
ment . is financial rather than technological. As the Managing Director of
Hewlett-Packard Ltd explained to us, the innovation process was "very much
a very careful assessment Of what the market needs, and applying ourselves,
with the. technology that, exists in the c(}rporatiort,. to meet those particular
markets". Hewlett-Pac~arqhad first had to developan R&D capability in
the UK, but had, then gone into very detailed assessments of the kind of
equipment which their main customers would need to meet long-term develop
ments. R&D and marketing operations.were "pretty closely integrated to
get a completeunderstanding of where the future lies from a development point
~~"ro~" "

6.1l. Itmayseemnaiveto spell out the obvious imP?rtat;ce of the demand
factor in the process of technological developnient.. Our purpose, however, is
to emphasise the e?,tent,to 'Which i~?yation is. a complex activity, a colllplex
management activity, in which the crucial variable appears to be the \\,illipgnes~
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or ability of a company's decision-makers to allocate resources to profitable
ventures.': These, decisions Will be' based, on perceptions .both of technological
opportunity and ofinatketneed. ' Our concernis that in the consideration by
government of this cOtnple" activity the separate aspects should uot be isolated
and, remedial measures applied to one or O!pe(.l'spect but not to the whole

pro""ss. ,,"
6A2.J:nour view, there Illis been a tendencydn.the UK in recent decades

for governments to give undue emphasis to research and development in the
process of innovation and to attempt to place R, & D, in the role 0.£ "engine"
of industrial succesS', This is manifested partly 'in the current debate about the
level of R&D most appropriate for a country like Britain (is it too high, too
low, or just right?) and more particularly by the very large proportion of
government resources devoted to spectacular technological developments. With
respect to the former;" the available evidence suggests <that the level of British
R&D spending as a,'petcent",ge of GNP is not much different from-that
of our main industrial competitors. More important, if our belief that
industrial innovation-is critically influenced by.market factors is substantially,
correct, the "most appropriate "level of R & D'activity is [ikely to relate more
directly, to industrial, perceptions .of market, demand than t()"any, notional
proportion of GNP. The fact that 'the rate of growth of industrially-financed
R&D throughoutthe 1960's .was much lower.in the UK than in the Nether.
la'1ds, West Germany or Fr"c'1c~Jl1aythereforemerely reflect the relatively
depressed state' of the UK'market during that period.

6.13: As faras f:helatterpoint.isboncerri'edtbatls to say,tbe highpropor
tion of governmentinvestlIlent in spectacular R & D-{)ver80 percent of
Department of Trade and Industry spending on civilian industry-related R&D
in 1972-73 was spent on generally very large high-technology projects ,in the
three fields of nuclear power, aviation and space (see Table 5). It is question
able whether this balance of expenditure, can have made any great contribution
to innovation or competitiveness in British industry." Because,of tighter British
budgetary controls, moreover, the spin-off into other industries and' scientific
fields is likely to have been, minimal compared with the massive spin-off from
the defence and space investment of the American federal authorities in the
50's' and early.60's. . .:' II,U

',6.14. We are not alone in.questioning the effectivene-ssof this high level-of
investment in big science and big technology;' The Chief Scientist of the
Department of Industry .has gone on record several times in recent months with
unequivocal warnings about the implications of the present pattern of resource
allocation in government-financed R&D. Ina 'recent speech .to the Royal
Society,he .said :~

"If it is felt that tbe'1ation needs to seek t? retain aconspicuous place
in the world's scientific arena, then a heaYYlXlmmitment to very large and
expensive big science programmes may be inescapable. What I do argue,

: however. is that a 'very' .Iarge proportion of the total Government R &D
.expenditure is not aimed at industrial improvements in any significant way.
Where the objective has been an-Industrial one a significant portion has
be~n aimed at a..ve:ry SIn"¥.,part o~ the tota~ industri~l_pattertl of the U,K



DTI SPENDING ON C1vnJANINl?uSTRYRELATED R&D 1972~73 (£MILLIONS)

Sector

Aircraft

Space

Nuclear

Computers and Automation

Other' industry

Total (excludingnuclear) ...

TypeofR 8<P
,'13asidand --

Sector as
applied R &D percentage of

exploratory Commercial Total grand total
:rdevelopment: development (including
and other STS , nuclear)

13·9 86·9 100.8 50
(14) (86) (100)

7'8 3'9 11'7 1 6
(66) (34) (100)

?: 49·2

I
24

3·6
(100)

8,8 12·4 6
(29) . (71) (100)

16'1 10'7 26·9 ·1 13
(60) (40) (100)

41·4 100'3 151·7 1 100
.. (27) (73) (100)

Note: Figures in brackets are percentagesof sectoral totals.
Source: Departmentof Industry, Th~eco~qr!lJcs-()f/ndustrial_Subsidies(HMSO,:1975),page12~.

Sir Ieuan Maddock's message is clear: heavy investment in R&D in these
spectacular areas of technologymay be desirable for other reasons, but it cannot
be regarded as a means of stimulating industrial productivity-and hence
economic growth-in any signifi""nt way. The implication, of course, is not
thatgovernmentinvestmentin R & D is inherently of little. value as a means
of stimulating industrial growth, .but that such investment, if it is to be
effective, reqniresmore careful allocation'; ...• .

6.l~. In .our vie", R &D .is better regarded not as the engine of industrial
success but rather asan essential prerequisite for innovation leading to increased
production .and profitability. Seen in this light, the absolute level of overall
R&D resources is less relevant than the distribution of those. resources.
Consequently, a lower level of R&D spending, effectively deployed, could
provide greater benefit, in industrial terms, than a higher level of spending
deployed in ignorance of industrial. needs. But 'an improved deployment of
R& Dresources will not in .itself stimulate innovationof a profitable nature
unless. other equally necessary conditions are met. The main .conditions •are
(i) the existence ofan R &. Dicapabilitywhich is relevant to the needs of
productive industry; (ii) the ability of industrial managers to recognise' the
opportunities for utilising R& p ; and (iii) the availabilty of sufficient capital
10 enable industrial management to utilise. the R. &. D capability when the
opportunity arises and is recognised.

6.16. The first of these conditions willbesatisfiedpartly.by the. decisions of
individual.companiea.tc maintain an .in-houscR, &·D capability suitable to
their own purposes;part1y.by the provision of industrial R&D capacity on a

lWe are awarethat'Sir·'Ie~an's analy~fsis 'nat uiriv~rsallY'acc_ePted.' •• In aninterestingrecent
article, for instance, Professor Berrick' Saul has questioned-the significance for industrial growth
of areallocationofR-& D resources, arguing that" overallefficiepcy" and"marketprospects-"
areof more importance (New Scientist, 23 September -1976}. '
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TABLE 6

UK Net Output and,R. &D. (1972, Provisional)

79

~: The: s~veritlrRbyai:sob:i.ety_'Tethnoitigy:: Lectur~,-.i9Z6'" Net::outpU{"t\)t~l'
.£28 897M; R.& 'D .. total£820M '(shaded areas indicate .government
c(mtribut~0IJ.; ,,~u.clear_'£50M. -:~o~ces_: net; output-bu~iness.monitoring

1000 census of proliuction:.proY'~s:tonal_fes1.l.1ts197~;_:R,•.<& :Q.,-Tfade &
Industry, 5 September 1974; nu~l~ar-:C.•S.O.R. &D. expendi~re..



vices, or industrially-relevant government research establishments ; and partly by
the organisation of the nation's capacity for fundamental research and of the
training of research personnel in the context of an awareness of long-term
industrial needs. The second condition will be met by the training of scientists
and engineers to suit them for employment in managerial positions, by the
employment in managerial positions of personnel with scientific and technical
experience, and by effective channels of communication between the R&D
function and the managerial function within individual companies and industrial
sectors. Most of these points have been discussed in earlier chapters of this
Report.

6.17. The third condition-the availability of capital-s-takes this Report
into the wider area of general economic policy. While it is not our intention
to comment at length on matters which fall largely. outside the remit of the
Committee, we cannot ignore the fact that, as far as our industrial witnesses
were concerned, the greatest obstacle to technological innovation was neither a
shortage of ideas, nor an absence of opportunity; innovation was limited because
industry was short of capital and because risk capital was either unavailable,
or prohibitively expensive, in the market.

6.18. The widespread complaints by industrialists about the shortage of
investment capital are difficult to substantiateor to quantify. Nonetheless, the
recent demonstration by Dr. Frank Jones both of the relatively low level of
wealth creation in British comPanies,c0n;tpared with those in Europe and,
more notably, in Japan, and of the shortage of uncommitted funds available for
further investment', gives rise to, que~tions about the· Iundamental. capacity of
British industry to respond to market opportunitieswh~ntheyarise. If Dr Jones'
findings arefound to apply (0 Britishilidustry asa whole, it is reasonable
to conclude that' the ,esources available for inye~tment in new plant and
machinery (and for the:J,ss()Ciated R & I)) are aln;tost certaiuly too low, and
that the ability of industry to innovate on" significant scale-even when other
conditions aremet-c-isseverelyrestricted in consequence.

6.19. While Vis beyond. th~ssop" <~tthis Report to recommend detailed
measures to improve the profit"bility of,ilidustrjr, it-1({ould be absurd in the
context of a discussion of technical innovation to ignore the dilemma apparently
faced by Brinsh 'manufacturingco:thpanies. \ Because-of the low added-value
earnedby their activities they fll.Ce an acute shortage of funds for re-investment
in the R&D, design, and new plant and equipment which are essential to
technological innovation; and without such innovation they are unable to
achieve significant increases in this added-value. Dr Jones's analysis-which
we accept as substantially correct-therefore suggests that British management
are trapped in a situation where signilicant innovation is impossible.

6.20. The implications for government action are clear. Not only must the
Govemment.seekmseenreu greateren;tph"sigonindustri,>1 rclevancejn the
scientific,and '.' technical. research .. and" trainfug 'conducted" under government
allspices" but they must al.s,o seek by taxation. and othermell1lS to release
industril)llllllDagement ,. from.•t)1e~'innl)va!il)n" trllp·" ,~hich ~e,have described
,above. It is a matter for political debate and judgment as to how the latter

1 See QQ 462-499, passim.
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aim can bestbe: achievea,'ijnd/the"s5hitibn' willllOlibtIess'riifieet the political
p!riI<JSQP!>Y· ()ftl).~90,,~~ellJof t~e daY'Thein1"ry,"lltionistapproach
whic!). •. iSitipreaslliglybeilig pursued through ,th",Re~ea.rch.Requirelliellts
machinery of the pepartme'ntof Industry-is directlyto.assi~tthe innovation
proces .by undeflVriting industrial research and d~v"lol?ment which will lead'0 significant increases. in industrial production. and iprofitability. '. The non
lnterventionist, approach would "be to. increase ,the availability of funds for
iIlvestment innewpro"esses by a selective. ormore general easing of corporate
taxes. Both methods are subject to the~a.llger that the, funds released bY
government may not be. committed toprojects leading to profitable irinova.tiqri;
interVentionist methods. require machirierysufficiently sensitive to industrial
opiniOtito ensure that funds 'are invested In wealth-creating projects rather
than spectacular technology; and non-interventionist methods must rely to
some extent on the good faith. of industry to ensure that the extra. funds are
re-invested, rather than distributed to shareholders-. Th"nltimat"solution,
which we do not attempt to propound, is likely to bea mixture of measures
..,Lboth, ,.\dnds, , ,Whatever these measures may ·1)eth",Qomlllittec .are in'no
<lou!?tthat,th" ~uJation lIfWealth'Cl'!!atinginnllvatiIlD sh""ljlnllw lie the
principal.actiVityllf ,tbe])eparbneDt of Industry. .The-snpport of R& 1)
In.Itsown .rightcin the absenceof the overriding 'objective of increasing the
added-valueof.industrial operations, will do little, to help the economy in the
foreseeable future,



7.1, To askqu<;&t.!o!!S,ll,&· we have <lone, about tne transter 91 xnowieege
froj!), university to. j,n<llls1ry is to imIlI;y that universities shouldbe .e)(pe~t.ed 10
make a direct. contribution to economic progress, .It implies that ultimately
universities can be assessed in" value for money" terms, This is not a
pOPlllar view in the ul)iversities.. Nor. as far. as mllch\llliversity reseat~h
is concerned, has itbeen, pOPWI]J,' with government. Even Lord Rothschild
insisted .that the." CUStomer,contractor" principle cOIII<l only. be applied •. to
research which was mission-oriented: and that .tbe money transferred Irom
Research Councils' to Government Departments should represent only that
part of the ResearchCcuncils' funds which went on applied. research, A~ a
result the Science Research .Collncil was left untouched by the Rothschild
reforms'. The present Science Budget is thereforefntended to besJ,lCntby
the Research Councils solely for the pU'1'0seso( mai,ntaJiJing scien,tific standards
and supportingscientifi,cedllcatio!!and research, .. . . .

7.2. In fact this traditional view9f"bll,sic" research isobsolete : the choice
of subjects for researchin theuniversities, like thenature.jqualityand quantity
of the scientific education provided, has a direct effecton the nation's capacity
to undertake applied reSearchorieptedtowards specific sociaiaudeconomic
objectives. If decisions about the funding-of research aud postgraduate c()urses
were to be based solely on academic criteria of excellence,' timeliness and
promise that capacity could not be. guaranteed, even with unlimited funds
and unlimited scientific manpower, although in such a situation the combination
of academic decisions and the market place for jobs might produce a basic
research and training pattern which approximated to overall national needs.
But funds, far from being unlimited, are in decline; and the manpower is
going elsewhere and in increasing numbers. A system based on the view
that if you provide reasonably competent research workers with adequate funds
and facilities then you will produce the knowledge aud skills which the nation
requires is a luxury which this country has probably never been able to
afford, and certainly cannot afford in present circumstances.

7.3. The Research Councils are of Course well aware of this fact and there
fore no longer claim to base their decisions on academic criteria alone. Indeed,
if the published statements from the: Research Councils were taken literally,
one might even conclude that all decisions are now taken by the Research
Councils after earnest consideration of "national need". This is an inter
national phenomenon: a recent aECD report on the subject commented that as
a result many research projects "profess their relevauce to the problems of
society or the environment, in order to be 'in the swim', but have scarcely
chauged their content since the recent days when they were 'disinterested
research' "'. That mayor may nor be fair. But it is certainly fair to ask what
agencies like the Research Councils mean in practice by "national need";
and whether they are in any case equipped or qualified to employ such a
criterion. To take the extreme case, the" national need" as perceived by high
energy physicists may well be for a sufficiently large stock of accelerators to
keep British high-energy physics at the front of the field aud to employ all
the high·energy physicists who are looking for jobs. A committee of high·

1 A Framework for Government Research and Development, 1971 (Cmnd 4814), para 25.
20BeD, The Research System (Vol I) (1972), page 35.
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energy physicistS is likely to say just that;.ocA moreseniorcommittee composed
of biologists, engineers and chemists as well<as high-energy physicists will
probablyconcludetharthe stock cannot be maintained at that level because
the 'cake' at their disposal is 'not big enough both to provide the stock, of
accelerators and at the same time to meet the national need as perceived by
'Committees of blologlsts-engineers and chemistselsewhereIn the .same building.
The logs are rolled and the cake is divided: butnobody challengesthepercep
tion of the high-energyphysicists. Who is there to ask the ,prior questions:
~'Do we want our high"energy physics to beatthe {ront of the field? Dowe
want to give jobs toour high-energy physicists?" And whois there to answer

those questions? , " ..,) " ,', •, ,', "" ", , " "
7:4., The case of the.high-energy physicists. is imagined, ", It is a caricature.

It Isalmost certainly grosslyunfair; in recent years, after all, the .high energy
physicists have been losing ground : their slicehas been getting thinner, But
in essence this is the only way decisions, can, be taken .when the People who
cut the cake also consume the .slices. '

7.5. 'the tendencyciJ' the Reseal'chCounchsto talk in terms of. "national
need" is, an vnderstandable reaction to a situation, in which too many indi
viduals and departll1ents are chasing too little money, and when the value Qf
money available is falliJig., The Councils' are compelled in this situation to
defend themselvesfr0ll1 government and public criticism by justifying their
actions in, terms which, they consider comprehellsible to their non-scientific
critics: and the criterion of "national need" is a convenienpej?lnder to the
increasing number of applicants who have to be refused grants becauseof lack
offunds, Their new role is evidently not one which the Research Councils
particularlyrelish: they lire only too aware thatif they make the wrong assess
ment of national need they will be,' criticised, as irresponsible, ,and yet they
also know that the assessmenrof national need is not a functionfor which
they are particularly' well-equipped. ,Witness the' plaintive remarks of the
Science Research Council .in their, Report on Advanced Ground Transport
(October 1975): " , " " ,,' , '

, ' . '" N;; infrequently such reviews are also called upontostrikea balance
,between theJll-defined.. long-term .needs of society-on-the one hand and
the importance of encouragingfundamentalresearch which may transfoI'P'
the criteria whereby .these needs; are judged on the other. In that' respect
this review has been a particularly awkward one.to carry out. In.particular,
innovation on anational scale involving massive expenditure is necessarily
associatedwith a lengthy time-scale .and economic planning operations
and reseources which are, neither, available, to,,nor the, responsibility of,
the Council. At the same time, probabilities must be taken into, account
and due note taken of common tendencies-for too precise predictions to be
made-too early and for necessary technologies to follow rather than to
anticipate the recognition of social and economic .needs, Furthermore. the
Council's primary role is providing advanced training of scientists and
engineers and advancing knowledge' in scienceandengtneering to form the
basis of future developments in technology," "

Such a statement makes clear the Council's awareness of the exposed position
in which they find themselves: it is inevitable that somebody will ask' with what
_ .....1 : .. ~_ .. 1- ~_L_ ". _~ , • • • ~ ~.... - - .
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'excellence: their..decision making .responsibility should lie .solely in the assess
merit and supportot.academic excellence." They .may.adviseon.national needs
in particular areas-e-butthey: should'.notbe:allowedAo,deCide." They should
also beasked-to. actin the.nationaltinterest-e-but. they.should. not be expected.to
determine where, thatinterest lies: ;

iiA~~90gniti~n()f then~d ,to iso{tltet1l~R.~~earchCouriCilSfro~ 'tll~
responsibility fortaking.decisions aboutnationalneeds.wasoneofthe motiva
tions underlying the reforms in Research Couucil funding re90nrrlleI1de~lpy

Lord Rothschild, and accepted by the Government in 1971.,Lord Rothschild
noted that an appreciable part ofthe workotthe Medical. Research Council,
the Agricultural Research Council and the Natural Environment Research
Council was "applied" and argued that " However distinguished, intelligent
and practical scientists may be, they cannot be sowell qualified to decide what
the needs of the nation are, and their priorities; as' those responsible for ensuring
that these needs are illet. That is why applied R& 1) must have a customer "'.
A~ a. result a substantial proportion of the ,funds of those three Research
Councils, representing their," applied " work, was transferred to the appropriate
GovernmentDepartments, Who then assuilledresponsibility,Jorcommissioning
applied research from the Councils in accordance with, departmental' percep
tionsof national need... No fundswere transferred.from the Science Research
Council. because itwas .largely concerned with " pure, and to a.Iarger extent
applied :scie119_(3':~~., - " . ' - . - . '. .

, 7.8. It is arguable whether. Lord Rothschild was correct in. entirely excluding
the SRC from the. operation of the, "customer-contra,ctor" principle. He dr"w
a distinction between applied R &' D, which had a product, process or method
of operationas its objective, and basic research, which was concerned with
" the discovery of rational porrelati0lls and principles "'. It is curious that
Lord Rothschild did not regard that part of the SRC's budgetdu:epted to
research in engineering as falling within his definition of "applied"tesearch
and' therefore, subject to' the customer-contractor' principle. The 'Richards
Report describes research in engineering as an activity which" achieves its
CUlmination in some evident way ,at a later date-e-anew product or process,
a decision to pursue or not to pursue a line of development, a modification to
an existing piece of equipment, a more accurate means of assessing performance,
etc "', a definition very-close to Lord Rothschild's description of applied re
search. In view of the fact that some 12 percent of SRC's expenditure is
now devoted to engineering' we believe there is a good case for the lransfer
of a prolJortion of the Council's funds totJieDeparbnent of Indnstry,which
is the natural" customer" department for theaPI.'Jied research supported by
the SRC'This would help to bring the funding ofthe SRC into line with that of
the other major Research Councils.

7.9. Our objective is not to ,restrict the freedom of the Science Research
Council to take the decisions which they are'quaJifiedtotake. Rather, we are

i Crnnd 4814; para 8.'
2 ibid,~para.25.

,3 ibid,para7. ': ::'" ,'. -. '::' :'" _ ",:',:, ",',,,,,, ':c,,'
4 SRC. Academic-Industrial Collaboration in Engjn~erin8'.ResearcJi,-paJ:a 15.
SSRC, AnnualReport1975,76, October,1976 (HC 63"Session 1975 _76;
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concerned .that.jhe scientific, ,decision,making, structure-should be- constructed
according- to :rational ptinsiples Which ensure that-decisions ' are ,taken'at 'the
appropriate level. by people with the appropriate skills and responsibilities.
A coherent, strn:cto/"for'sci~ntific,decision.making' should, aim to ensure

. "- ',':'- "." .• ' .----':':,~:-,<-, :_---~- '-, :". ;',,<~'-;' ::"-','.','-',",'.'

. (i)that politicians determine policy objectives and priorities '
. -,' ,," ,', - ,,- ',-

(ii)' thatgov~rnmentdepartl:l1el1isidel1til'ythe R' &Ilandmanp6wer needs
, required to 'meet' these' policy objectives, 'llI1d allocate available reo

sources in accordance with those priorities, and'

eiii) thai scientistsdeterniin~thell1ost~fIicientm~ans6fempioying the
resources allocated to, meet the needs identified by the departments.

This is the 'operating principle of the" customer-contractor " system, and theevi
dence available to date suggests; sl) far as the ReseatchRequirementswaC:hiuery
of government departments is concerned, that it is workingwith some success.'

,'7.10:80 far as theScienceResearch Council isconcerned, however; weare
worriedthat aconfusionof responsibilities and a failure of directionfrom above
is inhibiting the Council in. exercising its J.'espoIlsibilities for t1J~ support of uni
versity rese~rch and training with suflici~ntvigollrand singlemindedness, We
n,oted above (para. 7.5) IheCouncil's Co1"J'!entsontheirdifliculties in carrying
out reviews of .researchnceds 'when national priorities' are' inadequately defined,
and we,have commented further on that particular instance in our "'5"'nt Report
on Advanced Ground Transport'. Similarly, wh~u the Chairman of the SRC
gave evidence to us on' the subject of engineering education he emphasised the
difficulties created by the fact that "it is not clear what the job is that the
nation wants or indeed whether the nation knows what it wants" (Q 77).
Accordingly, while the SRC are trying to do "something" about postgraduate
training they are not getting guidance from Government about the overall
objectives to be pursued und cannot therefore be expected to carry much weight
',with individual universities who may disagreewith the Council's perception of
national requirements.

7.n. The Richards Report has indicated that in the field of engineering reo
.searchuniversity departments" would willingly,accept a more aggresslve ap
preach by SRC and other national bodies towards the formulation of policy and
the promotion of the research thatffows from it?". In view of the scarcity of
resources in terms not only of money but also,of existing physical resources and
'manpower we are convinced that the development of a coherent set of research
priorities is vital. We are aware that the SRC Engineering Board has already
taken the initiative in promoting," research and study in selected areas which are
.not adequately covered' by spontaneous research proposals" and' is devoting
nearly 45 per cent ofits fnnds to this endIp 21); But; as the Richards Report
.suggests, "there is no overall plan to ensure that the Board has made decisions
that are fitting in a national context". Professor Richards goes on to suggest that
there should be an inhouse SRC "research policy-defining activity" to enable the
Engineering Board" to choose between broad options in ,the light of knowledge

.'. . . ..' .
1 See, for instance, M Gibbons and P Gummett, The-Origins and Early Years of the Research
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that 1SKC navearreanygonesomeway to Mopungrqp.24j; ·we aremaeec
somewhat surprised todiscover that such a policy-defining function hasnotbeen
previously undertaken by'SRC:" But we wouldnot.behappyif it resulted in the
abdication by g?veI'Ill1lent departments oftheir overriding responsibility for iden
tifying and promotingareas of national need. 'That responsibility" as theSRC's
Director of Engineering recently told our GeneralPurposes Sub-Committee, " lies
somewhere else in the system ... nationalobjectives.. are... quite clearlynot going
tobe laiddown by the$R,C"': .....,

7.l2. 011e partialsolutiontoensuring that departmentsexercise their responsi
bilities is by use of the. custome~-contractor principle, and we have suggested
(paragraph 7.8 above) that that principle might be invoked in respect of a part
.of thesRC's budget Another partial solution adopted by the Government 'has
been to expand the Advisory Board for the. Research.Councils, which advises.on
the. distribution ot: the .• Science Budget between .the various Research Councils,
to include the Chief Scientists of the main Government Departments, and, since
JanuaryJ~76, theHeadofthe Central Policy ReviewStaff. This development,
which .goes some-way towards .reducing the inevitable element of horse-trading
in .the deliberations of theABRC, is to he welcomedcandit is evident from the
recent reconimendationsof.the ABRC concerning the transfer of resources "iway
from "big science." .that an attempt is being made by the Board to developa
coherentforward strategyfor t!le overalldevelopment of the Research Councils.

, ... ,

7.13,When .theS~lectC;bmmittee of Sessibn 1971-72. considered the
organisation of government R& 1>. they recommended the appointment of."
Minister for, Research .' and Development who. would, amongst other
responsibilities, act". Chairman of a statutory. Council for Sdenceand
Technology'. The proposed Council for Science and Technology would have
been responsible for advising the (]overnment.on the ',' formulationof policy and
priorities for. expenditure on civil and defence research and development",
andadvice 011 th~ distribution .of the. Science Budget to. the Research Coun~ils

would have been provided by a' Committee for the .Research Councils
established by the Council',

7.14. In the Iight6f the cornmltmentbytfre present Government, like its
predecessor, to the principle of functional departmental. responsibility for
R & D5~ these proposals are 11O.10nger realistic; although atthetimethey offered
an equally coherent conceptualalternative to the present post-Rothschild system.
The Government have: now gone some Way 'towards correcting-the excessive
emphasis on functionaliresponsibilities 'by establishing an Advisory Council
on Applied Research and Development, to. be chaired by the Lord Privy Seal as
Minister responsibleforthe co?rdination of governmentR & D. ACARD~ as
it will inevitably be known, has advisory responsibilites somewhat similar to
those proposed by the.C()m1I1ittee for the Councilon Science and Technology.
Amongst these i-esp"nsibiliti,es, is .the articulation of applied R &' D ."with

1 SRc., opcit, para 35iSee:also SRC'Annual Report'.~1975;.76, pp. 38~9 "
2 HC 286 (Sossionl97~~76), Q91. ...•.• ,' ", -,
3Ministers with similarresponsibilities have 'been appointedin anumber 'ofcountries,including

Canada,Japan, and the Federal Republic of Gerrnany'(see'First'Reportfromthe Select Committee
on Science and Technology, SessionJ975-76, RC87, para 13): ',., "" , ~

4FirstReportfrom the Select Committee on Science and Technology, Session 1971-'-72 (HC 237),
paras 43-49, 91. . .

5SOO, cs, Cmnd 5711 (August 1974).
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scieJ:lti1j.Q research .:Sllpportec\/ through .jhe ,:pepart1)l~J:lt of ,Educatiopand
.Scicnce",'. "We .welcome ':this develcpment .and "r~Qcm"n~lld ,tlIlli. A,<;~D
~bouId review (he ~l:d;iClllsbil' IIetweellgowmmellt-suPl'Clrted applied R, &: D
aJld l{ovemment-fll1\dedllasier~ar~ asa !Illl~r Clf urgenQY, In particular
they shouldexaminethe operation of the customer-contractor relationship, and
of,t1w MRC, to ensure .Ihateffeotive machinery iexists for relating basic
science policies to long-term departmental R <\'<; P strategies.

7.1~.'~e reQol'llOendfurth~rtbattht\. re.,j~"'~c~rrj~d ..nt IIy ACARD sl!CluId
nClr!llllUy lie pulliished; anc\that (he Lord l'r\vy Sea], as Ch\l\r!llan Clf the
AdvisClry Councf], should make R!Illual rel'Clrts .tCl Parlill!llenton the work
of the COll1\ciI. ' , '

7.]6. It is not our intention to make sweeping recommendations for changes
in the organisatiojl Ofgovernment R& D. which is, in any case, outside the
~cop~ of the p~~sent inquiry. Wh~tever misgivings the Committee may have had
in 1972 the functi?nal orl;anis~tion devi~el\ by Lord Rothschild has now had
ail opp0rtunHy to become-established and weare encouraged by the-recent
changes in the Cabinet 'Office which indicate the willingnessof the Govern ent
to respond flexibly to needswhich become evident as the system settles d wn,
In 1972 our concemwasto ensure that government ~& D strategy was not
distorted by short-termconc~ptions?f, need flowing from the exercise by
departments iof theirproxy" customer "role, aJ:ld that 10ng-!el')Iljleeds, not
particularly related to. the needs of individual departments, were not the eby
ignored. Thecreatiop of the ne", Committee of Chief Scientists. and
~ermanent Secretaries, ajld of ACARD, indicates. that the. Government ow
recognise this danger and are strengthening the machinery for exami ing
longer-term 'research and manpower requirements at an interdepartmental nd
extra-departmental-Ievel. We remain ' concerned -abour-the need.toen ure
that adequate political control is exercised over R&D decisions which ay
haveprofoUJ;l1\ Iong-term effects on. the C?IOWIlJ;ljty, but we believe.jhat nly
time will demonstrate whether the new coordinating machinery is adequate for
'this task. We areencouraged, although not totally convinced, by the fo er
Lord Privy Seal'sassurance that the danger of " slippage" in this field "w uld
not be .of anysignificant size" (91W~)·

7.17. rhe cOIllb¥ation of ~tronfr~s"arcIireqllirelOentsmachinerYiiJ. the
departments and stronger machinery at ,the centre ought to be sufficen to
ensure that R &,:P requirements are ideutified and, matc~ed to meet Cab net
and departmental policy. It is then a matterof concern to ensure that t ese
R&D requirements are communicated to the Research' Councils andtransl ted
by them into policies for funding research of a more basic character, and for
funding relevant postgraduate training.. tomeet.those requirements in the 10 ger
term. The Iatter process is not .necessarily one tope formalised .into ore
bureaucratic machinery. Ideally, the publication by the Department of Ene I;Y,
for instance, of their recent Energy R&D strategy', should be sufficient ind ca
tion to the SRC~anl\ to other Research Councils concerned, such as NER 
of the lines which their own policies should follow. Much thereforedep ds
0J;l the .efficiency with which departments themselves identify and publicise t eir
R&D strategies.



that .p.ep~rtiriental"ieWs·· areicolllniuriicated. do.;yn the'·'line, particularly in
research areas involving niore. than ... one Research Council, ',' In pa~ticular;the
Advisory Board for the Research Councils provides' an ~xi~ting mechanism-for
such communication.rsince it is the formal meeting placeofrepresentativesof
the Research Councils~ndt~e dep,aV\m~nts:.The ABRC hasalr~adyestablished
machinery specifically todeal with energy matters and with other matters such
as g,enetic engineeringand taxonomy'. We ~ecommend the extension of this
practice'. Wealsorecolllniendthe establishment-of lines of communication
bet.;y"eh.thene""Advisory ClonncilonA~pliedR SoD andtheABRC to ensure
'an efficient inpnt from the one to the other. . .

Th~;lJ:dependenceof theResearchCouncils .... ': ..: . ,.. ..
7.19. It is notour intentioritosuggest that the Research Councila should

merely act as grant-awarding bodies pursuing. policieadictated by gOVernment
departlllents.There are broad areas of'research andpostgraduate training In
the fundamental.sciences where closep.ir~ction .from.igovernmcnt .would be
damaging and unproductive, And.inLfhose areas-where policyguidance is
appropriate the Councils haveanessential roletoplayin feeding up. the line
the views of the scientificcommunity onresearch possibilitiesand thefinancial
and physical requirements necessary to. achieve departmental goals.• We .are
.concerned, hgwe'ler; that the Research-Councils should.ino; be iexpected to
perform-the role of determining R.I\; ,I)str~tegy-,--{)reven policy-formulation___
which •should be performed in the departments, in Le'abin\,ta,nd finally in
Parliament.. I~ .they.do slip intozhia.role it .is-more.Hkely alesponsetp the
absenceof cleardepartmental guidance than any positive desire bythe.Councils
tgi,USn:rp responsibility not properly their, OWl!, . The.resppnsibilitythererore
rests .firmlywith government departments-to provide c1earllndefl'ectiveguidanc~
and advice, .. . .

, 7.2Q.We have a!read; iJldi"ated oursupport for the principles of the 'dual
system Ior the support of research ill the universities by the Research Councils,
on the one hand, and the Univer~ily Grants Collllll'ttee pn the.pth~rha,-:d'.We
see no reason to change that view. Wepaye. alsg>emphasised previouslythe
importance of maintaining a sufficiently soUnd "floor" of support from UGC
fundsto ensure that universities are free tonnd.ert~ke a reasonable volume of
speculative research without any interference from. outside agencies. Giyell
effective g,nidelilles from Government•. we'believe that the ResearchCouncils
are efficientillstrulllents for providing jselective support for researcpill the
higher.education s)iStem.

7.21. ill previousReports we have commented on complaints from some in
the university world .about the procedures of the Science.Research Council for
assessing grant applications and vabout the extent. towmch the Council's
committeesand boards could be regarded as representative-of the academic
community, We also. in our last Report, published, an analysis of the distribu
tion of SRG grants.to individual research workers'. The Council have replied
that although the latter analysisis ~asicany sound from a mathematical point
of view. "if would not be sound to' draw any conch,slons whatsoever about

1 See Second Report ofthe ABRC, !974-;75, Cmnd 64'30(1976), para 44--8.
2 First Report from the Select Committee, Session1975~76.(HC87); para 15.
3 ibid, Annex II. - ',';-, '-,' -.- ""- ''''' "', ,', .'" ,. '
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the working of SRCpolicy fro:mthe"arfllysi~,1'~. -If that is the case, we believe
that SRC shouldbqreparedfo provide the academic comfi1unity and.Farlia
riientandthepu~Ji(~withmore'adequate and- regillarinfonnauonaboutihe
distribution <if' their research grantsand st~dentships,on which "sounder 'cM'
clusipns ttiay. be based'. The BRC 'are responsible for the distribution of
substantial furid~ and 'the nature of that-distribution has. even greater strategic
iinportance. thanth~ size bfthe funds suggest .·,TheYshould 'be 'prep~ed 'tobe
completely open aboutthe illethods Of!gran.t distriblluon,and Should welcome
atlemt>tstoevaluate the practical effects of 'their publicly stated' policies for

r~s~a~ch~~pport.,> '•. .:' .......';: •.•...•.•.. ,. •.•.... •.•. ..' ..........•
.<7.22. We Sllgg~llted in our l~tRePo~t,t!l!tt.iliere.;was. roomforfiirthe~
itlldYOf. the extent to which the .yxistenceO\ ahan~ulof highly-favoured
university scientistsmayinfluence-the fornmlation.ofBRCpolicy ", We continue
to 'believe that such study should be undertaken-particularly to examine tlly
extent to which those who receive funds participate in awarding those funds,
We do .not mean to. imply, however, that there should be anydeparturefrom
the principles ofl!he 'peer-review systcm'vand.it.is .clear fromoverseas experience
that.without the creation-of a:dangerously powerful.bureaucracy,the peer-review
systemris. the onlyeffective.uneans-by. whichithe academic' community-can
distribute funds" forbasic.research•. We·believethaLthe·studies•.we suggest.may
demonstrate the' need to widen the membership ofireviewing bodies, and that
that may. in itself.helpto increase' the .acceptability·oLSRC.decisions .in the
academiccommunity:at.Jarge.rBut we totally reject the more extreme .proposals
put to us by; same disappointed. applicants' for, grants .for.ithe .abandonment-of
peer-review.in favour-of t'.representative l' .grant.awardmg-bodies',

7.23. Sir Sam. Edwards; the Chairn1an.dfthe SCiblJ.8eR~sbarchC6n.nCii,'h~s
argued' elsewhere that" MemJjer's6f Parliament pay far too. much .fltt~ntion to
theRese~chCouncilsrelative to their .consi~eration. ofthe massiveexpenditure
of money on research going onoutside t~eResear~hCOUn9iIs"'.: However. the
development of. fundamental" knowledge. and. the trai~ilig'of highly-qualified
manpower of today inevitabiyaJl'ects the ability of-the nation to performt~e
appliedR&Dof tamorro,\\" AlthotighRe~arch Council expenditure is
relatively small, itsdistdbutionis criticaIIyirnportant for the future and in our
view, therefore, it is at least as Important to ensure that tile Research ~0ul1ciIs
are pursuing policies which reflect national priorities and needs, as to ensure
thatthe larger sums spent on applied R &Darespent on the right R&D.

1 Memorandum 27.
2 He 87, para 21. .... '.'..'
3 We note the helpful descriptionof the operationof-the system in the SRC AnnuaI1~.ep~~t lor

1975,76"Pag'l 1•. ;. ;.-." , ..... '........ ..•. , ... .: '.' ; ••..•
4'A" 'very extreme proposal of. this kind is nut fl1rW::lrif hv nr "p.~ n"'U;Mn '1"> ,..",,,n,,,,..t ,..~ ,f'h"



'8.1., This Repon:bllS surveyed-a number ofapllt,ly difficult"aJ;iocompleif
problems facingjhe universities and industry in Britain, andthe gov"rrltIlent
departmentssand agencies.rel!ponsible. for 'provi<;1ing S\lPPCl\f! for both -, sectors,
The Committee. recognise that.therearano easy.sclutions.to these problems,
and. that apparently attractive.schemes tor remedying one problem lI\"y have
unacceptableor unexpectedconsequences iu relation to other problems. We
acceptthat that may be. the case-with-some QIthe specificrecommendations
in the body of this Report, But all those recommendations are at least, con'
sistent with what we believe sho~l~ be one of the central aims of government
policy during the next ,few years: nalrielytlle ereiltlon of ian enviro:u:me:u:t ,in
which ,the 1IDdoubted. scientific and, teclmica1.e~erli$e of .the. people of Britiliii
can bedifectedtoWatdsthe reereation of a healthy and e~diDg indilSWl
economy.
Educational; p(Jlicy

8.2, We have come to the .conclusion that in order to overcome the widely
recognised malaise-In the higher education cfenglneers and technologists a
concertedeffort must now be made to raise the quality, status, and appeal of
scientific and technical studies in schools; in universities, and in society at large.
ThiS may be achieved partly by concentrating resources in institutions with
the facilities and prestiges\!fticient·to attract rstudents and teachers of the
highest calibre; partly by pursuing with determination the proposals of the
Science Research Council for' industry-related postgraduate studies; and partly
by making a greaterattempt to involve industry at all levels in the education
processitself., B~t the proces~ must begin in the schools.

8). We believe that measures of til" kind .we have suggested are vital, but
we realise the fears Which they may arouse in theacademiccommunity .about
government interference with traditional university freedom. These fears are
quite proper. The independence •of the universities is rightly regarded as an
essential protection of intellectualliberty, and wedo not wish to see the univer
sides. become, agents of the State, teaching and studying only those matters
regarded as important by the State.'On the other hand. that liberty must not
be regarded as a licence to il1;l1ore!be needs of the society of which. the
universities are a part.

804. We believe that ourproposalsare not inconsistent with the maintenance
of university independence, so long as the universities themselves recognise and.
respond to the legitimate pressures now coming from the rest of the community.
Accordingly we hope that much of what we and others are proposing will be
taken up without the need for government direction. We hope that the univer
sities and the agencies which act as buffers between them and the State, namely
the Research Councils and the University Grants Committee, will take the
~~iative. But we believe that the Government and Parliament have a responsi
brlrty to the community at large to provide the political lead and encouragement
to enable the universities to adjust to the demands which are now being made
of them.

Industry

8.5. We have made a number ofproposals designed to facilitate the transfer
of knowledge from universities to productive industry, to Improve the deploy.
ment of qualified personnel in industry, and to increase the attraction of
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industrial employment for highIcalibrerscientists and engineers. There are
some measures which clearly ~__and should-be tak~n by the Government,
including measures to improve .the 'pay of' qualified industrial personnel and
institutional changes such as tho,seproposed in J:elationtotheNational Research
Development Corpo~ation. ','But individualc~mpanies;like individual univer
sities. 'must' recognise tilill!t ,the-solution of 'many offhe 'problems is in' their
own-hands.

8.6. It is abundantly clear, however, that the process of innovation inindustry
is dependent on the, availability of private capitaL, W)1atever steps are taken
by Government to improve relations between universities /lI\dindustry'theneed,
to provide incentivesfor industrial Innovation wiUremairii'
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